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ABSTRACT 

The successful application of a CRR model depends on how well we handle each phase 

of model calibration. Despite the popularity of CRR models, reports in the literature indicate that 

it is typically difficult, if not impossible, to obtain a unique set of optimal parameters for a CRR 

model. Unless the best set of parameters associated with a given calibration data set can be 

found, it is impossible to determine how sensitive the parameter estimates (and hence the model 

forecasts) are to factors such as Input and output data error, model error, quantity and quality of 

data, objective function used, and so on. 

In this dissertation, results that clearly establish the nature of the problem of multiple 

optima in CRR models are presented. Based on these results it is shown why currently used 

optimization procedures have little chance of successfully finding the optimal parameter sets. This 

understanding is then used to develop a new global optimization procedure, the Shuffled Complex 

Evolution (SCE) method, which can efficiently and effectively identify the optimal values for the 

model parameters. 

The efficiency and effectiveness of the SCE method is first demonstrated on some 

theoretical test functions. It is then used to calibrate a research version of the SMA-NWSRFS 

model - the SIXPAR model. The SCE method is compared to other available methods used in 

practice on the theoretical test functions and the SIXPAR model. Finally, the SCE method is 

applied to the full scale SMA-NWSRFS model using both synthetic data and real data. The test 

results clearly indicate that the SCE method is superior to other methods tested in this research. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

THE CAUBRATION OF CONCEPTUAL WATERSHED MODELS 

1.1 Introd uctlon 

Computer-based mathematIcal models have become Increasingly popular In scIence and 

engineering. with no exception to hydrology. Such models are often Intended to emulate the 

behavior of various real-world systems. In hydrology. computer-based models are widely used 

for the optimal management of water resources systems Oncludlng. for example. hydro-eJectric 

power generation. Irrigation. water supply. water quality regulation. flood warning e.t.c.). In 

addition. they are used In the design of policies and physical structures to mitigate the effects of 

extreme hydrological events (e.g., floods and droughts). 

The popularity of computer-based mathematical models (hereafter referred to simply as 

models) In hydrology Is due to the remarkably rapid progress In computer technology that has 

occurred during last four decades. In recent years a large number of hydrological models have 

been developed to represent various aspects of the rainfall-runoff (R-R) process. Among them, 

two groups of models stand out: the ·conceptual" rainfall-runoff (CRR) models and the 

"system-theoretic" models. CRR models are designed to approximate within their structures the 

general physical mechanisms which govern the hydrologic cycle. The ·system-theoretlc· models, 

on the other hand, are developed to establish a causal linkage between two or more observed 

phenomena without detailed consideration given to the Internal deSCription of the phYSical 

processes under Investigation. 

CRR models have found favor with many practicing hydrologists and engineers. Some 

of the widely used and studied CRR models Include the Soli Moisture Accounting Model of 

National Weather Service River Forecast System (SMA-NWSRFS) [Burnash et at. 1973], the HEC-1 
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[U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Report, 1973], and the Stanford Watershed Model (SWM) 

[Crawford and Unsley, 1966]. 

CRR models generally represent the soli moisture accounting phase of the hydrologic 

cycle as several Inter-connected subsystems, each representing a certain component In the 

processing of a hydrologic event. Empirically or heuristically determined functions are used to 

describe the Internal operation of these processes. The type of functions and the amount of detail 

used to represent a watershed system determine the degree of realism and sophistication of a 

CRR model. For any CRR model to have practical utility, It Is Important to be able to identify 

proper values for the parameters which govern these functions. The procedure for doing this Is 

called model calibration. 

Despite the popularity of CRR models, many difficulties In model calibration have been 

experienced by researchers and practicing hydrologists [Ibbltt, 1970; Johnston and Pilgrim, 1976; 

Pickup, 1977; Larimore, 1981; Sorooshlan and Gupta, 1983]. Reports In the literature Indicate that 

It Is typically difficult, if not Impossible, to obtain a unique set of optimal parameters for a CRR 

model. This problem has often been attributed to the structural characteristics of CRR models, 

which ultimately lead to the existence of multiple optima (I.e., more than one solution). The 

problem is compounded by the fact that the calibration procedures In current use are incapable 

of handling the phenomenon of multiple optima. The purpose of this investigation is to cleariy 

establish the nature of the problem of multiple optima In CRR models, and to use that 

understanding to develop a calibration procedure which can efficiently and effectively identify the 

globally optimal values for the model parameters. 
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1.2. Uterature Review 

1.2.1 Selection ind calibration of • CRR Model 

Before a model can be used to analyze or predict the behavior of a real-world system. It 

must be adjusted so that It closely duplicates observations of how the real-world system has 

behaved In the past. A general procedure for this Is: 

(1) Choose an appropriate model (there may be many different model representations to 

choose from); 

(2) Choose appropriate historical data sets for calibration and verification (these data sets 

should be representative of the behaviors the model Is Intended to duplicate); 

(3) Choose an appropriate estimation criterion (this measures the closeness of the model 

behavior to that of the real-world syStem); 

(4) ,choose an appropriate optimization algorithm (this Is used to adjust the model so that the 

estimation criterion Is optimized); 

(5) Calibrate the model (Implement the optimization algorithm. criterion and data set so as 

to obtain an optimally adJusted model); 

(6) Verify and validate the" model (test the model on a separate data set to make sure the 

behavior Is acceptable). 

Model selection 

The question of how to choose an appropriate R-R model Is not trivial. A wide selection 

of R-R models exists and many more are continually being developed. The literature Is full of 

conflicting claims regarding which model Is best suited for a given application. As of now. no 

universal principle on how to choose the model that Is optimal for an Intended purpose has been 

discovered. Conflicting considerations arise even when attempting to decide between the broad 

group of CRR and ·system theoretic· models. Sorooshlan [1983] pointed out that conceptual 
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models are believed to be Inherently more accurate In representing watershed behavior than the 

system-theoretical models. However. system-theoretical models are usually easier to construct 

and calibrate. Gupta [1984J reasoned that a model should be as complex and as realistic as 

available qualitative Information would permit. At the same time. It has to remain mathematically 

tractable. In the research proposed here the attention will be restricted to the ·conceptual- type 

of model, with particular focus on the SMA-NWSRFS model. 

Data set selection 

The selection of an appropriate data set has proven to be a critical factor In the successful 

calibration of eRR models. It Is generally agreed that the calibration data should be 

-representative- of various phenomena experienced by the physical system. Sorooshlan and 

Gupta [1985] demonstrated that various characteristics of the calibration data such as preCipitation 

Intensity and length of data set were closely related to the identifiability of model parameters. 

Sorooshlan et al. [1983] also reported that data containing a lot of hydrologic variability were 

desirable from the point of view of enhancing model parameter identifiability. They also stated that 

the use of long data sets was not as beneficial as the use of data sets of good -qualltt 

(hydrologically variable and relatively error free). 

Estimation criterion 

The most popular estimation criterion (sometimes called the objective function) to date 

has been the Simple Least Squares (SLS) criterion, which Is calculated as the sum of squared 

differences of observed outputs and predicted outputs. Sorooshlan [1978] and Sorooshian and 

Dracup [1980] proposed the use of Maximum Ukellhood (ML) criteria which account for the 

stochastic nature of Input data error. and their studies Indicated that the ML criteria were superior 

to the SLS criterion. Their claim has been supported by Sorooshlan et al. [1983]. Ibbltt and 
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Hutchinson [1984], and Lemmer and Rao [1983]. Duan, Sorooshian and Ibbltt, [1988] extended 

the ML technique to an unequal time Interval application and reported good results. 

Optimization algortthms 

The testing of various optimization procedures has been extensively reported In the 

literature [e.g., Ibbltt, 1970; Johnston and Plgrlm, 1976; Pickup, 1977; and Hendrickson, 

Sorooshlan and Brazil, 1988]. These researchers have, with few exceptions, used optimization 

procedures based on local-search -dlrect-type- algorithms or local-search -gradlent-type

algorithms. Both these categories of algorithms are designed to solve problems which have only 

one unique optimum. On problems that have more than one optimum, the best they can be 

expected to achieve Is a local optimum (which mayor may not be the global one). 

Direct-type algorithms require that only one piece of Information, the value of the 

estimation criterion, be computed at the parameter values to be tested. Examples of direct-type 

algorithms that have been used to calibrate eRR models are the Simplex Method of Neider and 

Mead [1965], the Pattern Search Method of Hooke and Jeeves [1961], and the Axis-Rotating 

Method of Rosenbrock [1960]. 

Gradient-type algorithms require that in addition to the value of the estimation criterion. 

the derivatives are also computed at the parameter values to be tested. Examples of gradient-type 

algorithms that have been used to calibrate eRR models are the -Newton- or -Quasl-Newton

methods [Marquardt. 1963; Leunberger, 1984]. 

Several kinds of difficulties (see section 1.2.2) have been encountered during attempts to 

calibrate eRR models using local-search optimization approaches [e.g .• lbbltt. 1970; Johnston and 

Pilgrim, 1976; ~ickup. 1977; Sorooshlan, Gupta and Fulton, 1983; Gupta. 1984; Hendrickson, 

Sorooshian and Brazil. 1988]. Hence recent work has been directed towards evaluating the 

suitability of glObal-search optimization procedures for the calibration of hydrological models 
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[Brazil, 1988; Armour, 1990; Welnlg, 1991]. The theory of global-search optimization Is much less 

understood than that for local-search optimization, and therefore remains an open area for 

research. 

Model verification 

The ultimate test of a model Is how It performs In practice. In many cases, even though 

a good match between the observed and predicted outputs can be obtained during the calibration 

stage, on-lIne forecasts made using the calibrated model are either poor or Inconsistent, 

suggesting that the calibration was not entirely successful. Verification and validation of the model 

using data sets not employed during calibration helps to minimize such a risk. Post-callbratlon 

sensitivity analysis techniques can be useful for this purpose [Sorooshlan and ArfI, 1982]. K1emes 

[1982] has suggested that CRR models should be validated under diverse and varied conditions, 

Including conditions which are quite different from those of the calibration period. 

1.2.2 Problems Encountered In the Calibration of CRR Models 

Even a cursory review of the literature reveals that hydrologists have encountered great 

difficulties In the task of obtaining a unique and realistic set of optimal parameters, when 

calibrating a pre-specified CRR model to historical data. These difficulties have generally been 

attributed to one or more of the following causes: 

1. Measurement errors In the hydrologic data sets. 

2. Model structural characteristics such as parameter Interaction, model nonlinearity, and 

model structural errors. 

3. The model configurations, which Involve discretization of continuous processes and crude 

approximations of threshold processes. 
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Measyrement error 

The effects. of measurement error have been addressed by many researchers [Sorooshlan 

and Dracup. ·1980; Kuczera. 1983a & b; and others]. For hydrologic applications. the most 

commonly encountered characteristic of measurement errors Is believed to be heteroscedastlclty. 

Sorooshlan [1978] proposed a Maximum Ukellhood criterion specifically to correct for the effects 

of this type of error. This criterion has been applied with a fair degree of success [Sorooshlan et 

al. 1983; Ibbltt and Hutchinson. 1985; Lemmer and Rao. 1983; Delleur et aI .• 1984; and W1l1goose 

and Bras (MIT. personal communication to Sorooshlan)]. 

Nonlinearity 

Nonlinearity Is an Intrinsic nature of CRR models. Some researchers have attempted to 

use piecewise linearization of CRR models to facilitate the Implementation of Kalman filtering 

concepts [Kltanldls and Bras. 1980a & b]. However, by approximating the nonlinear nature of 

conceptual hydrologic models. the advantage of conceptual models over system-theoretic model 

may have been diminished. Kuczera [1988] proposed a procedure for evaluating how nonlinearity 

contributes to the parameter estimate uncertainty. 

Parameter Interaction 

The effect of parameter Interaction has been addressed by many researchers [Sorooshlan 

and Gupta. 1985; Plinston. 1972; Willgoose. 1986; and others]. Sorooshlan and Gupta [1985] 

proposed the use of Indices which measure parameter sensitivity to assess the effect of parameter 

Interaction and developed methods for Improving parameter sensitivity. Gupta and Sorooshian 

[1983J demonstrated that reparameterlzatlon of the percolation part of the SMA-NWSRFS model 

can reduce parameter Interaction. W1l1goose [1986] proposed a calibration procedure which 

Incorporates the measures of parameter sensitivity In search of the optimal parameter set. 
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StructYrai errors 

The adverse Impact of structural errors In CRR models on the ability to discover the 

optimal parameter values has been acknowledged by many researchers [Sorooshlan and Gupta, 

1985; Kuczera, 1982a]. To date, there has been no serious attempt to dlrecUy address the effect 

of structural errors on CRR model calibration. It Is common to assume that the structural error 

can be Indirectly handled by lumping the effect of structural error Into other sources of error In the 

model calibration process such as Input data error and numerical error [Sorooshlan, 1978; Duan, 

Sorooshlan and Ibbltt, 1988]. This approach assumes that all errors In the modeling process are 

additive. By the term additive, It Is Implied that one error term lumped Into the output can account 

for all sources of uncertainty. This assumption Is questionable as It Is likely that the stochastic 

characteristics of structural error and other sources of error are not similar. 

Discretization error 

CRR models are dlscretized approximation of continuous hydrologic process. The 

discretization process will unavoidably yield approximation errors. For example, the existence of 

threshold parameters In CRR models Is believed to contribute to roughness of the response 

surface and discontinuous derivatives [Gupta, 1984; Hendrickson, Sorooshlan and Brazil, 1988]. 

1.2.3 The Use of Local-search Methods to Calibrate CRR Models 

As mentioned In the section 1.2.1, most attempts to calibrate CRR models have used 

local-search optimization methods [see, for example, Dawdy and O'Donnell, 1965; Nash and 

Sutcliff, 1970; Chapman, 1970; Ibbltt, 1970; Monro, 1971; Johnston and Pilgrim, 1976; Pickup, 

19n; Sorooshian, 1978; Sorooshlan, Gupta and Fulton, 1983; Gupta and Sorooshlan, 1985; 

Hendrickson, Sorooshlan and Brazil, 1988; e.t.c.]. Ibbltt [1970] performed a comprehensive 

comparative study of different local-search optimization methods for calibration of the Stanford 
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Watershed Model [Crawford and Unsley, 1966] and the O'Donnell Model [Dawdy and O'Donnell, 

1965]. He tested nine different optimization methods Including a univariate search technique 

[Beard, 1967], two versions of Rosenbrock's Axis-Rotating Method [Rosenbrock, 1960], Powell's 

conjugate gradient direct search method [Powell, 1964], a deflected gradient method [Fletcher and 

Powell, 1963], two least squares methods [Bames, 1965; Powell 1965], the Levenberg-Marquardt 

method [Levenberg, 1944; Marquardt, 1963], and a random search method [Kamopp, 1963]. He 

reported that the Rosenbrock Method was the most effective method among the different methods 

tested. Johnston and Pilgrim [1976] used the Simplex Method [Neider and Mead, 1965] and the 

Davldon Method [Fletcher and Powell, 1963] to calibrate the Boughton model [Boughton, 1965]. 

Monro [1971] applied the Pattem Search Method to the SWM Model. Sorooshlan and Dracup 

[1980] and Sorooshlan and Arfi [1982] used the Simplex method to calibrate the Diskin and Simon 

[1977] model. Sorooshlan, Gupta and Fulton [1983] used the Pattem Search Method to calibrate 

the SMA-NWSRFS model. 

The gradient-type approach has seldom been used In CRR model calibration. This Is due 

to the difficulties and tedium Involved In evaluating the derivatives of model equations, caused by 

the Implicit nature of model equations and the existence of threshold parameters In model 

equations. Some researchers have tried to deal with this problem by approximating the derivatives 

with finite differences [Ibbltt, 1970; Johnston and Pilgrim, 1976; Pickup, 1977]. They reported 

encountering poor algorithm performance which they attributed to numerical Inaccuracies. 

Goldstein and Larimore [1980] investigated a modified version of the SMA-NWSRFS model in 

which the thresholds were replaced by smoothing functions, and the derivatives were explicitly 

computed. They employed the gradient-type Levenberg-Marquardt Method [Marquardt 1963] for 

estimation of the parameters and reported that good convergence could be achieved if the search 

was started In the region close to the optimum. However, they also pointed out that the 

Levenberg-Marquardt Method would be Ineffective In cases where the response surface Is highly 
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non-quadratlc (as Is known to be the case with eRR models [Sorooshlan and Gupta, 1.983]). 

Using a different approach, Gupta and Sorooshlan [1985] developed a procedure for explicitly 

evaluating the derivatives of eRR models with threshold parameters and tested a Newton-Raphson 

method on the simple eRR model SIXPAR. Hendrickson, Sorooshlan and Brazil [1988] 

implemented the explicit derivative procedure on the SMA-NWSRFS Model and then compared 

the calibration performance of two methods: the gradient-type Levenberg-Marquardt Method and 

the direct-type Pattem Search Method. The gradient-type approach performed poorly in 

comparison to the direct-type approach, and the evidence presented suggests that this was due 

to discontinuities in the derivatives of the objective function response surface. 

The optimization algorithms mentioned above are locally based search procedures. Such 

procedures are not designed to handle the presence of multl-local optima, discontinuous 

derivatives, and other problems encountered in the calibration of eRR models. The convergence 

problems encountered by local-search algorithms have been well documented In the references 

presented above. The algorithm convergence points have been shown to be quite sensitive to the 

parameter values from which the search was started [see, for example, Johnston and Pilgrim 1976. 

Gupta and Sorooshlan 1985, e.t.c.J. Hence. In order to have a reasonable degree of confidence 

In the calibrated model. the user must choose values for the Initial parameter estimates that are 

close to the optimal ones. 

1.2.4 The Use of Global-search Methods to Calibrate CRR Models 

Ibbltt [1970] was probably the first to examine the use of a global search strategy for CRR 

model calibration. He investigated Kamopp's Random Search Method [Kamopp. 1963J and 

compared it to several local search strategies (see section 1.2.3). Ibbitt reported that Kamopp's 

method was unable to obtain good estimates of the global optimum, but It could provide 

parameter values which could be good starting points for a subsequent local search. Ibbitt 
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reported that when the global procedure was able to locate a point whose function value was 

within 30 percent of the gioba"y optimal function value, then subsequent applications of the 

Rosenbrock Method were able to converge to the global optimum. Brazil [1988] proposed the 

use of the Adaptive Random Search CARS) Method [Masri et. aI., 1978, 1980; Pronzato et. aI., 

1984] to calibrate the SMA-NWSRFS model. He reported that the ARS method, In conjunction 

with some heuristic approaches for identifying Initial parameter estimates and ranges, was capable 

of producing promising results. Armour [1990] and Welnlg [1991] tested the ARS method 

extensively on the SMA-NWSRFS model with both synthetic and real data. They found that, even 

with synthetic data where the "true- parameter set for the model was known, the ARS method was 

unable to find the true parameter values. Their results suggest that the ARS Method Is not well 

suited to solving the multiple optima problem encountered with eRR models. 

Upto now, no other publications on the use of globally based optimization methods for 

eRR model calibration have been reported. The major reason such methods have not been 

widely investigated is probably due to a concern over the demand that they place on 

computational resources. However, the theory and practice of global optimization has progressed 

rapidly during the last decade .. Meanwhile computer technologies have rapidly Improved making 

computationally Intensive methods much more practical and affordable. 

1.3 Summary and Discussion 

The successful application of a eRR model depends on how well each phase of model 

selection and calibration is handled. Given the special characteristics of eRR models currently 

In use, there Is an urgent need to find an effective and efficient calibration procedure that can 

identify a unlql!e and realistic set of optimal parameters for the model. Unfortunately, existing 

procedures are plagued by a multitude of problems. While some of these problems are 

attributable to limitations Inherent In th, calibration and verification data, model structural 
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characteristics are believed to contribute to the existence of multiple optima on the objective 

function response surface. The question that this raises Is: 

Are current procedures for the calibration of eRR models capable of detecting 

the location of the global optimum with any degree of confidence? 

Historical experience Indicates that the answer to the above question Is ·No·. On the one 

hand, the local-search optimization algorithms currently In use are only capable of finding a ·Iocal 

best point- In the region of the starting point. On the other hand, the few global-search 

optimization procedures that have been tested have not proved effective. The latter result is most 

likely because those global search procedures a) did not reflect the state-of-the-art In global 

optimization, and b) were not carefully chosen to ensure that they could handle the specific 

difficulties encountered In CRR model optimization. 

1.4 Scope of This Research 

The numerous difficulties that have been reported with CRR model calibration suggest that 

these problems may have their own peculiar characteristics. Therefore, the first stage of this 

research will be to establish clearly what the features of the problem are, how difficult the problem 

Is. and why current procedures cannot solve the problem. This understanding will be used to 

Identify the specific characteristics that are desirable In a solution strategy. In the second stage 

of this research. a global-search optimization procedure will be designed which Incorporates In 

it the desirable characteristics specified in stage one. The procedure will be extensively tested to 

establish its effectiveness and efficiency in solving a broad spectrum of problems. Including. of 

course. the problem of calibrating the SMA-NWSRFS model. 
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1.5 Organization of This Dillerlation 

The dissertation Is 'organlzed Into nine chapters. 

Chapter Two presents the results of studies designed to identify. both quantitatively and 

qualitatively. the precise nature of the multiple optima problem encountered In the calibration of 

CRR models. 

Chapter Three discusses the problem of Global Optimization. presents a review of the 

literature. and identifies those algorithmic properties that are desirable for CRR model calibration. 

In Chapter Four. two global optimization strategies that have been proposed In the 

hydrologic literature: the Adaptive Random Search (ARS) method and the Multl·Start Simplex 

(MSX) method. are tested on a simple version of the SMA·NWSRFS model. The first Is shown to 

be completely ineffective. while the second Is effective but Inefficient. 

In Chapter Five. a new global search optimization algorithm called the Shuffled Complex 

Evolution (SCE) method is developed based on the conclusions of Chapters Three and Four. The 

new method is designed to be well suited to the problem of CRR model calibration. 

Chapter Six focuses on the comprehensive testing of the SCE method. Two algorithms 

(SCE1 and SCE2) based on the SCE strategy are tested and compared with several other popular . 

global search strategies. The criteria for comparison are the robustness. effectiveness and 

efficiency of the methods on a set of seven well know test problems. 

In Chapter Seven. the SCE1 and SCE2 algorithms are tested on the model SIXPAR. which 

is a simple research version of the SMA·NWSRFS model. Synthetically generated data that 

simulate both no-noise data case and noisy data case are used in the test studies. The 

performance of the SCE1 and SCE2 algorithms are also compared with other popular methods. 

Chapter Eight reports on testing of the SCE strategy for calibration of the SMA·NWSRFS 

model. First. the testing of the SCE strategy Is conducted using ·synthetic· data and relatively 

MldealM test conditions. The MSX method Is also tested for the synthetic data studies. Then the 
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SCE strategy Is used to calibrate the SMA-NWSRFS model to a real watershed using actual 

historical data. 

Finally. Chapter Nine presents conclusions of this research and gives recommendations 

for further extensions of this work. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

THE PROBLEM OF MULTIPLE OPTIMA IN CRR MODELS 

2.1 Introduction 

The numerous difficulties that have been reported with CRR m~eI calibration suggest that 

there may exist specific characteristics associated with CRR models that are causing those 

difficulties. Therefore, the first step to resolve these difficulties will be to establish dearly what the 

features of the problem are, and why current procedures cannot solve the problem. This 

understanding can then be used to design a successful solution strategy. 

The objective of this study Is to determine what can be learned about the structural 

Identifiability properties of CRR models. In particular the following two aspects are of Interest: 

a) The location and number of multiple optima; and 

b) Global Information about parameter sensitivity. 

Because of the highly complex and non-llnear nature of CRR models, a theoretical analysis 

of the model equations to obtain the required Information is extremely difficult, If not Impossible. 

The alternative, therefore, Is to use methodologies that employ Information sampled from the entire 

parameter space, taking care to adequately span the space and provide a sufficient density of 

coverage. Two procedures that satisfy these requirements are: 

1) Uniform Random Sampling (URS) of the parameter space; 

2) exhaustive Griddlng (EG) of the parameter space. 

The abilities and weaknesses of these two strategies have been Investigated through a 

series of studies. These results are documented In the following sections. Section 2.2 presents 

results from a study based on Uniform random Sampling, and section 2.3 presents results from 

a study based on exhaustive Griddlng. 
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2.2 Uniform Random Sampling and Graphical ProJection (URSGP) Method for Study of 

Local Optima 

2.2.1 The Method of Uniform Random Sampling and the Graphical Projection Method 

The Method of UnifOrm Random Sampling 

The method of Uniform Random Sampling (URS) Is one of the most basic approaches to 

global optimization. In this approach, a pre-speclfled number of points, N (say N=1000), Is 

sampled at random from the parameter space using a uniform probability distribution. The 

function value Is computed at each point, and the point with the best (the minimum shall be used) 

function value Is taken as the estimate of the optimum. 

The Graphical Prolection Method 

The N sampled points contain among them Important Information about the nature and 

structure of the function response surface. This Information must somehow be extracted using 

an appropriate analysis procedure. One such procedure Is to construct graphical projections of 

the sampled points after having arranged them In order of Increasing function value - so the first 

pOint represents the best point found, the second point represents the next best point, and so on. 

The two graphical projections that were Investigated here are: 

1) X-Y plot of the normalized distance (NORD) of each point from the global optimum versus 

function value; 

2) X-Y plot of parameter value (PARV) versus function value. 

To Illustrate how these plots are useful, some two-dImensional theoretical functions will 

be considered, beginning with simple examples and building towards more complicated cases. 



2.2.2 Testing of the URSGP Method on Some Simple Functions 

2.2.2.1 Testing on Some Single-optimum Functions 
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The firSt example Is a twCKtlmenslonal quadratic function, having two identical eigenvalues. 

Only one optimum exists on the response surface (Figure 2.1 a). The equation for this function Is: 

o ~ x.. A2 ~ 10 (2.1) 

The contours of the response surface are circular and the optimum Is located at (K1=5.0, X2=5.0). 

Such a surface Is considered to be an "Ideal" problem for which theoretical convergence of 

optimization algorithms can be guaranteed. The space was uniformly sampled using 1000 random 

points. When the points are ordered by Increasing function value and then plotted, the normalized 

distance (NORD) measure Is seen to be a non-decreaslng curve (Figure 2.1 b). Also the parameter 

value (PARV) plots display the characteristic structure seen In Figures 2.1 c and d. 

The next example Is similar to the first, but having two different eigenvalues so that the 

response surface contours are elliptical (Figure 2.2a) and the major and the minor axes are 

oriented along the parameter directions. The mathematical expression for this function Is: 

o s x.. A2 :s 10 (2.2) 

For this case the NORD plot Is a J2mKt of IncreaSing width, rather than a line. The width of the 

band is Indicative of the different randomly sampled distances from the optimum that have the 

same function value (for the circular response surface of Figure 2.1, all points of equal function 

value are at the same distance from the optimum). The y-axIs ordinates of the bottom and top 

edges of the ba~d Indicate the relative sensitivities of the two parameters. The PARV plots clearly 

Illustrate the characteristics of a quadratic surface with differing point spreads Indicating the 

differing sensitivities of the two parameters (Figures 2.2c and d). 
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The thl~ and fourth examples are similar to the second. However, the axes of the ellipse 

have been rotated so as not to coincide with the parameter axes. The equations for these 

functions In Figures 2.3 and 2.4 are respectively: 

1{11,l2> - (11 - 5)2 + (.\j - 5)2 + 1.6A;.\j. 0 $ 11 • .\j $ 10 (2.3) 

In the third example (Figures 2.3a through d) the NORD plot identifies an elliptical surface, but the 

PARV plots indicate equal sensitivity along the two parameter directions. Such behavior is 

therefore Indicative of a major axis aligned at 45 degrees to the parameter axes. In the case of 

the fourth example (Figures 2.48 through d), the unequal sensitivities in the PARV plots Indicate 

that major axis of the ellipse is aligned at some angle other than 45 degrees. 

2.2.2.2 Testing on a Two-optimum Function 

With this background, let's now investigate the simple non-convex Hosakl function (Figure 

2.5a). The Hosakl function has two optima: a global minimum located at (K1=4.0, X2=2.0) and a 

local minimum located at (K,=1.0, x2=2.0). It has the mathematical expression: 

As in the single optimum cases Illustrated above, It is found that when the sampled points are 

close to the global optimum. the NORD measure Increases relatively smoothly in the banded 

fashion characteristic of elliptical-type response surfaces (FIgure 2.5b). However, after a certain 

number of points have been plotted. the ordered set will begin to contain points from the local 
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optimum region which have similar function values to the ones around the global optimum. For 

such points, the normalized distance value Is larger, causing them to be clustered In a different 

region of the graph (FIgure 2.5b). The existence Of the local optimum can be clearly Identified. 

The local optimum Is similarly Identifiable on the PARV· plots (FIgures 2.5c and d) which, In 

addition, tell us the location of the local optimum. Note that It Is much easier to locate the optima 

on parameter x1 than on x2' This Is because the two optima have widely separated values for x1 

(1.0 and 4.0) while having the same value for x2 (2.0 and 2.0). 

2.2.2.3 Testing on a Six-optimum Function 

Figures 2.68 Illustrates a six-optlmum function having two global optima and four local 

optima (two pairs, each pair symmetrical to the origin). The function under study Is known as the 

Six-hump Camel-back function. It has the following expression: 

1lX;,A2) - 4X1
2 - 2.1X;· + !x,' + X;x.z - 4x.z2 + 4x.z·, -2~X;~2, -1~x.z~1 (2.6) 

The two global optima are Identified easily from the NORD plot (FIgure 2.6b). The Figure 2.6c 

PARV plot Indicates that the two global optima have similar values for x1, while from the Figure 

2.6d PARV plot it Is clear that the two global optima have very distinct values for x2' The two pairs 

of local optima can also be recognized from the plots. They appear either In distinctive clusters 

or in clusters of higher density. Note that the two maxima can also be picked out. 

2.2.2.4 Testing on a Function with a Valley of Non-Identifiability 

Before going on to apply the method to eRR type models, the case of an extended valley 

on the response surface (extended line or area of equal function values In the parameter space) 

was examined. The equation for this function Is: 
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1(.\1.Xz} - (~ - 5)2 + 2(-'2 - 5)2 - 2.8~-'2, 0 ~ ~, -'2 ~ 10 (2.7) 

An extended valley can be viewed as a special case of the multiple optimum problem. Such 

features have been detected In response surface studies of CRR models [Sorooshlan, Gupta and 

Fulton, 1983]. They represent an Inability to obtain unique -besr parameter estimates for a model. 

As Figures 2.7a through d show. the valley shows up with Its own distinctive pattern. Instead of 

a band of gradually Increasing width, the NORD and PARV plots appears as points scattered over 

a wide range of values, with no distinct clustering. 

2.2.2.5 Discussion 

The combination of Uniform Random Sampling and Graphical Projection provides a 

method which can be used to identify the presence and location of multiple optima on a function 

response surface. The number of global and local optima and their approximate locations can 

be observed. The relative sensitivity of each parameter can also be assessed. Because the 

method is a probabilistic in nature, It does not guarantee that all local optima can be Identified with 

a limited number of sampling points. However, an advantage of the method lies in the fact that 

the number of points can be easily Increased, In an adaptive fashion, to Improve the level of detail. 

Further, the method is easily applicable to problems of higher dimension, as will be demonstrated 

in Section 2.2.4. 

2.2.3 Application of the URSGP Method to the Simple Reservoir Model TWOPAR 

To test the URSGP method on hydrological models, a two-parameter reservoir model 

(TWOPAR) with constant recession rate parameter K and capacity threshold M (Figure 2.8) was 

examined first. The TWOPAR model Is a basic component of many conceptual rainfall-runoff 

(CRR) models. For more detail on the TWOPAR model, refer to Appendix A. 
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The TWOPAR model operates In two modes: ~) baseflowonly; and (I~ baseflow plus 

runoff (see Appendix A). Using a set of 'rue- parameters (K=O.30 day-'. M=20 Inches) and 

synthetic ralnfail data. a sequence of 'rue- outflows was produced (see Appendix A). Figure 2.9a 

Is a function response surface contour plot for the TWOPAR model, using the sum of squared 

difference between simulated outflows and the ~e- outflows as the objective function. Note that 

there Is an extended valley In the upper right region of the contour plot. The existence of this 

valley Is related to the two-mode operation of the model. When K and M take on values large 

enough such that the reservoir will never overflow given the current data set. the model will 

operate only In baseflow mode and different values of M wUl give the same model response for 

a fixed value of K. Hence lines of function value running parallel to the M axis are observed. 

The URSGP method very clearfy detects the region of the optimum as well as the 

presence of the extended valley (Figures 2.9c & d). The NORD plot depicts a smoothly Increasing 

band of points for small function value, characteristic of a smooth and convex (though not 

necessarily quadratic) region of the global optimum (Figure 2.9b). However. at function value 1.5. 

there Is a sudden large jump In the spread of the points. Indicating an extended valley of equal 

function values. Figure 2.9d tells us that the valley Is oriented In the direction of parameter M. 

while Figure 2.9c Indicates that the response surface In the region of the valley has a quadratic 

shape along parameter K. 

2.2.4 Application of the URSGP Method to the SIXPAR Model 

2.2.4.1 Introduction 

Model SIXPAR Is a simplified representation of some of the major modeling concepts of 

the SMA-NWSRFS model. It mimics the two-layer structure and the percolation feature of the 

SMA-NWSRFS. while deleting some components such as evapo-transplratlon and tension water 

reservoirs (see Figure 2.10). The model has three threshold parameters; two limit the sizes of the 
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upper and lower zone storage (parameters UM and BM respectively), and one relates to the 

percolation process (parameter A). This model was flrst Introduced by Gupta (see Gupta [1982J 

for detailed discussion and Appendix B for the code). Because this simple model retains the 

Important characteristics of the more complex SMA·NWSRFS model, It can be (and has been) very 

useful for gaining Insights Into problems associated with the full scale model. 

As In the simulation study of the TWOPAR model. a synthetic sequence of rainfall and 

streamflow data (see Appendix B) associated with a specified -UUe- parameter set (see Table 2.1) 

was constructed. In choosing the rainfall data, It was ensured that all modes of model operation 

were activated. The Simple Least Square (SLS; see Appendix C) criterion was chosen as the 

objective function, because It Is the most commonly used function for calibrating CRR models. 

2.2.4.2 URSGP Method Applied to the Six-parameter Space of the SIXPAR Model 

For this six dimensional problem, 10,000 points (roughly 4.5 points per parameter 

direction) were sampled. The NORD plot Is depicted In Figure 2.11a for the case of the SLS 

function value. Figures 2.11 b through g are the PARV plots for each parameter. 

The results are at once both Interesting and disturbing. The NORD plot (Figure 2.11 a) 

shows a broad spread of points from the very beginning of the ordered data set, Indicating the 

Insensitivity of the objective function In the region of the global optimum. examining the PARV 

plots for parameters UM and UK (Figures 2.11 b and c) carefully, It can be noticed that there Is a 

local optimum In the UM-UK subspace, located near (UM, UK) = (20, 0.25). Note that the product 

of UM and UK (20XO.25) In the region of the local optimum Is equal to the product (10XO.5) at the 

true parameter set. This suggests that the existence of the optimum Is a structural feature of the 

model, related to the Interdependence of the parameters. The PARV plots for BM and BK (Figures 

2.11d and e) also show the presence of a local optimum In the BM-BK sub-space. The 

approximate location Is at (SM, BK) = (SO, 0.7), where the BMxBK product at the local optimum 
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Table 2.1 Th~ true parameters and parameter ranges used with the eRR model SIXPAR 

Parameter True parameter value Lower bound Upper bound 

UM 10.0 0.0 SO.O 

UK 0.5 0.0 1.0 

8M 20.0 0.0 SO.O 

BK 0.2 0.0 1.0 

A 0.31 0.0 1.0 

X 3.0 0.0 10.0 
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(50XO.7) Is similar In value to that at the true parameter set (20XO.2). These local optima are 

Inferior Oarger function value) to the global optimum. The PARV plots for A and X (FIgures 2.11 f 

and g) display a uniform spread of points from the start, suggesting that these two parameters 

may be the major contributors to parameter Insensitivity. This supports the findings reported by 

other researchers [e.g., Gupta, 1982]. Perhaps most disturbing Is the fact that of two -best- points 

obtained from the sample, the second point (UM=10, BM=O.56, UK=0.23, BK=0.75, A=0.76, 

X=9.3) Is quite far away from the "true- values (see Table 2.1), while having ~ function value 

virtually indistinguishable from the first. It Is not clear whether this result is due to the fact that 

10,000 points is Insufficient coverage of feasible space, or due to model structural factors, or both. 

2.2.4.3 Re-analysis with the Percolation Parameters Fixed 

To establish If the relative insensitivity observed above Is Indeed caused primarily by the 

percolation parameters, the URSGP method was tested on the SIXPAR model by sampling 

(N = 10,000) in the four parameter (UM-UK-SM-BK) sub-space after having fixed the percolation 

parameters A and X to their respective "true- values. The NORD and PARV plots for the case of 

the SLS function value are presented in the 'a' (upper) plots of Figures 2.12 through 2.16. 

Notice that the global optimum Is marginally more identifiable when the percolation 

parameters A and X are not permitted to vary. This Is Indicated by the Increased density of 

clustering of the points around the "true- parameters. However, the overall characteristics of the 

plots have not changed. The local optimum in the UM-UK subspace is stili apparent, as is the 

local optimum in the SM-SK subspace. 

2.2.4.4 Comparison of SLS and HMLE Criteria 

To see If the results obtained above using the URSGP method are sensitive to the choice 

of objective function, the four parameter analysis reported in the previous subsection was re-
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examined using the Heteroscedastlc Maximum Ukellhood Estimator (HMLE; see Appendix 0 for 

the mathematical expression of HMLE, and Appendix D for a stable procedure to Implement the 

HMLE) proposed by Sorooshlan [see Sorooshlan, 1978; and Sorooshlan and Dracup, 1980]. The 

HMLE has been reported to have better response surface characteristics than the SlSfunctlon 

when the data are corrupted with error. 

The results for the HMLE function value are presented In the 'b' Oower) plots of Figures 

2.12 through 2.16, so that they can be directly compared with the SlS results., No significant 

difference between the plots of SlS and HMLE are apparent, with the exception of Figure 2.16, 

where parameter BK Is seen to be much more strongly identifiable with HMLE than with SlS. 

2.2.5 Discussion 

These studies demonstrated the use of the URSGP method to ORR type models and to 

parameter spaces of dimension higher than two. It showed that the URSGP method Is capable 

of detecting the existence of multiple local optima. The relative sensitivity of the parameters can 

be assessed through Individual parameter-function plot. In the case of the SIXPAR model, the 

relative insensitivity of the percolation parameters seems to have no significant effect on the 

identifiability of multiple local optima In the subspaces of the other parameters. 

2.3 Use of Exhaustive Grldding Method for Study of Local Optima 

2.3.1 Introduction and Motivation 

The study in section 2.2 gave clear Indication of the existence of multiple local optima on 

the response surface of the SIXPAR model. It also showed the existence of Interaction patterns 

among the parameters (e.g., UM-UK and BM-BK). The percolation parameters A and X were 

shown to be Insensitive compared to other parameters. In this section, these problems will be 

examined In detail using the method of Exhaustive Grlddlng (EG). The objective Is to gain an 
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understanding of nature of the local optima In flne detail (at flne scales). In particular, it Is desired 

to know If each of the major local optima detected In the previous study contain smaller scale 

local optima. and If so, how many local optima exist In the param~er space. It Is also hoped that 

the relative sensitivity/Insensitivity of the parameters can be verified. 

2.3.2 Method of exhaustive Grlddlng 

The method of Exhaustive Grlddlng (EG) can be considered to be a prlmitl\te deterministic 

approach to global optimization. The procedure used to detect local optima using the EG method 

Is as follows. First. the number of discretization units for each parameter range Is specified, 

thereby specifying the number of grid points and their location. Next the function value Is 

computed at each grid point. Finally, the function value at each point Is compared with those of 

all Immediately neighboring points. If a point Is found whose function value Is less than or equal 

to that of all of its neighbOring points. its location Is recorded. This point Is considered to be part 

of either a global or a local optimum. The EG method Is very computationally Intensive. Even a 

two-dimensional (2-D) problem with a grid size of 100x100. requires 10.000 function evaluations 

and 78.804 function comparisons. so this method Is clearly not an efficient procedure for finding 

the location of the global minimum. In this work. the EG method was applied to the SIXPAR 

model In 2-D and 3-D subspaces only. Higher dimensional subspaces were not studied because 

the computational burden became too large. even for the Convex C240 supercomputer used In 

this study. 

2.3.3 Two-Dimensional Exhaustive Grldding Study of the SIXPAR Model 

Let's first discuss the results for the 2-D subspaces. For each pair of parameters. a grid 

size of 1 OOx1 00 was used. Both the SLS and HMLE objective functions were used, so that their 

properties could be compared at the flne scale. In addition the Influence of two types of 
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streamflow data error were examined: homoscedastlc error (error variance does not change with 

the magnitude of streamflow) and heteroscedastlc error (error variance changes with the 

magnitude of streamflow). The homoscedastlc error variance value used was 25 percent of the 

mean streamflow value. while the heteroscedastlc error variance used was 25 percent of the true 

streamflow value (see Appendix E on procedure for producing data error). 

The number of local optima found In each parameter subspace. for each objeCtive 

function. and for each error case. are presented In Table 2.2. Some of the sub-spaces contain 

quite a large number of local optima. It Is Interesting to note that the percolation parameters A 

and X are associated with larger numbers of local optima than the other four parameters. Note 

that there are many local optima present on the resPonse surface even when the data are not 

corrupted with errors. However. the Introduction of errors Into the streamflow data. generally 

Increases the number of local optima. Also. when the error Is heteroscedastlc In nature. the 

choice of objective function does have an Influence on the number of optima In each subspace. 

Table 2.3 presents the number of local optima In the UM·BK subspace for 12 different random 

sequences of homoscedastlc streamflow data error. It can be seen from these results that the 

randomness In the data error Impacts quite significantly on the behavior of function response. with 

the number of local optima varying between 25 and 62 for this case. 

Mesh surfaces were constructed using the objective function values obtained at each grid 

point. These plots provide Interesting Information about the nature of the response surface. clearly 

showing the comparative sensitivities of the parameters. the regions of roughness of the response 

surface, and the locations of abrupt changes In slope. A few selected surfaces are presented here 

(Figures 2.17a-d) (Appendix F contains contour and mesh plots of the objective function for all 2·0 

sub-spaces). The locations of the local optima are Indicated by artificially Introducing vertical 

spikes on the surfaces. examining the mesh plots. the first major observation one can make Is 

that the response surface can be quite steep when far from the global optimum. but Is relatively 
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a) PuameIer subspace UM·BK 

c) Paramae: subspace BM·BK 

Figure 2.17 Mesh surface plots for the SIXPAR model and locatfon of local optima 



Table 2.2 

Parameters 

SLS 

UM-UK 1 
UM-BM 2 
UM-BK 6 
UM-A 9 
UM-X 42 
UK-BM 1 
UK-BK 3 
UK- A 3 
UK- X 1 
BM-BK 2 
BK- A 3 
BM- X 1 
BK- A 8 
BK- X 2 
A-X 11 

Number of local optima In 2-D subspace of the SIXPAR model 

No noise 25% homo. error 25% heter. error 

HMLE SLS HMLE SLS HMLE 

2 1 1 4 2 
2 7 4 11 7 
2 13 31 36 3 

33 16 14 33 61 
55 62 58 77 109 
1 1 1 5· 5 
1 1 3 2 2 
4 7 9 9 13 
1 2 4 4 1 
2 6 8 11 3 
4 7 4 5 5 
1 4 5 2 5 
3 108 100 105 5 
1 102 94 101 3 

11 113 71 127 71 

0\ 
00 



Table 2.3 The effect of randomness on the number of local optima In UM-BK parameter 

subspace 

Seed number (value) Number of local optima 

1 (117) 42 

2 (128) 37 

3 (240) 27 

4 (281) 35 

5 (290) 39 

6 (304) 31 

7 (570) 25 

8 (574) 62 

9 (615) 40 

10 (679) 43 

11 (741) 40 

12 (789) 33 
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Insensitive to the parameters near the global optimum. Many of the local optima appear near the 

edges of the parameter bounds. while others are scattered In the general region of the global 

optimum. Figure 2.17c clearly shows a distinct major region of attraction In the BM-BK subspace 

(this feature was also detected In the URSGP study). Note that In addition to Isolated stationary 

points. many of the local optima appear In clusters. 

Figures 2.188 through f show the plots of the response surface In the UM-UK parameter 

subspace as well as the flrst- and second-order derivative surfaces. The de~tlves vary In a 

discontinuous manner over the feasible space. This casts considerable doubt on the possibility of 

successfully using derivative based search algorithms for parameter estimation. 

2.3.4 Three Dimensional exhaustive Grlddlng Study of the SIXPAR Model 

The previous study revealed that there are a large number of local optima In the 2-D 

parameter subspaces of the SIXPAR model. In theory. a local optimum In a 2-D subspace may not 

constitute a local optimum with the addition of more degrees of freedom (dimensions). Therefore. 

the study presented here examines the 3-D parameter subspaces of the SIXPAR model. 

A grid size of 1 00x1 00x1 00 was used to search each 3-D parameter space for local optima, 

using the SLS objective function. The results are presented In Table 2.4 which Indicates that the 

number of local optima in the 3-D subspaces reaches as many as 812. This clearly does not bode 

well for local search optimization procedures. Figures 2.19a-d display the locations of the local 

optima In some of these 3-D subspaces. The large dot markers Indicate the locations of the optima 

relative to the 3-D space. while the small dots Indicate their projections Into the respective 2-D 

subspaces In which the parameter axes I/e. The plots display a mixture of the following three basic 

patterns to the distribution of local optima: 

1) sparsely scattered local optima (see Figure 2.19d) 

2) dense clusters of local optima (see Figures 2.19aoO) . 
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a) Parameter subspace OM.UK.BK 

Figure 2.19 locations of local optima In 3·0 parameter sub-space 



Table 2.4 Number of local optima In 3-D subspaces of the SIXPAR model 

Parameters 

UM-UK-BM 
UM-UK-BK 
UM-UK-A 
UM-UK-X 
UM-BM-BK 
UM-BM-A 
UM-BM-X 
UM-BK-A 
UM-BK-X 
UM-A-X 
UK-BM-BK 
UK-BM- A 
UK-BM- X 
UK-BK- A 
UK-BK- X 
UK-A -X 
BM-BK-A 
BM-BK- X 
BM-A-X 
BK- A-X 

Number of local optima 

10 
354 
122 
812 
217 
23 

396 
116 
647 
525 
137 
16 
3 

24 
29 
20 
72 

107 
12 

227 

73 
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3) line optima (see Figures 2.19c-d) 
I 

The results showed ~hat.ln general. the subspaces associated with parameter X contain the 

greatest numb~r of local optima. Long ridges are also often observed In the direction of parameter 

X. Many of the local optima are not located close to the global optimum. Appendix G Includes 

figures which show the location of local optima for all 3-D sub-spaces of the objective function. 

2.4 Summary and Discussion 

2.4.1 The five characteristics complicating the optimization problem 

The results of the URSGP and EG studies clearfy demonstrate the severity of the 

optimization problem that is encountered when attempting to calibrate eRR type models using local

type search procedures (e.g .• Simplex method. Rosenbrock'~ method. Newton-Raphson method. 

e.t.c.). There are five major characterfstlcs that complicate the optimization problem (summarized 

In Table 2.5). Perhaps the most Important of these Is that the structure of multiple optima exists on 

at least two scales. At the -large- scale. It was find that there Is more than one broad -region of 

attraction- into which a search strategy may converge. Such regions show up very clearfy In the 

EG mesh surface (and contour) plots. while the URSGP method is able to detect such regions in 

multiple parameter spaces. However. at the -small- scale. each major region of attraction contains 

numerous (possibly uncountable) local minima (stationary points where the first derivatives are zero 

and the Hessian matrices are positive definite or positive semi-definite). These minor optima occur 

both close to and at varfous distances from the best solution. The minor local optima are not 

detectable using the URSGP method. They are also not normally visible on mesh surface and 

contour plots. and can only be detected by numerical analyses of the grldded data. This may be 

why such phenomena have not been reported by previous researchers. 

The large number of minor optima is the most probable reason for the numerous reports 

in the literature of the inability to find unique -optimal- parameter values. In a local-type optimization 
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Table 2.5 Summary of the 5 major characteristics complicating the optimization problem In 

CRR model calibration 

1. REGIONS OF ATTRACTION More than one main convergence region 

2. MINOR LOCAL OPTIMA Many small ·plts· In each region 

3. ROUGHNESS Rough response surface with discontinuous derivatives 

4. SENSITIVITY Poor and varying sensitivity of response surface In region 
of optimum. and non-llnear parameter Interaction 

5. SHAPE Non-convex response surface with long curved ridges 
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procedure, when a line optimum or a stationary point Is encountered, the optimization procedure 

will stop. Small step-size local searches wDl be generally unable to run the maze of minor optima, 

and will Inevitably fall to reach the global optimum. Since, many of, the minor optima can be found 

quite far from the global optimum, the search may terminate without even finding an approximate 

solution. 

In addition to the presence of optima at different scales, the objective function surface In 

the multi-parameter space Is not smooth and has discontinuous derivatives ,that vary In an 

unpredictable manner through the parameter space. This helps to explain why derivative-based 

local optimization methods have not performed well, and clearly, for any global optimization to be 

successful It must not depend on smooth and continuous derivatives either. Finally, the response 

surface in the region of the global optimum is not necessarily convex, and the parameters exhibit 

varying degree of sensitivity, along with a great deal of non-llnear Interaction and compensation. 

2.4.2 Desirable Characteristics of an Optimization Method 

The combination of the five features mentioned above make the optimization problem 

difficult to solve. The task, therefore, is to design an optimization procedure that is capable of 

dealing with these various difficulties. To deal with multiple regions of attraction, an algorithm must 

necessarily be globally based and possess global convergence properties. The algorithm must be 

able to avoid being trapped by the minor optima. The algorithm must not require the availability of 

explicit analytic expressions for the objective function in terms of Its parameters or for the 

derivatives. It must be robust In the presence of parameter Interaction and non-convexity of the 

objective function surface. Finally, because eRR models usually involve a large number of 

parameters, the algorithm must be efficient in the presence of high dimensionality. 
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The need to find the optimal solution to a problem Is encountered In virtually fNery area 

of human endeavor. In many of these areas. such as mathematics. engineering. economics. 

medicine. telecommunications. postal delivery. flood forecasting, and manufacturing and control 

(among others), the problem can be represented In the form of a mathematical function. In such 

cases, solution strategies based on the theory of function optimization can be used to find the 

optimal solution, typically one that minimizes (or maximizes) the function. In the case that this 

function has a~ local minimum (maximum) the optimization problem Is very well understood, 

and numerous successful strategies for its solution have been proposed [Bard, 1974; Luenberger 

1984; Gill et. al. 1981, e.t.c.]. While many of these methods have been developed by researchers 

In fields closely related to mathematical systems theory and operations research, others have 

emerged from applied fields such as chemical engineering [e.g., Rosenbrock, 1960; Marquardt, 

1963; Box, 1965] and statistical applications [e.g., Neider and Mead, 1965]. 

In practice, however, a great number of the optimization problems that are encountered 

have more than one local solution, of which only one may represent the global or 'rue- optimum. 

For example, Wilde [1978], Grigas et al. [1982], and Goldberg [1983] describe many technical 

design and control problems which require global solutions. Archettl and Frontlnl [1978] report 

that multi-modal cost functions are common In economic applications where it Is very Important 

that the overall minimum cost solutions are obtained. In many cases (e.g., statistics, medicine, 

flood forecasting), the problem Involves finding the parameter values of a dynamical model that 

optimally represent the time-varying output behavior of some physical system. When the model 

55 
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Is significantly non.Jlnear In Its Input-te-state and/or state-to-output representations the problem 

of finding the global solution to the parameter optimization problem can be quite difficult. Such 

Is the case for the problem of calibrating many hydrologic models, such as the SMA-NWSRFS 

flood forecasting model of the U.S. National Weather Service. In this chapter a detailed discussion 

of the global optimization problem Is presented. 

3.2 Definition of the Problem 

Suppose that x Is an n-dImensional vector defined on a closed subspace Scan, where 

an is n-dImensional Euclidean space. Let I(x} be a real valued function on S. The unconstrained 

global optimization problem cP') can be represented as: 

d - opt I{~, xeS c: R n (3.1) 

where d Is the set of global optima of f(x). Without loss of generality, In this dissertation the 

optimization problem will be treated as a minimization problem (a maximization problem can be 

converted to a minimization problem by taking the negative of the original function, I.e., max 

(I(x)} =mln{-f(x)}). Therefore, the problem fP1 to find the global minima of f(x) over S can be 

represented as: 

d - min I{~, xeS c: R n (3.2) 

Every well defined optimization problem cP) must have at least one global minimum. 

However, In many cases the problem cP) may have one or more sub-optlmaJ minima, commonly 

referred to as local minima. The formal mathematical definitions of the two minima are offered 

below. 
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Definition 3.1: Local Minimum 

The value a = f(x) Is said to be a local minimum of f(xJ If there exists an f > 0 such that 

t{x-) ~ t{.\) for sll x E D.Cx-) (3.3) 

where 

D.Cx-) , { x Ik-x1 < e. XES} (3.4) 

and 

IK - x-I - 1(~-A1-)2 + ••• + Cxn-xno),112 (3.5) 

The point x· Is said to be a local minimum. 

Definition 3.2: Global Minimum 

The value d = f(x) Is said to be a global minimum of f(x) If 

t{i} ~ t{.\) for sll XES (3.6) 

The point x Is said to be a global minimum pOint. 

To solve the problem cP). It Is assumed that f(x) Is at least piecewise continuous on S. 

Further It Is assumed that there exists a real value d such that the level set Hd 

(3.7) 
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Is nonempty. In practice, the problem cP) Is conslcleredto be solved if a search procedure 

converges to the s.et 

Me - {xl (A) ~ d' + c} (3.8) 

where c, the function convergence criterlon,ls some small real number. 

When the optimization problem has a unique solution (unimodal problem), necessary and 

conditions for a point to be the minimum are obtained by testing the first and second derivatives 

at the minimum point, I.e., 

attd') 
ax -0 (3.9) 

(3.10) 

Sophisticated methods for solving unimodal optimization problems, based on theoretically 
,/ 

rigorous proofs and efficient algorithmic Implementations, have been In existence for many years 

[Fletcher, 1980a & b; Luenberger, 1984; and others]. These methods are in general calculus

based. They may be classified Into two main types: the direct type and the gradient type. Direct 

type methods (i.e., the methods of Rosenbrock [1960], Hooke and Jeeves [1961], and Neider and 

Mead [1965]) place few limitations. on the form of the function, and require only that knowledge 

of the objective function values be available over the feasible space of x. Gradient type methods 

require that the function be continuous to second order, and that knowledge of the values of the 

objective functions as well as the gradient (and sometimes the hessian) be available. The large 

family of Newton and Quasi-Newton methods belongs to gradient type approach. Gradient type 
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methods usually have faster convergence rate than the direct type methods, but may not perform 

well when the assumptions' of function and derivative continuity are violated. 

When'the optimization problem Is multi-modal, the derivative tests (3.9) and (3.10) are 

necessary. but not sufficient to verify the identity of the global minimum. Therefore. none of the 

multitude of locally-based optimization methods are Inherently capable of solving global 

optimization problems. Indeed, as Rlnnooy Kan and Timmer [1989] point out. ·In some sense the 

global optimization problem ... Is Inherently unsolvable In a finite number of steps· and any 

method designed to -solve- the global optimization problem will require an unbounded number 

of steps [Dixon and Szago. 1978b]. However, as demonstrated In Chapter 2. the need to have 

some method capable of obtaining acceptable solutions to multi-modal problems Is both real and 

pressing. A simple, brute-force approach ·would be to apply readily available locally-based 

methods randomly and repeatedly to different portions of the feasible space. However, this 

approach provides little confidence that the global solution will be found. A more systematic 

strategy is desirable. Many researchers have Invested a great deal of effort towards this goal. The 

next section presents a review of the literature related to global optimization. 

3.3 LHerature Review on Global Optimization 

3.3.1 Introduction and Classification of Methods 

Work on the global optimization problem has been reported since the 1950s and 1960s 

[Brooks, 1958; Bocharovand Feldbaum, 1962; Kamopp, 1963; Mockus, 1963; Hili, 1969; and 

others]. The first books which were fully devoted to global optimization methods are by Dixon and 

Szego [1975; 1978a]. Various survey papers addressing global optimization methods have been 

published [Dixon and Szago, 1978b; Archetti and Schoen, 1984; Rinnooy Kan and Timmer, 1984; 

1989]. Recently, a book by Tom and Zilinskas [1989] has presented a comprehensive review of 

the state-of-art of global optimization methods. Ratchek and Rokne [1988] have addressed the 
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Interval method approach to global optimization. Mockus' [1989] discusses the Bayesian 

approach to global optimization. 

A wide variety of global optimization methods have emerged during the last two decades. 

Tom and Zillnskas [1989] presented a list of classifications of global methods offered by many 

different people: Leon [1966]. Tom [1974]. Dixon and SzegO [1978b]. Archettl and Schoen [1984], 

and Rlnnooy Kan and Timmer [1984]. In this dissertation. the classification given by Tom and 

Zilinskas [1989] Is followed. However. one more sub-dMslon. the Complex EvOlution Methods. 

Is added under the class of Probabilistic Methods: 

I. Deterministic methods 

1. Covering methods 

2. Generalized descent methods (trajectory. penalty function) 

II. Probabilistic methods 

3. Random search methods 

4. Methods based on stochastic model of objective function 

5. Clustering methods 

6. Complex evolution methods 

The review presented In the following sections Is primarily based on the presentation of 

Torn and ZlIInskas [1989]. 

3.3.2 Some Important Definitions 

Before presenting the review of the literature. It Is necessary to Introduce the following 

definitions. 
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Definition 3.3: Region of Attraction 

The reg/on of attraction of a local minimum a Is the largest set of points atJr(a) cS, such 

that for any starting point x • atJr(a) the Infinitely-small-step steepest descent algorithm will 

converge on a. The Lebesque measure of atJr(a) relative to the Lebesque measure of S, I.e., 

It _ me _de) ) 
1', . m(~ (3.11) 

can be Interpreted as the probability that a local search will converge on a. 

Definition 3.4: Basin 

The basin of a, b(a), Is the largest level set contained In atJr(a). 

Definition 3.5: Lipschitz constant 

The Lipschitz constant of function '(x), L, over S, Is defined as: 

I It~ - Itx') I ~ L I x - xl. x, xl e S (3.12) 

The Upschltz constant L Is basically an upper bound on the rate of change In objective function. 

3.3.3 Deterministic Methods 

3.3.3.1 Covering Methods 

Covering methods can be viewed as generalized grlcldlng methods, In which the grid 

spacing need not be uniform. For Instance, the grid spacing can be related to the local rate of 

change of the objective function. The most basic approach Is to use a rectangular shaped, regular 

spaCing grid. Another approach Is to use a non-rectangular grid constructed such that the 

projection along each parameter axis Is uniform (e.g., the LP., grlddlng). WIthout mathematical 
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verification, It Is easy to see that if the density of grlddlng Is high enough, the global minimum can 

be uncovered with prespeclfled accuracy. 

One class of covering methods Is based on the Idea of finding subregions which contain, 

or do not contain, the global minimum. Pljavsklj and Shubert Independently developed methods 

using an approximation of the Upschltz constant to eliminate subregions which do not contain 

global minimum. Their approach produces a piecewise linear approximation of the lower bound 

to the objective function. The approximating function Is then used to eliminate non-promising 

regions. A good estimate of true Upschltz constant, L, Is critical to the efficiency and effectiveness 

of this approach. If L Is too large, the convergence will be very slow, while If L Is too small, the 

global minimum may be missed. Mladlneo [1986] extended the Pljavsklj-Shubert approach to 

multl-dlmenslonal functions. Simllany, Brent used a quadratic approximation of the lower bound 

on objective function to eliminate non-optlrnal regions. This approach apparently depends on 

accurate second derivative Information. It has been shown that this method will perform peony 

under certain conditions. For example, when fiat regions of a function are encountered, the rate 

of exclusion of non-optlmal regions can be very slow, thereby slowing the rate of convergence. 

Basso [1982,1985] proposed the use of an adaptive bound Instead of a global Upschltz constant 

over the entire Interval of Interest. This method required far fewer steps than the Pljavsklj-Shubert 

approach when applied to some test problems. However, It does require an explicit analytical 

expression for the Integration of the derivative over the region of Interest. Other algorithms have 

been developed using similar approaches to those described above [Evtushenko, 1973; Wood, 

1985]. 

Interval methods are based on the Idea of eliminating Intervals which do not contain the 

global minimum [Hansen, 1979; 1984; Ratschek and Rokne, 1988; and others]. For example, 

through Interval mathematics, those regions where the function value Is larger than current 

estimate of global minimum, or where the gradient has non-zero value, or where the second 
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derivative Is negative (concave), can be removed from consideration. See Moore [1966] for more 

on Interval analysis. 

There have been some attempts to represent the global minimum as the limit of a closed

form Integral expression. In Pincus [1968], a global minimum point Is Interpreted as the expected 

value of a random variable over the feasible space. The probability distribution Is chosen so that 

the expectation tends asymptotically to the global minimum. In the rare case that the Integral 

expression can be solved explicitly, the global solution can be rsadlly obtained. Usually, however, 

one has to resort to numerical Integration, and consequently this approach becomes Inefficient. 

Covering methods are amenable to methods of classical analysis, and some Interesting 

theoretical properties have been developed (e.g., convergence guarantees, optimal algorithms, 

a.t.c.) [Tom and Zilinskas, 1989; Archettl and Schoen, 1984; and Horst and Tuy, 1987]. However, 

they are generally computationally Inefficient and are not suitable for solving high dimensional 

problems. 

3.3.3.2 Generalized Descent Methods 

Generalized Descent methods have been developed by the generalization and modification 

of existing local-search optimization procedures. The main Idea Is to prevent search trajectories 

from being trapped by local minima. This is achieved by either modifying the objective function 

or the search trajectory. 

One class of Generalized Descent methods Is the Tralectorv Method. This approach is 

based on modifications to the system equations describing the local descent trajectory. One 

method, proposed by Flodorova, Is to search for the global minimum by switching between 

descent (to ml~lma) and ascent (to maxima) trajectories so that the trajectories pass through 

saddle points. Another method can be best described by using an analogy to classical 

mechanics: 
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(3.13) 

which represents a moving mass m(t) pushed by a field of forces (a potential f and a dissipative 

force n(t)x(t)). By a proper choice of m(t) and n(t), the trajectory can be made to escape from 

local minima and converge to the global minimum under Inertial momentum [Grlewank, 1981]. 

Branin and Hoo [1972] proposed a method which uses trajectories stemming from the gradient 

of the objective function. Their method attempts to find the global minimum by searching for the 

roots of the gradient functions. Branin's method has been Investigated extensively [Treccanl, 

1975; Gomulka, 1978a & b]. The method Is handicapped by the fact that there exist regions of 

nonconvergence, and because the computational burden associated with local minimization Is 

large. 

Trajectory Methods become Impractical when the function has a large number of local 

minima. Certain numerical Instability problems arise that need to further Investigation. Further, 

their applicability to problems whose analytical derivatives are unavailable Is uncertain. 

Another class of Generalized Descent methods Is called the Penalty Method. The penalty 

method attempts to find successively lower minima by applying a penalty to the objective function 

In the region of each local minimum already found. Goldstein and Price [1971] proposed a 

method using successive polynomial functions to find progressively lower minima. Levy and 

Gomez [1985] developed the so-called Tunneling Method In which each minimum found thus far 

becomes a pole In the modified objective function. Ge [1983] and Ge and Qln [1987) proposed 

the Filled Function Method which tries to fill the regions of attraction of the local minima found so 

far. A major problem with the Penalty Method Is that It can be difficult to control the extent and 

severity of penalty so that false minima will not be Introduced or the global minimum will not be 

missed. 
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Generalized Descent methods are easy to Implement because they basically use standard 

local search methods applied to auxiliary functions and penalty functions. However,lf the auxiliary 

functions and 'penalty functions are not properly chosen, the Generalized Descent methods can 

be Inefficient or even fall. ' , 

3.3.4 Stochastic Methods 

3.3.4.1 Random Search Methods 

Random Search Methods have been the most widely used global optimization procedure, 

for two reasons. First, they are easy to Implementation on a computer and easy to modify. 

Second, they are robust, I.e., they are Insensitive to discontinuities and Irregularities In the 

objective function. 

The simplest Random Search Method Is a Pyre Random Search, which randomly samples 

the parameter space, choosing the best point found as an estimate of the global minimum 

[Brooks, 1958). A slight modification to this procedure, known as the Single-Start Random 

Search, adds a local search procedure starting from the best point found. In contrast, the Multi

Start Random Search method employs a local search from each random point [Hartman, 1973). 

This, of course, usually leads to detection of the same local minimum many times. Such Random 

Search methods are rather crude and Inefficient because the sampling procedure gives equal 

weight to every region of the parameter space. In order to Improve efficiency, there have been 

many modifications to these methods. 

One modified version Is the Random Une Search Method [Gavlano, 1975). Instead of 

generating a random point, a random line Is generated. Then a one-dlmenslonal search along this 

line Is carried out. The relative merit of the Random Une Search Method over the simple random 

methods Is questionable. Zllinkas contended that the Random Une Search Method will work 

better than the Pure Random Search method only If the following Inequality holds: 
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(3.14) 

where P Is the probability of a random line penetrating the neighborhood of the global minimum 

Bo' P1 Is the probability that a random point falls within Bo and K Is the number of points used In 

the line search. In problems where the objective function contains long deep valleys, a random 

line search can be expected to do well. Otherwise. the random line search has no apparent 

advantage over simple random search. 

The Adaptive Random Search Methods (ARS Methods) utilizes various strategies to 

distribute trial points non-uniformly In the feasible space. with greater density In promising regions. 

This approach Includes three phases: Exploration, Decision, and Adaptation. One ARS procedure 

was presented by Masri et al. [1978; 1980} and was slightly modified by Pronzato et al. [1984]. 

The procedure basically consists of repeated random sampling In different ranges of parameter 

space. The first round of sampling Is conducted over several successively smaller ranges of the 

parameter space, centered on the initial range. The best point found Is assumed to be In the 

region of the global minimum. Another round of random sampling Is then carried out centered 

on this best point. This procedure Is repeated a user specified number of times. Brazil [1988} 

employed Pronzato's ARS algorithm in an attempt to calibrate the NWSRFS-SMA model, and 

reported that the ARS method was capable of producing promising results. His results were 

disputed by Armour [1990} and Weinig [1991] (see Chapter One) and also by results presented 

in this dissertation (see Chapter Five). Tom and Zilinskas [1989] state that the ARS approach 

.... has no firm mathematical foundation and depends strongly on the right choice of 

many parameter values. Normally the methods work well when used by their 

proponents·, 

There are other ARS methods which are based on heuristic and adaptive use of various algorithms 

in different stages of search process [see Tom and Zilinskas. 1989]. 
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Some of the deterministic covering methods discusSed In section 3.2.3 can be excellent 

candidates for stochastic algorithmic Implementation. The various covering procedures can be 

applied to each partitioned subset In the usual manner, but various probabUlstlc schemes can be 

used to decide on the exclusion or Inclusion of subsets for further consideration. There Is a 

Inherent trade-off between the advantages of the deterministic covering methods and the 

probabilistic covering methods. The former can guarantee convergence to within a pre-specffied 

preciSion but are Inefficient, while the latter are relatively more efficient but converges to the global 

minimum only In probability. However, In any combined scheme, the Inherent drawbacks of 

covering methods remain (i.e., requirement of an estimate of the Upschitz constant, gradient 

Information e.t.c.). 

An Interesting random search method, called the Simulated Annealing Method, was 

Introduced by Metropolis [1953]. The name Is drawn from an analogy to the cooling process 

employed In metallurgy. Molten metal Is cooled slowly with Intermittent reheating to allow a stable 

crystal structure to develop. Eventually a thermal equilibrium state Is reached. The Simulated 

Annealing method resembles this process In that It accepts both beneficial steps and detrimental 

steps along the way towards global minimum. The detrimental steps are accepted probabilistically 

according to Boltzmann distribution exp(-Vf/TJ, where ·Vf Is the relative potential of the steps and 

T Is a parameter analogous to the temperature. Thus, Simulated Annealing can basically be 

regarded as a form of biased random walk that migrates through a sequence of local minima and 

eventually converges to the global minimum. This .method has been shown to be able to 

converge to global minimum with probability 1 [Falgle and Schrader, 1988]. Many applications 

of Simulated Annealing have been in the field of combinatorial optimization [Kirkpatrick et aI., 1983; 

Bonoml and Lutton, 1984; Lundy, 1985; e.t.c.]. However, comparative studies have shown that 

the Simulated Annealing method does not compare well relative to other methods [Golden and 

Sklsclm, 1986] In terms of efficiency In solving the Traveling Salesman Problem. Generalizations 
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of Simulated Annealing to continuous (non-comblnatorlal) problems haV!! been provided by 

Bohachevsky et aI.· [1986] and Lucletl and Plcclonl [1989]. 

Yakowltz and Lugosl [1990] and Yakowltz [1991] proposed and tested a random search 

strategy which Is applicable to problems In which the observations of the objective function values 

are corrupted with noises. Basically. the strategy Involves taking random sampling steps 

according to a probability distribution such that the promising domain Is searched more 

thoroughly while the unpromising domain Is searched only occasionally. The probability 

distribution Is updated after each sampling phase so that the Information gained In previous 

sampling Is gleaned. This random search strategy was proven to have global convergence 

property [yakowltz and Lugosl. 1990; Yakowltz. 1991]. 

3.3.4.2 Methods Based on a Stochastic Model of the Objective Function 

In this method. the values of the objective function are treated as random variables. The 

method attempts to find the expected location and value of the global minimum. Several different 

methods have been proposed. 

Archettl [1975] followed up the approach proposed by Chlchinadze [19691 which 

approximates the probability distribution P(e) of the objective function f(x) (j.e .• P(e)=Prob[f(x) < EJ) 

using an n-th order polynomial. The estimate of the root of P(e) = 0 is chosen as an 

approximation of global minimum. A more precise estimate of global minimum Is then obtained 

by using a local search procedure to refine the best point obtained so far. Substantial theoretical 

work has been done to guarantee the convergence of this method [see Archetti. 1975; De Blase 

and Frontlni. 1978]. According to Gomulka [1978a] this method Is able to identify the region of 

global minimum well. provided the minimum region Is not relatively flat. However. Dixon and 

Szego [1978b] state that this approach may require a very large number of function evaluations 

to succeed. 
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Kushner [1964] treated the objective function as a Wiener process. His method was 

developed for one-dlmenslonal problems. Using the theory of Wiener processes. the expectation 

of the minimum value of the objective function over an Interval [x1,x21 can be computed 

conditioned on the function values f(x1) and f(x~. By eliminating the Intervals whose expected 

minima are greater than the current estimate of global minimum. the location of the Interval 

containing the global minimum can be detected. The procedure stops when the probability of 

finding a better minimum Is slgnmcantly small. Rlnnooy Kan and Timmer stated that this method 

Is analytically attractive but requires very cumbersome computations even In the case of a one

dimensional problem. The extension of this method to multl-dlmenslonal problem Is thought to 

be very difficult. If not Impossible. 

Mockus proposed a Bayesian procedure to determine the expected estimate of global 

minimum [see Mockus. 1989]. In this approach. the s-prlorl distributions of the parameters are 

pre-specified. These are updated to posterior distributions based on the outcome of sampling 

procedure. The sampled points are chosen such that the expected value of objective function Is 

minimized. This method strives for best expected results under a limited number of function 

evaluations. Rinnooy Kan and Timmer [1984] commented that this method yields an estimate of 

the global minimum which may be too crude for practical purposes. Tom and ZlIInskas [1989] 

pointed out that this method Is attractive theoretically but Is too complicated for algorithmic 

realization. 

3.3.4.3 Clustering Methods 

A clustering method Is one that attempts to group a sample of points Into clusters a.round 

local minima. Once the clusters are constructed. the local minima can be !dentmed by converging 

one point from each cluster by means of a local search algorithm. It is an Improvement over the 

MUlti-Start Random Search method because It finds each local minimum only once. 
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In generally, a Clustering methods contains the folloWIng steps [Tom and ZlIInskas, 1989]: 

(1) Sample the space of Interest; 

(2) Use some procedure to concentrate the points around local minima; 

(3) Perform a clustering analysis procedure to find clusters; 

(4) Check for stopping criteria (I.e., check that all major clusters have been 

identified); 

(5) Prepare for next iteration (retain useful points from current iteration and ·sample 

new points) and retum to step (2); or 

(6) Periorm the final computation (start local search for each cluster) and stop. 

The sampling of the parameter space can be carried out randomly or may be based on 

a stratification scheme (I.e., points are distributed In the space In some grld.Jike fashion). 

Concentration of the sample can be done either by a) keeping only the best fraction of the 

sampled points [Becker and Lago, 1970; Betro and Rotondi, 1984; Timmer, 1984], b) by moving 

each sampled point several steps in some imp~ovement direction [Tom, 1978] or c) by using some 

combination of (a) and (b) [Spircu, 1979; Boender et aI., 1982]. There are baSically two 

approaches to constructing the clusters: DensItY Linkage and Single Linkage. The Density Linkage 

method constructs the clusters by using an approach based on nonparameteric probability density 

estimates. The Single Linkage method begins by selecting certain seed points to start the 

clustering process, and then constructs the clusters by assigning unclustered points to their 

closest cluster. The clustering terminates when either all the points are assigned to clusters, or 

the distance between all unclustered points and all clusters exceeds some prespecffied threshold. 

Certain methods do not explicitly assign points to clusters [Spircu, 1979; Timmer, 1984; Price, 

1978; 1983; 1987]. 

Rinnooy Kan and Timmer [1987a,b] Introduced the method of Mylti·Level Single-Linkage 

which combines the efficiency of clustering methods with the theoretical advantages of the multi· 
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start search. This method takes advantage of the Information on structure of objective function 

contained In the sample of points. It has been shown to have strong theoretical properties, and 

Is perfectly suited for use with Bayesian stopping rules. However, Rlnnooy Kan and Timmer 

[1987b] state that the efficiency of the present version of the method Is stili quite sensitive to the 

dimensionality of the problem. 

Clustering Methods, like other random methods, guarantee that the location of global 

minimum will be found with probability 1 as the sample size Is Increased. The Clustering approach 

seems to be currently receiving more attention In the literature than any other method for global 

optimization problem, a~ a large repertoire of algorithms Is available. Torn and ZlIInskas [1989] 

report that Clustering Methods have been successfully applied to solve many real world problems. 

3.3.4.4 Complex Evolution Methods 

Box [1965] Introduced the term ·Complex" to describe a geometriC polyhedron with k 

vertices in If where k must be greater than or equal to n+ 1. The k points constituting the 

complex may be selected randomly or so as to construct a geometric figure of particular structure. 

Complex Evolution methods iteratively adjust the positions of the Individual points so as to move 

the entire group In the direction of global Improvement. 

Price [1978, 1983, 1987] Introduced a Complex Evolution Method which he called the 

Controlled Random Search (CRS). Because Price Originally based his work on the clustering 

approach of Becker and Lago [1970], CRS Is sometimes classified as a Clustering Method [Torn 

and Zilinskas, 1989]. There are two main steps In the CRS: (1) exploration of the space, and (2) 

replacement of the worst point In the sample with a better point. The exploration phase Is 

Implemented by randomly (or deterministically) sampling a predetermined number of points from 

the entire parameter space. The number of points sampled will play an Important role In 

determining the efficiency and effectiveness of the method In detecting the global minimum. If too 
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few points are chosen. convergence will be quick but the probability of failure (to find the global 

minimum) will be high. On the other hand. If too many points are sampled the probability of 

success will increase. but convergence will be slow and the computational burden will be high. 

The second phase is implemented by randomly selecting ·simplexes· of n + 1 points from the 

complex. and using the Neider and Mead [1965] strategy to evolve each simplex by one step in 

an improvement direction. Each new point found in this manner Is used to replace the current 

worst point of the complex. The second phase is continued untO all the points in the complex 

have converged to within a prespeclfled distance of each other. Price [1983] modified the 

algorithm to always include the best point in the complex in each randomly selected simplex. This 

modification forces the search to be biased toward the current best point of the complex. later 

he Included a local search phase [Price. 1987]. The CRS method is much easier to Implement 

than the Clustering Method. The method will be discussed In detail in Chapter Four. 

Manetsch [1990] introduced a Complex Evolution procedure named the Adaptive Complex 

Method (ACM). based on a method originally proposed by Box [1965]. The ACM may be viewed 

as an extension of the Neider-Mead method. In the ACM the simplex evolution rules proposed 

by Neider and Mead are generalized to apply to the evolution of the complex. The procedure 

terminates when all k vertices are within _ units of each other for ., Iterations. The step size 

parameter II and the convergence parameter ~ are adaptlvely modified during the search. In the 

hope of Improving the search efficiency. The evolution procedure is completely deterministic. 

Manetsch reported that the method Is efficient. however. theauthor's experience with the algorithm 

Indicates otherwise. 

Holland [1975] presented a Complex Evolution procedure named the Genetic Algorithm 

(GA) which Is ~sed on analogies to the principles of genetics and natural selection. Evolution 

Is viewed as a process of reproduction. First. parents are selected that have high probability of 

generating "11- offspring. The offspring are then generated by means of Information taken from 
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each parent In a process analogous to the sharing of genetic Information. Various genetic 

operators (I.e .• cro.ssover, mutation, and InversIon e.t.c.) are employed. The Genetic Algorithm 

consists of three steps a) generation of a sample population (complex), b) selection of .,If 

parents, and c) creation of offspring. In the numerical Implementation. each sample point Is 

represented by a binary string (analogous to a chain of chromosomes). The IIfit" parents are 

typically selected randomly by using a triangular probabUIty distribution to favor better points (I.e .• 

points with lower function values). The reproduction processes are realized using binary arithmetic 

[see Holland. 1975J. The Genetic Algorithm has been successfully applied to several global 

optimization problems [DeJong. 1980; Goldberg, 1989J. Goldberg (1989J remarked that -genetic 

algorithm method Is theoretically and empirically proven to provide robust search In complex 

spaces·. The Idea of competitive evolution has also motivated the development of other 

algorithms [Schwefel, 1981; Jarvis, 1975J. The latter approaches employvarlous/eamlngschema 

to ensure that favorable properties of previous outcomes are Incorporated In the random search 

process. 

3.4 Summary And Discussion 

The field of Global optimization Is still an open area for research. The brief review 

provided here is Intended only to provide a glimpse Into the wide variety of different approaches 

that have been proposed. Of course, each method has Its respective merits and drawbacks, some 

of which are summarized below: 

(1) Deterministic covering methods can guarantee convergence to within a prespecifled 

precision. Strong theoretical results have been developed. However, covering methods 

have the drawback of being extremely Inefficient, particularly In the case of high 

dimensional problems. In addition, they generally require gradient Information and that 
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certain restrictive conditions on the objective function be satisfied. Therefore, the general 

applicability. of these methods Is uncertain. 

(2) Trajectory methods apply existing locally-based optimization procedures to the solution 

of auxiliary functions. While this concept is straight forward, the choice of auxiliary 

functions can be tricky and there convergence problems can arise. The applicability of 

this approach to problems who's analytiC derivatives cannot be explicfUy derived Is 

uncertain. Further, the methods are only applicable to problems having a finite number 

of local minima. 

(3) Random search methods are generally simple and easy to Implement and modify on 

computers. They place few restrictions on the structure of the objective function. 

However, they usually do not utilize much of the Information gained during the search to 

guide the search, and are, consequently, not efficient. 

(4) Methods based on the construction of an approximation of the objective function possess 

certain appealing theoretical properties, but are often algorithmically complicated to 

Implement, and may provide results that are not close to the true solution. 

(5) Clustering methods bypass the apparent drawbacks of multi-start random search, by 

avoiding unnecessary multiple rediscoveries of the same minima. The approach has 

some strong theoretical properties. The success of a clustering method may depend 

heavily on the sophistication of the clustering technique employed. Further, many of the 

approaches require derivative Information. There are a myriad of different clustering 

techniques, many of them having not yet been fully tested. 

(6) The strength of Complex Evolution procedures Is that they utilize the Information on the 

surface of the objective function and employ learning schema that use previous 

experience to adaptlvely guide the search. They do not require gradient Information, and 

are simple to Implement and modify. 
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In general, deterministic methods have the theoretical advantage of guaranteed 

convergence, while probabilistic methods can guarantee convergence only In probability. When 

computational resources are limited, probabilistic methods can ~ expected to deliver the best 

results. Clearly, there Is a tradeoff between robustness (effectiveness) and efficiency. As pointed 

out by Tom and ZllInkas [1989]: 

·'t Is not mathematically clear under which condlt/ons It Is necessary or rational to 

Introduce randomness Into an algorithm. It Is also known that under some conditions 

the optimal decision Is deterministic·. 

Given the following conditions: a) limited computational resources, b) an uncountable 

number of local minima, c) absence of derivative Information, and d) Inability to guarantee 

continuity of the objective function or Its derivatives, It would appear that some form of Complex 

Evolution method which combines deterministic and random schemes is the most logical 

candidate for development of a procedure for eRR model calibration. 



CHAPTER FOUR 

EVALUATION OF GLOBAL OPTIMIZATION STRATEGIES 

FOR CRR MODEL CAUBRATION 

4.1 Desirable Properties In a Global Optimization Strategy 
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The degree of difficulty In solving a global optimization problem Is dependent on certain 

characteristics of the problem, related In general to the dimensionality of the problem and the nature 

of the objective function. In Chapter Two, five dominant features of the global optimization problem 

associated with hydrologic model calibration were detected; 

(1) There are several major regions of attraction Into which a search strategy may converge; 

(2) Each major region of attraction contain numerous local minima (stationary points where the 

first derivatives are zero and the Hessian matrices are positive definite or positive semi

definite). These local optima occur both close to and at various distances from the best 

solution; 

(3) The objective function surface in the multi-parameter space is not smooth and may not 

even be continuous. The derivatives are discontinuous and may vary in an unpredictable 

manner through the parameter space; 

(4) The parameters exhibit varying degree of sensitivity, and a great deal of Interaction and 

compensation. Much of the interaction Is highly nonlinear; and 

(5) The response surface near the true solution Is often non-convex. 

The combination of the five features mentioned above makes the optimization problem 

difficult to solve. The task, therefore, is to construct an algorithm that Is capable of dealing with 

these various difficulties. To deal with multiple regions of attraction, an algorithm must necessarily 

be globally based and possess global convergence properties, and be able to avoid being trapped 
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by the minor local minima. The algorithm must not require the avanability of explicit analytic 

expressions for the objective function In terms of Its parameters. or for the derivatives. It must be 

robust In the presence of parameter Interaction. varying parameter sensitivities. and non-convexlty 

of the objective function surface. Finally. because hydrological models usually Involve a large 

number of parameters. the algorithm must not be hindered by high dimensionality. 

Based on the literature review presented In Chapter Three. several classes of methods can 

be ruled out as being Impractical or unsuitable for solving global optimization problems of the nature 

described above. The globally-based Deterministic Covering methods. for example. are Impractical 

for problems of high dimensionality. Trajectory methods ar6 unsuitable for problems that have a 

large number of stationary points. Furthermore. they usually place stringent requirements on the 

nature of the objective function (e.g .• Upschltz condition. differentiability to the second degree. etc.). 

Methods based on stochastic approximations of the objective function are also unsuitable. because 

they do not perform well in the presence of Insensitivities In the parameter space, so that their 

solutions may be too far from the true solution to be useful [Tom and Zilinskas. 1989]. 

While the aforementioned global optimization methods have little potential for application 

to CRR model calibration. other methods display promise. Random Search methods are simple to 

implement oil computers, and place few restrictions on the form of the objective function. However. 

they have been shown to be Incapable of handling Insensitivity of the objective function surface. 

This was clearly demonstrated In Chapter Two. where after sampling 10.000 points In the pa~meter 

space of the SIXPAR model. the best points were stili scattered In distant locations (see Section 

2.2.4). Random Search methods are also considered Inefficient even though many modifications 

have been Introduced to Improve on their performance [Tom and Zilinskas, 1989]. The Simulated 

Annealing method, for example. Is an advanced form of random search method [Kirkpartick et aI., 

1983. Bohachevsky et aI .• 1986]. However, It still suffers from Inefficiency and an Inability to deal 

with Insensitivity In the parameter space [Tom and ZlIInkas. 1989]. This Is because the Simulated 
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Annealing algorithm Is basically a one-step random line search method that does not utilize global 

Information. Also. In preliminary testing of the Simulated Annealing method It was found that It 

needs proper tuning of the search parameters In order to for It to converge and this fact can make 

Its Implernentatlon very tricky. The Adaptive Random Search (ARS) Is another Improved random 

search technique. This method Is addressed In more detail In section 4.3. 

'~usterlng methods have been proven to be more efficient than the Random Search 

methods and have been successfully applied In many practical problems [Tom and ZlIInkas. 1989]. 

However. most clustering methods depend on gradient Information for identifying clusters. 

Moreover. the clustering techniques are often very complicated and require large computational 

·overhead" for algorithmic implementation. One method. Price's CRS approach, does not require 

any derivative Information and is easy to Implement [Price. 1978. 1983, 1987]. This method is 

potentially useful for CRR model calibration. and Is reviewed In more detail In Chapter 5. 

The Complex Evolution methods are perhaps the most robust, while being simple to 

Implement [Neider and Mead. 1965. Manetsch. 1990]. No derivative Information Is required for these 

approaches. The advantage of the Complex Evolution methods over the random methods 

mentioned above (e.g., Adaptive Random Search. Simulated Annealing) Is that Information regarding 

the shape of the objective function surface Is used to direct the search In an Improvement direction. 

Also. the Complex Evolution methods are to some degree able to avoid being trapped by minor 

local optima. The Simplex method of Neider and Mead [1965] Is a special case of the Complex 

Evolution methods. Because the Simplex method Is a locally-based method. It cannot deal with 

multiple regions of attraction. One way to overcome this problem Is to use a mUlti-start approach. 

I.e .• the Simplex method Is applied many times from different starting points In the hope that at least 

one search will .lead to the global solution. The Multi-start method Is examined In section 4.4. 

Complex Evolution methods will be discussed In more detail In Chapter 5. 
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4.2 erHerla for Judging Different Global Optimization Methods 

For comparative studies of the performance of different global optimization strat~les to be 

meaningful, some consistent criteria must be established as basis for comparison. There are two 

basic criteria that Judge the performance of an algorithm: efficiency and effectiveness. 

In global minimization, efficiency Is measured by the computer processing unit (CPU) time 

needed for an algorithm to execute a run, given that all algorithms are run on the same computer 

and under same conditions. CPU time can be sub-dlvlded Into several parts: (1) CPU on 

preparation for the run; (2) CPU on function evaluations and (3) CPU on auxiliary computations 

needed for Implementation of algorithms. CPU time spent on preparation Is normally compclrable 

for all methods. CPU on function evaluations can usually be estimated by the number of function 

evaluations used during a run. CPU time for auxiliary computations, sometimes referred to as 

·overhead" CPU time, can be vastly different for various algorithms. It may become necessary to 

consider the ratio between CPU time spent on function evaluations and CPU spent on auxiliary 

computations. In Dixon and SzegO [1978a], the comparison between different methods was based 

on the ratio between the CPU time required for a run and a standard time, obtained by calling the 

subroutine which evaluates the Shekel function 1000 times (the Shekel function Is listed In Appendix 

4). In this dissertation, the ·overhead· CPU cost for different methods Is assumed to be Insignificant, 

compared to the cost of evaluating the function value. This Is certainly true when calibrating the 

full-scale NWSRFS-SMA model. Therefore, the number of function evaluations Is used as a gauge 

of efficiency. 

The effectiveness of a method can be measured by the probability with which the method 

will successfully find the global minimum to within a given accuracy. A large number of runs has 

to be performed to obtain a reasonable probability measure. In addition, the runs should be carried 

out under diverse conditions. In this dissertation, 100 Independent runs Initiated randomly In the 
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feasible space were executed for each algorithm tested. The probability of success Is given 

approximately by the numbSr of successful trials divided by 100. 

Ideally' one wishes to have an algorithm which Is both efficient and effective. However, there 

Is usually a trade-off between efficiency and effectiveness (see Figure 4.1), which must be chosen 

through the adjustment of parameters and strategies controlling the optimization procedure. A valid 

comparison of the efficiency of different methods must be made for a fixed level of effectiveness. 

That Is, given a specffic level of effectiveness, one method Is superior to another method If It require 

less comput.atlonal resources. Conversely, given a specific efficiency (eg. fixed number of function 

evaluations), one method Is superior to another method If It has a higher probability of successfully 

locating the global optimum. Clearfy, however, a method that is simultaneously more efficient and 

more effective Is preferable. In Figure 4.1, the method represented by curve number 1 is superior 

to that represented by curve number 2. 

4.3 Testing of the Adaptive Random Search Method 

In Chapter Two It was mentioned that the Uniform Random Sampling approach Is the most 

primitive form of probabilistic optimization (belonging to the classification Random Search). The 

URS approach does not use any of the Information gained during sampling (regarding the nature 

of the response surface) to direct the search in any logical fashion. In that study after 10,000 

random points were sampled In the parameter space, the knowledge of the approximate location 

of the global optimum was stili not slgnfficantly Improved. It Is clear that the URS method Is quite 

Inefficient as a search method. For this reason, several adaptive strategies have been proposed In 

the literature to adaptlvely guide the random search towards the region of the global optimum. One 

such method Is the so-called -Adaptive Random Search CARS)- proposed by Masri et aI [1978] and 

modified by Pronzato et al [1984]. This method was Implemented and tested for calibration of the 
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SMA-NWSRFS model by Brazil [1988]. by Armour [1990]. and by Welnlg [1991]. The form of the 

ARS strategy that was Implemented by these researchers Is as follows: 

0) Choose a focal point (for example the centroid of the feasible space). 

1) Generate a set of N points' randomly distributed In the entire feasible space (for example 

according to a uniform or normal distribution) and centered on the focal point. Store the 

location of the point with the best function value. 

2) Repeat step (1) a pre-specified number of times. on the jIh time using the,lnltlal parameter 

range divided by 10' and centered on the focal point (see Figure 4.2) to restrict the search 

space. Each time. store the location of the point with the best function value. 

3) Compare all the stored points and determine the point with the best function value. Re· 

define this point to be the new focal point. Record In which range level this point was 

found. 

4) Repeat steps (1-3) until the best point Is found In the smallest range level a user specified 

successive number of times (say three). This point Is chosen as the optimal parameter set. 

4.3.1 Testing of ARS Strategy 

Reports In the optimization literature Indicate that the ARS strategy works quite well In 

practice. However. the results reported by Armour [1990] seem to Indicate that It does not perform 

well on the SMA·NWSRFS model. It was therefore decided that a detailed testing of the ARS 

strategy be conducted on the SIXPAR model. The SIXPAR model Is a simplified version ofthe SMA

NWSRFS model. The latter was widely used by the U.S. National Weather Service for operational 

river forecasts. Because the SIXPAR model retains the Important characteristics of the more 

complex SMA-NWSRFS model. It has been Instrumental for gaining Insights Into problems 

associated with the full-scale model [Gupta, 1984]. The experimental approach was as follows. 100 

Independent optimization runs were conducted using the ARS algorithm, each using a different 
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randomly selected seed value. This therefore consists of 100 statistically independent trials of the 

algorithm. From the author's experience with the SIXPAR model, a function value of 10.3 guarantees 

that the 'rue· parameter values have been found to within a few decimal places. Therefore, an 

optimization run is said to be a success as soon as a function value of 10.3 was achieved. Hence, 

the number of successes out of 100 is a measure of the -effectiveness· of the algorithm, and the 

average number of function evaluations taken over all successes is a measure of the -efficiency- of 

the algorithm. A uniform sampling distribution was used, the number of range levels used was 4, 

and the test was repeated for N (number of sample points in each range level) equal to 10, 100, and 

200. 

The best results were obtained for the smallest value of N (N = 10; this Is consistent with 

Masri's findings [see Masri et al. 1978]), and the results for this case are presented In Figure 4.3, 

with number of failures on the y-axis and number of function evaluations on the x-axis. Hence a 

point closer to the origin Indicates one which Is relatively more effective and more efficient. The 

solid line on the plot Indicates how the performance of the ARS algorithm varies for different values 

for the maximum possible number of function evaluations (up to 25,000). Clearly the algorithm Is 

neither effective nor efficient, with the best result being an approximately 30 percent success rate 

(70 failures out of 100) at 25,000 function evaluations. Figure 4.4 displays how the best function 

value improved during the search for each of the 100 optimization runs, and Figure 4.5 displays the 

corresponding parameter values. Clearly, after about 1000 to 5000 function evaluations, the 

marginal benefit of further sampling is quite small. This is not surprising, since the probability of 

finding a lower function value diminishes as the search proceeds. The parameter value plots clearly 

show that the ARS algorithm Is only successful at Improving the estimated range (In a statistical 

sense) of the threshold parameters UM and 8M while having little impact on the others. Given what 

is now known about the nature of the response surface (see Chapter 2), the poor performance of 

the ARS algorithm Is easy to understand. 
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4.3.2 Testing of Coupled ARS/Simplex Strategy 

Before giving up on the ARS strategy. one more strategy was tested. It has been suggested 

by both Ibbitt [1970] and Brazil [1988] that a random search strat~gy could be used to obtain an 

Initial point from which a local search procedure could then be started. Thus. a search strategy that 

used the best points obtained after 1000. 3000 and 5000 function evaluations of the ARS as the 

starting points for a local procedure was tried. The ·Slmplex" direct search optimization method 

[Neider and Mead 1965J was selected to be the local search strategy. because of Its ability to 

adaptively adjust Its shape and size to the response surface. because of Its ability to not be easily 

trapped by minor optima. and because It has been used previously for CRR model calibration [see 

Johnston and Pilgrim 1976. Sorooshlan and Oracup 1980. and Sorooshlan and Arfi 1982]. 

The simplex algorithm Is presented below and is Ulustrated in Figure 4.6. 

0) Select n+ 1 points (n = dimension) In the feasible parameter space. and compute the 

function value at each point. This set of n+ 1 points Is called a ·simplex" (Figure 4.68). 

1) Identify the point with the worst Qargest) function value. 

2) Compute the centroid of the best n points of the simplex (I.e. exclude the worst point). 

3) Locate a new point by reflecting the worst point through the centroid (see Figure 4.6b). If 

the function value at the reflection point Is better than the worst pOint. go to step 4. else go 

to step 5. 

4) Locate a new point by expanding the reflection step by a factor of 2 (see Figure 4.6b). If 

the function value at the expansion point is better than the reflection point. replace the 

worst point by the expansion point. If not. replace the worst point by the reflection point. 

Go to step 7. 

5) Locate a new (contraction) point half way between the worst point and the centroid (see 

Figure 4.6c). If the function value at the contraction point is better than the worst point, 

replace the worst point by the contraction point. and go to step 7. If not, go to step 6. 
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6) Shrink the simplex by movIng each point (except the best point) to a location halfway 

between its current location and the best point (Figure 4.6d). 

7) Repeat steps 1-6 until the size of the simplex becomes smaller than some convergence 

criterion. The point with the best function value Is selected as an estimate of the optimum. 

In this study, each Initial simplex used the best ARS point as one of Its vertices, with the 

other points generated using perturbations In each parameter direction of + 5 percent of the 

parameter range. The results of these runs are presented as dotted lines In Figure 4.7, and clearty 

show a significant Improvement In search effectiveness with only marginal Increases In the required 

number of function evaluations. However, the failure rate Is still unacceptably high (45 percent) and 

the parameter plots (Figure 4.5; local search started after 5000 ARS function evaluations) still show 

a rather broad distribution of the final parameter values. 

4.4 Testing of I Muhl-start Simplex Procedure 

Another method for dealing with multiple optima that has been suggested In the hydrologic 

literature [see ego Johnston and Pilgrim, 1976] Is to run several runs of a local-search optimization 

method from different starting points In the feasible space. The validity of such an approach can 

be demonstrated by the following arguments. In order to have good confidence In the results of 

any probabilistic optimization procedure, it Is desired that Its failure probabilityit is relatively small 

on the problem of Interest. Let us say that a procedure Is run once on a problem beginning from 

some randomly selected location In the feasible search space, and the probability of failure Is some 

value Pf (out of 100 Independent tests of the method It Is expected that Pf of them will fall). If the 

procedure Is re-run from r Independent randomly selected locations the overall failure probability 

will decrease according to the equation P,(r) = P'(1)' and tend to zero as r becomes large. If Pf 

Is 0.65 (65 failures out of 100), then r equal to 12 will give a failure rate of less than 1 In 100. This 
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simple global search strategy of repeating the search from many different locations Is called a -multl

start- procedure. 

It should be pointed out. however. that the efficiency of the multi-start procedure varies non

linearly with P,. so that the number of restarts r required to achieve an overall failure probability of 

P.(t) Is given by r = In(P.(t))/ln(P'(1)). The curve of rversus P.(1) Is plotted In Figure 4.8 for the 

cases of P.(t) equal to .01 (1 failure In 100) and .05 (5 failures In 100). Clearly. for single-start failure 

probabilities P.(1) of less than approximately 0.8 (SO failures In 100). It Is not necessary to have a 

very large number of restarts. However. as P.(1) Increases above 0.8 towards 1.0. the number of 

restarts required rapidly Increases towards Infinity. making the procedure Impractical. 

To test these notions. 100 Independent optimization runs of a mUlti-start strategy. based on 

the Simplex algorithm described in section 4.3.2. were performed on the SIXPAR model. The initial 

simplex for each run was created by randomly selecting 7 points (number of parameters + 1) In the 

feasible space. The results of the multi-start simplex (MSX). presented In Figure 4.9 show that with 

12 re-starts the failure rate falls to 1 in 100. While this result Is very encouraging. In view of the 

difficult nature of the problem. the number of function evaluations required to achieve this feat 

(approximately 10.500) is still rather high. The more complex SMA-NWSRFS model. when calibrated 

to several years of data requires quite significant amounts of computer time for even one function 

evaluation (1.36 cpu seconds for 7 years of calibration data on the SCS40 mini-supercomputer). and 

even 10.000 evaluations would severely tax the available computational resources (requiring more 

than one day of real time on the SCS40). Further. as the complexity of the model Increases. the 

failure rate of a single-start Simplex trial would be Increased. Consequently. the number of restarts 

needed for the MSX approach to obtain some desired success rate would also be Increased. Figure 

4.8 shows that as the single-start failure rate becomes sufficiently large. the number of restarts 

would grow exponentially and the MSX strategy would therefore become virtually Impractical. 
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4.5 Summary and Discussion 

This chapter reviewed the major features contributing to the difficulty of the global 

optimization problem and evaluated the applicability of various global optimization strategies to the 

calibration of CRR models. While some methods are apparently Impractical for use III calibration 

of CRR models, others seem to show promise. But none seem to contain all of desirable properties 

necessary for a successful strategy for CRR model calibration. 

The ARS strategy was shown to be Incapable of handling the problems Involved In 

calibrating of the SIXPAR model. The most probable reason Is that the ARS uses very little of the 

Information gained during sampling to guide the search. Further, the ARS, and all methods based 

on sequential random sampling are hampered by the fact that the probability of sampling a better 

function value decreases rapidly as the search progresses. In other words, the closer to the 

solution one gets, the harder it gets to make further progress. 

In contrast to the ARS, a multi-start strategy based on the use of multiple simplexes started 

from random locations of the search space proved to be effective, but not very efficient. This 

suggests that the combination of randomly constructed simplexes and the manner In which the 

simplex structure evolves has certain desirable properties that enable it to overcome the various 

difficulties encountered on the response surface of the SIXPAR model. This result is very 

encouraging. However, it Is easy to see that one major source of Inefficiency In the method is that 

each simplex search operates completely Independently, with no sharing of the information gained 

by the other simplexes. This Is analogous to giving the same difficult problem to 12 Identically 

capable people, and asking them to solve it without conferring with each other. A more efficient 

strategy would clearfy be for them to both spand some time working independently or in small 

groups, as well as getting together now and then to share Information about their progress. In 

Chapter Five, these observations will be Incorporated Into the development of a more effective and 

efficient optimization algorithm. One more observation about the MSX strategy Is that Its success 
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. depends heavily on the success rate of a single-start Simplex run. If the success rate of a slngle

start Simplex run is significantly small. the MSX is virtually impractical. In light of these observations 

about the MSX strategy. It appears necessary that a more efficient and effective global optimization 

strategy be developed. 



CHAPTER FIVE 

DEVELOPMENT OF A NEW GLOBAL OPTIMIZATION STRATEGY: 

. THE SHUFFLED COMPLEX EVOLUTION (SCE) METHOD 

5.1 Introduction 
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To adequately cope with the problems of the nature encountered in CRR model 

calibration, It seems reasonable that a synthesis of the following global optimization strategies 

would be successful; 

a) Combination of probabilistic and deterministic approaches 

b) Clustering 

c) Complex evolution 

d) Competitive evolution 

The literature review presented In Chapter 3 reveals that probabilistic global optimization 

methods that Incorporate deterministic concepts are generally more efficient than pure 

deterministic methods [Rlnnooy Kan and Timmer, 1984]. While it Is known that under some 

conditions the optimal decision is deterministic [Torn and Zilinskas, 1989], for a global optimization 

method to be widely applicable, It should combine both probabilistic elements and deterministic 

elements. 

The concept of ·clusteringU evolved to deal with the obvious inefficiencies In probabilistic 

multi-start methods [Becker and Lago, 1970]. Multi-start methods combine random sampling with 

deterministic local searches of the parameter space. The multi-start method, however, Is doomed 

to be inefficient because the search may converge to the same local optimum many times. 

Clustering methods aim to avoid this drawback by locating each local optimum only once. They 

are more effective and efficient than uniform random sampling and the multi-start method [Torn 

and Zilinskas, 1989]. However, many of the clustering methods require complicated clustering 
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techniques and hence the computational ·overhead· In Implementation of these methods Is quite 

large. The Multl·L~vel Single Linkage Methods Introduced by Rlnnooy Kan and TI~mer are 

reported to be computationally efficient for low-dlmenslonal problems [Rlnnooy Kan and Timmer, 

1987b]. As pointed out by Manetsch [1990], ·a major problem with these (multl·level single

linkage) methods in the context of large scale system optimization, however, is their 

Inappropriateness for problems of high dimensionality.· Therefore, a clustering strategy that Is 

relatively simple to Implement while being capable of handling high dimensionality Is required. 

The concept of ·complex evolution· Is one of the more promising methods of combining 

probabilistic and deterministic procedures. ·SlmpleX- and ·compleX- deterministic methods seem 

to be relatively robust [Neider and Mead, 1965; Box, 1965; Manetsch, 1990]. The advantage of 

these approaches over the random methods mentioned above (e.g., Random Une Search, 

Simulated Annealing) Is that Information regarding the shape of the objective function surface is 

used to direct the search in an Improvement direction. This approach can cope very well with 

rough, Insensitive and highly non·convex objective function surfaces, and can even bypass small 

local minima in unpromising regions provided that the simplex or complex spans a large enough 

region of the space. Also, no derivative Information is required. However, there is some concern 

over the effectiveness and efficiency of the simplex and complex methods. The simplex structure 

may have too few points to guarantee convergence to the global minimum. The adaptive complex 

method is more robust, but is relatively slow to converge. 

An interesting property of the simplex and complex methods is that they embody the 

concept of evolution. Each new generation (I.e., improved point) Is descended from a previous 

generation (I.e., the simplex or complex). This is not entirely dissimilar to the concept of evolution 

contained in the genetic algorithm [Holland 1975, De Jong 1975, Goldberg 1989] which uses, 

however, the concept of competitive evolution. An algorithmic implementation of competitive 

evolution can be realized by assigning a trigonal probability distribution to all points contained in 
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current population, and probablllstically selecting the parents to be some subset of the total 

population such that they tend to come from the region of lower function values. This property 

has been shown by Holland [1975] as being useful for Improving global convergence. Also, 

related concepts drawn from principles of biological evolution, such as mutation under conditions 

of stress, can help to Improve robustness. 

5.2 The Controlled Random Search (CRS) Method of Price 

The Controlled Random Search method Introduced by Price [19n, 1983, 1987] 

Incorporates some of the four concepts Introduced in previous section, while being easy to 

implement and modify. It therefore shows promise as a starting point for the development of a 

more sophisticated global optimization strategy (i.e., one that is more effective and efficient over 

a broader range of problems). The CRS algorithm Is presented below, and the strengths and 

weaknesses of the approach are analyzed In detail. 

5.2.1 The CRS method 

The Controlled Random Search (eRS) method [Price 1978] draws on Ideas from the 

clustering approach of Becker and Lago [1970]. The Becker and Lago method begins with a 

random sample drawn from the feasible space S. Clusters are then formed around local minima. 

A mode-seeking algorithm is used to find the boundaries of each sub-region containing a cluster. 

Finally each sub-region Is examined In tum (In order of the relative value of Its cluster minimum), 

using a local search algorithm. The Price method differs from that of Becker and Lago In that -it 

combines the random search and mode-seeking routines Into a single, continuous process· 

[Price, 1978]. There are three versions of CRS presented by Price [1978,1983,1987]. The basic 

concept and method are contained In the first version [Price 1978]. The original CRS1 algorithm 

of Price Is as follows: 



(1) Sample N points In S c: an. Evaluate the function value at each point. Store 

these points In set A= {Xjla, 1= 1, ... ,N}. 

(2) Find the worst point M=(x'm,fnJ contained In A 

(3) Randomly choose n + 1 distinct points R,,R:z, ... ,Rn+' from A The set of n+ 1 points 

constitute what Is referred to as a simplex. Compute the centroid G of R"oo.,Rrr 

Compute a trial point P=2G-Rn+" 

(4) If P Is within S, then compute fp and go to Step 5; else consider P a fal/u;e and 

return to Step 3. 

(5) If fp < fm• then replace M by P In A and go to Step 6; else return to Step 3. 

(6) If the stop criterion Is satisfied, then stop; else, return to Step 2. 
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Price also proposed that a secondary trial point Q=(Rn+,+G)ft be Implemented at any 

stage of optimization whenever a primary trial point P falls, provided that the cumulative success 

rate (I.e., the percentage of successes (fp<fnJ in the total number of function evaluations so far) 

Is less than 50%. 

The second version CRS2 [Price. 1983] differs from CRS1 in two aspects. First, only 

primary trial points are used. Second, only n of the simplex points are randomly chosen, and the 

best point L = (Xj,fJ is always selected (i.e., let R, =L) to be the final (n+ 1) member of the simplex. 

In the third version CRS3, a local search procedure is incorporated into CRS1 or CRS2 to Improve 

the points which belong to the best 10 percent of the sample. 

5.2.2 Analysis of the strengths and weaknesses of CRS 

The CRS methods possess several properties that are desirable for effective and efficient 

global optimization. However, they also have certain apparent weaknesses. A detailed analysis 

Is presented below. 
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(1) The Initial global sampling of the space S helps maximize the potential for locating the 

global minimum. The size N of the sample determines the chance that the global 

minimum will be located. and also Influences the search efficiency (Ie •• how rr.any function 

evaluations will be needed for convergence). The sample size N Is closely related to the 

dimension n. Two empirical rules were proposed by Price for picking N: N=25n for CRS1 

and N=2(n+ 1) for CRS2 [Price 1983]. Note that In both of these rules. N Is IInearty 

proportional to n. There Is no apparent rationale for either of the two rules provided by 

Price. A common rule of thumb Is that the larger the value of N. the higher the probability 

of finding the global minimum. The trade-off Is. however. that the larger the value of N. 

the larger the number of function evaluations needed to converge. Of course. a major 

factor Influencing the choice of N Is the degree of difficulty of the problem. Figure 5.1 

Illustrates a typical curve showing the trade-off between effectiveness and efficiency as a 

function of N. 

(2) The strategy of using a simplex selected from A to generate Improved points contributes 

to the robustness of the CRS method. However. the manner by which each simplex Is 

selected from A will Influence the performance of the method. In CRS1. each point of the 

simplex Is selected randomly from A. This procedure treats each region of the sampled 

area In a non-preferential manner. and convergence can be exceedingly slow. The 

strategy of Investigating secondary trial points when a primary point falls can speed up 

the convergence. 

(3) In the CRS2 method. the best point L=(Xi,fJ Is always Included In the simplex (i.e .• R1 =L). 

This has the effect of tending to concentrate the new points around the best point In the 

sample. This Is. In a sense. similar to the notion of competitive evolution. with the best 

point being the fittest point and having the strongest reproductive ability and all other 

points having equal fitness. However. there Is a danger In plaCing too much emphasis on 
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the best point In the current sample, since It Is possible that this point lies In the region 

of a local minimum. The strategy used In the Genetic Algorithm [Holland 1975] to select 

points gives higher weight to the pOints that have lower function values and less weight 

to those with higher function values. Such a strategy could be used In the selection of 

the simplexes, so that the newly produced points will tend to scatter around different 

favorable regions of the search space. 

(4) In CRS3, the subset of best points In A Is refined from time to time by means of a local 

search. Price [1987] stated that this modification does not result In a significant loss In 

robustness (performance of global search) while it does speed up the rate of 

convergence. However, such a strategy may not be beneficial If the objective function 

surface is not well behaved (very rough or containing many small scale local optima). 

Moreover, If the subset of best points In A which Is chosen for local Improvement are 

located in sub-optimal regions, local refinement of these points may only serve to further 

bias the search towards these regions. 

(5) In the CRS strategy, the worst point M in A Is replaced whenever a new point P is 

accepted. This strategy causes A to shrink Into a small region very quickly. Tests that 

were conducted on CRS algorithms also show that there Is a good possibility that A will 

begin to contain repeated points, therefore becoming degenerate and causing the search 

to terminate prematurely. To minimize this possibility, the sample size N has to be large 

enough so that CRS will work properly. Another way of looking at it is that the information 

contained in M Is not fully utilized before It is discarded. 

(6) In CRS1 the new point P is generated by choosing an arbitrarily selected pole Rn+1 of the 

simplex for reflection through the centroid G. The new point P is accepted If P , Sand 

Ip < 1m. Sutti [1984], however, used the strategy of Neider and Mead, in which the pole 

Rn+1 Is always chosen to be the worst point In the simplex. Sutti's modification tends to 
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guide the simplex search In a descent (Improvement) direction In contrast to the more 

random nature of the Price procedure. 

In summary, the CRS approach Is reasonably robust and fairly efficient. Also, It Is simple 

to Implement [Torn and Zilinskas, 1989]. Price tested different versions of CRS on some standard 

test problems. He also extended the CRS method for concurrent parallel Implementation on multi

processor machines. An additional strength Is that It can be very easily extended to constrained 

problems [Price 1983]. However, the CRS strategy contain numerous weaknesses as mentioned 

above. In next section, a new procedure Is proposed based on the discussion presented above, 

and an algorithm for Its Implementation Is developed. 

5.3 The Shuffled Complex Evolution (SCE) Method . 

Using the Controlled Random Search (CRS) method of Price [1978, 1983, 1987] as a 

starting point, a new global optimization strategy, entitled the Shuffled Complex Evolution (SCE) 

method was developed. The Shuffled Complex Evolution (SCE) strategy combines the strengths 

of the CRS algorithms with the concept of competitive evolution [Holland 1975] and the newly 

developed concept of complex.shuffling. The SCE strategy is presented below, and is illustrated 

in Figure 5.2. The Ideas behind the methodology are described and pictorially demonstrated in 

section 5.4. 

5.3.1 The SCE Algorithm 

(0) Initialize: Select p~1 and ~+ 1, where p = number of complexes, and m = number of 

points In each complex. Compute the sample size s = pxm. 

(1) Genera~e sample: Sample s points x1, ... ,Ks In 0 c an. Compute the function value " at 

each point lj. In the absence of prior Information, use a uniform sampling distribution. 



Input: n=dimension, p=number of complexes 
m=number of points in each complex 

Compute: sam Ie size s= xm 

Sample s points at random in n. 
Compute the function value at each point 

.... __ ~ Sort the s points in order of increasing 
function value. Store them in D. 

Partition D into p complexes of m points 
i.e., D={A k, k = 1, ..• ,p} 
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Evolve each complex A k, k = 1, ... , P ......... " CCE algorithm 
14--1 (see Figure 5.3) 

~----------~------------~ 

Replace A k , k = 1, .•• , m, into 0 

No 

Figure 5.2 Flow chart of the Shuffled Complex Evolution (SeE) method 



(2) Rank points: Sort the s points In order of Increasing function value. Store them 

In an arraY.D= {lj,", 1= 1, ... ,s}, so that 1= 1 represents the point with the smallest 

function value. 
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(3) Partition Into complexes: Partition D Into p complexesA1, ... ,AP, each containing m points. 

such that Ak= {"',foJ I "'J=~tf'C}-1)fJ=fktf'C}-1)J= 1, ••• ,m}. 

(4) Evolve each complex: EVolve each complex Ak, k= 1, ••• ,p, according to the Competitive 

Complex Evolution .(CCE) algorithm outlined separately. 

(5) Shuffle complexes: Replace A1, ... ,AP Into D, such that D= {Ak,k= 1, ••• ,p}. Sort D In order 

of Increasing function value. 

(6) Check convergence: If the convergence criteria are satisfied, stop; else, return 

to Step (3). 

5.3.2 The CCE strategy of the SCE algorithm 

The Competitive Complex Evolution (CCE) algorithm required for Step (4) of the Shuffled 

Complex Evolution method Is presented below, and Is Illustrated In Figure 5.3. 

(0) Initialize: Select q, cr, and ~, where 2!tl91l, cr~1 and P-1. 

(1) Assign weights: Assign a triangular probability distribution to Ak. i.e., 

_ 2(m+1-1) 1 1 
P, m(m+1) , - •...• m (5.1) 

The point "'1 has the highest probability P1 =2/m+ 1. The point'" m has the lowest 

probability Pm=2/m(m+ 1). 

(2) Select parents: Randomly choose q distinct points u" ... ,uq from Ak according to the 

probability distribution specified above. where 2Sll911 (the q points define a ·sub· 

compleX-). 



Figure 5.3 

GIvan dimension n. complex A. and number 
of points m In A. l8Iact q. a, !S. where 
2c-qc-m, c>-1.!S>-1.Set ,-1. 

Select q points from A according to 
",.store them In B and their relallve 
posldons In A In L. Set J • 1. 

Sort B and L in order of Increasing funclfon r----..... value. Compute Ihe centroid of Ul, .... Uctl 
and let Uq be !he worst point In B. 

Compute r - 2g - Uq (reflection step). 

'~-... Generate a point z at 
--~ ~....- random in H. Set r - z. 

Set Uq • r and fQ • fro 

Compute c- (g + Uq) 12 and te. 

Generate a point z at 
, ~_.I random in H. Compute 

Replace B into A according to L 
and sort A in order of Inaeasing 
function value. 

flo Set UqaZ and fqafz. 

RetumtoSCE 

Flow chart of the Competitive Complex Evolution (CCE) strategy 
of the SCE method 
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Store them In array B= {UI'V1,'= 1, ... ,q}, where "J Is the function value associated with point 

uj • Store In L the locations of Ak which are used to construct B. 

(3) Generate offspring: 

a) Sort Band L so that the q points are arranged In order of Increasing function 

value. Compute the centroid 9 using the expression 

q-1 
9 __ 1_ E u, 

q-1 }-1 
(5.2) 

b) Compute the new point r=2g-uq (reflection step). 

c) If r is within 0, compute the function value fr and go to Step (d): else compute the 

smallest hypercube H c: an that contains Ak, randomly generate a pOint z within 

H, compute Iv set r=z and set Ir=lz (mutation step). 

d) If 'r < Iq, replace uq by r, go to Step (f): else compute c=(g+uJ/2 and Ie 

(contraction step). 

e) If Ie < fq• replace uq by c, go to Step (f): else randomly generate a point z within 

H and compute fz (mutation step). Replace uq by z. 

f) Repeat Steps (a) through (e) ex times, where a~1 Is a user specified parameter. 

(4) Replace parents by offspring: Replace B Into Ak using the original locations stored In L. 

Sort Ak in order of Increasing function value. 

(5) ~: Repeat Steps (1) through (4) ~ times, where P-1 Is a user specified parameter 

which determines how many offspring should be generated (how far each complex should 

evolve). 
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5.4 Discussion and illustration of the SeE Method 

The philosophy behind the seE approach Is to treat the global search as a process of 

natural evolution. The s sampled points constitute a population. The population Is partitioned Into 

several communities (complexes), each of which Is permitted to evolve Independently (Ie. search 

the space In different directions). After a certain number of generations, the communities are 

forced to mix and new communities are formed through a process of shuffling. This procedure 

enhances survivability by a sharing of the Information (about the search space) gained 

independently by each community. 

Each member of a community (complex) Is a potential parent with the ability to participate 

in a process of reproduction. A sub-complex selected from the complex is like a pair of parents, 

except that a sub-complex may consist of more than two members. To ensure that the evolution 

process is competitive, It Is required that the probability that -better" parents contribute to the 

generation of offspring Is higher than that of "worse- parents. The use of a triangular probability 

distribution ensures this competitiveness. Neider and Mead's [1965] procedure Is applied to each 

SUb-complex to generate most of the offspring. This strategy uses the information contained in 

the sub-complex to direct the eVolution In an Improvement direction. 

In addition, offspring are introduced at random locations of the feasible space under 

certain conditions, In order to ensure that the process of evolution does not get trapped by 

unpromising regions. This Is somewhat analogous to mutation In response to stress that can occur 

In biological evolution. Each mutation also helps to Increase the amount of Information stored In 

the sample. Finally, each new offspring replaces the worst point of the current sub-complex rather 

than the worst point of the entire population. This ensures that every parent gets at least one 

chance to contribute to the reproduction process before being replaced or discarded. Thus, none 

of the Information contained In the sample Is Ignored. 
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It Is Interesting to note that the SCE method can function as a local optimizer by 

appropriate selection of algorithm parameters. For example, let the sample size s=n+1, the 

number of complexes p ~nd parameters cr, ~ equal to 1, the SCE algorithm Is similar to Neider's 

Simplex algorithm. The difference between the two algorithms Is the mutation steps In the SCE 

algorithm and expansion step in Neider's algorithm (see Section 4.3.2). 

The following example problem provides a pictorial illustration of the concepts behind the 

SCE method, using the Hosakl function. The expression for the Hosakl function Is: 

f(x,» - (1 - ex + 7x2 - Ixs + !x4)ys-Y 0 ~ x ~5. 0 ~ y ~ 6 
3 4 

(5.3) 

The function has two minima in the feasible space. The global minimum Is -2.345 and Is located 

at (x,Y) = (4,2). The local minimum Is -1.127 and Is located at (x,y) = (1,2). 

Figures 5.4a-' illustrate some of the features of the Competitive Complex Evolution (CCE) 

algorithm. Consider an Initial complex consisting of five points selected randomly In the two-

dimensional (n=2) parameter space. The five black dots In Figure 5.4a indicate the locations of 

these. points. The three (n+ 1) pOints connected by the solid-line triangle is a sUb-complex 

randomly chosen for reproduction, according to the probability distribution specified In Equation 

5.1. The symbol (*) represents the new point (offspring), generated by -reflecting- the worst point 

in the sub-complex through the centroid of the other two points (n points in an n-dimensional 

space). Since the new point has a lower function value than the worst point, the worst point is 

discarded and the new point replaces it as a member of the sub-complex. Now a new sub

complex (Figure 5.4b) is randomly selected from the complex according to the probability rule. 

Again a new point is generated by a process of reflection. In Figure 5.4c, the new point is 

generated by a ·contraction- step (the new point lies half-way between the worst point and the 

centrOid), after rejecting a reflection step for not Improving the function value. Figure 5.4d again 
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shows another reflection step that Is accepted. In Figure 5.4e. a reflection step Is attempted. but 

results In a point ~utslde ·of the feasible parameter space. so a point Is randomly. selected 

(mutation) In the space according to step 3c of the CCE method. Figure 5.4f shows the final 

complex after five iterations of the CCE algorithm. It can be seen that the complex Is more closely 

clustered In the region of the global optimum than at the beginning (FIgure 5.4a). 

Figures 5.58 through d Ulustrate the main concepts of the Shuffled Complex Evolution 

(SCE) method. In Figure 5.58. a population of ten points. randomly selected from the feasible 

space. has been partitioned Into two complexes marked by the symbols (*) and (0) respectively. 

Each complex Is made to evolve. Independently. for 10 iterations of the CCE strategy. Figure 5.5b 

shows the locations of the points In the two Independently evolved complexes at the end of the 

first cycle of evolution. It can be seen that one of the complexes (*) Is converging towards the 

local optimum, while the other (0) Is converging towards the global optimum. Now the points of 

the two complexes are shuffled according to the procedure outlined in step five of the SCE 

algorithm. Figure 5.5c displays the membership of the ten points In the two complexes after the 

shuffling operation. The two complexes are now made to evolve Independently again for another 

10 Iterations of the CCE strategy. Figure 5.5d exhibits the two complexes at the end of the 

second cycle of evolution. It Is clear that both complexes are converging to the global minimum 

at the end of second cycle. 

5.5 Summary and Discussion 

A review and critique of the CRS algorithm developed by Price was presented and used 

to motivate the development oJ a new global optimization strategy entitled the Shuffled Complex 

Evolution Method. The SCE method Is designed to improve on the best features of the CRS 

method (i.e., global sampling. complex evolution). by Incorporating within It the powerful concepts 

of competitive evolution and complex shuffling. Both competitive evolution and complex shuffling 
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help to ensure that the Information contained In the sample Is efficiently and thoroughly exploited. 

They also help to ensure that the Information set does not become degenerate. These properties 

should cause the SCE method to have better global convergence properties over a broader range 

of problems. In other words, given a prespecffied number of function evaluations (fixed level of 

efficiency), the SCE method should have a higher probability of succeeding In Its objective of 

finding the global optimum. It should be pointed out that the SCE method can also serve as an 

efficient direct-type local optimization procedure. In Chapter Six, the performance of the SCE 

strategy is extensively tested and compared to the performance of the CRS and other algorithms. 
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CHAPTER SIX 

TESTING OF THE SCE METHOD ON THEORETICAL TEST PROBLEMS 

6.1 Selection of the Optimization Parameters in the SCE Method 

The SCE method comprises both a probabilistic random sampling of feasible space and a 

complex evolution procedure that operates according to certain deterministic rules. For the SCE 

method to perform optimally, the five parameters controlling the optimization procedure must be 

properly chosen. The five parameters are; 

p = number of complexes (P~1) 

m = number points in a complex (~+ 1; n=dimenslon) 

q = number of points In a sub-complex (~~) 

cr = number of steps taken by each sub-complex (cr~1) 

{J = number of evolution steps taken by each complex between two shuffling operations 

The number of complexes p and the number of points In each complex m, are the two 

major parameters to be selected by the user. Given values for p and m, the sample size (population 

size) s is determined by pxm. In general, the appropriate value for s (and hence the values for p 

and m) is related to the complexity of the problem. Given a particular problem complexity, it is 

evident that the larger the value of s, the higher the probability of locating the global optimum, I.e., 

the effectiveness of the SCE method will Increase with s. However, as s Increases, the number of 

function evaluations to reach convergence will Increase, because. it will take longer for a larger 

population to complete each cycle of evolution. This will Impact on the efficiency of the method. 

These factors must, therefore, be borne In mind when selecting a value for s. For simple single

optimum problems, s=n+ 1 should be sufficient for finding the global optimum (this Is equivalent 
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to the Simplex method of N~lder and Mead [1965]), while for more complicated problems, s will 

need to be larger. 

Given a particular value for the sample size s, the effectiveness of the SeE method will 

depend on how the sample Is partitioned Into separate complexes. The purpose of dividing the 

sample Into several complexes, Is to facilitate a freer and more extensive exploration of the feasible 

space, thereby allowing for the possibility that the problem has more than one region of attraction. 

By dividing the sample Into complexes which evolve Independently but are regularly shuffled 

together, no Information Is lost, and In fact the Information Is used more efficiently. In general, 

unless there Is only one region of attraction, a larger value for p should result In a more effective 

procedure. 

While selecting a value for p, one must also be careful that the number of points In each 

complex, m, Is not too small. If there are too few points In each complex, the advantage of the 

Competitive Evolution strategy will be lost, and the search will perform In a manner similar to the 

ordinary simplex procedure. While a comprehensive study to determine If there Is preferred value 

for m has not been conducted, some Initial experience with the algorithm suggests that a reasonably 

good yalue for m is 2n+ 1 or la,rger. 

The number of points In each sub-complex can vary between 2 and m. The sub-complex 

is chosen such that -better" parents have more Influence on the generation of the offspring than the -''worseu parents. Again, whether there Is preferred value for m Is not known, but it Is believe that 

the traditionally used value of n+ 11s probably a good choice (I.e., the sub-complex be chosen as 

a simplex), since n+ 1 points define 'a first order approximation (hyperplane) to the function surface 

and will therefore give a reasonable estimate of the local Improvement direction. 

The fourth parameter to be determined Is a, the number of consecutive offspring each sub

complex generates before It Is put back Into the complex. a can be any number greater than or 

equal to 1. If a Is equal to 1, only one of the original parents will be replaced before the sub-
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complex Is put back Into the complex. If cr Is greater than 1, It means that It Is allowed that more 

than one of the original parents are replaced. As the value for cr is Increased, the emphasis placed 

on local searching of the parameter space Is Increased. In this research the algorithm performance 

for cr= 1 was Investigated. 

The fifth parameter Is ~, the number of sub-complexes chosen from each complex for 

reproduction before the complexes are shuffled. I can take any value greater than 1. If ~ Is small, 

the complexes will be shuffled frequently, but the complexes will not be able to do much 

Independent exploration of the parameter space. On the other hand, if ~ Is very large, each 

complex will shrink into a small cluster, and global search effectiveness will be lost. In this research. 

It was found that a fairly good value was ~=m, the number of points in a complex. 

At this point in the research and development of the algorithm. it is not clear whether there 

is a theoretical basis that would dictate the optimal choices for the values of the five algorithm 

parameters. It seems intuitive that different problems will have different sets of optimal parameters. 

The question, however, is whether there exists a set of parameters that works well for all problems. 

Further study, and extensive experimental testing should be done to examine this Issue. Such 

testing is outside of the scope of this dissertation. For this research, a set of reasonable rules was 

chosen, and successfully applied to all of the problems tested. 

6.2 SCE 1 algorithm 

The SCE1 algorithm Is a version of the SCE strategy in which the entire sample s is 

allocated to only ~ complex (m=s). It contains no shuffling procedure. The number of offspring 

p that can be generated before checking for convergence Is the same as the complex size m. The 

procedure differs from CRS2 primarily In the manner In which the complex Is evolved (described 

above). The size of each sub-complex selected for generation of an offspring Is (n+ 1), the standard 

size for a ·slmplex" specified by Neider and Mead (1965) and also used In the CRS procedures. 
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The value of the parameter II was set equal to 1 (only one step evolution of each simplex was 

permitted) to match the CRS procedure. The primary variable to be selected In this method Is the 

sample size s .. 

6.3 SCE2 algorithm 

In the SCE2 algorithm, the size of a complex m Is chosen to be equal to (2n+ 1) where n 

Is the dimension of the problem. The number of offspring I that can be generated by each 

Independently evolving complex between two consecutive shuffles Is the same as the complex size 

(2n+ 1). The size of each sub-complex selected for generation of an offspring Is (n+ 1), the standard 

size for a ·slmplex" specified by Neider and Mead (Ref. 10) and also used In the CRS procedure. 

The value of the parameter II was set equal to 1 (only one, step evolution of each simplex was 

permitted) to match the CRS procedure. The primary variable to be selected In this method Is the 

number of complexes p. 

6.4 Design of the comparative performance study 

A set of 7 test problems was selected (see Table 6.1). These test problems are well 

established In the literature. and Gupta, 1991J. Each function was adjusted so that the globally 

optimal function value Is 0.0, and the function value elsewhere In the feasible space Is positive. In 

each case, any point with function value less than 10'3 Is guaranteed to lie In a very small region 

around the global optimum. The mathematical representations of these test problems are presented 

in the Appendix H. 

Four global optimization algorithms were tested and compared on each of the seven test 

problems [Dixon and Szego, 1975; 1978; Tom and Zilinskas, 1989]. These are CRS2, SCE1, SCE2, 

and MSX, a mUlti-start algorithm using the local-search ·Slmplex" procedure of Neider and Mead 

[1965]. Each optimization algorithm was tested by running 100 trials ofthe procedure on each test 
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Table 6.1 The test problems used in this study 

No. Function name Dimension No. of Optima 

1 Goldstein-Price Function 2 4 

2 Rosenbrock Function 2 1 

3 Six-Hump Camel-Back Function 2 6 

4 Rastrigin Function 2 >50 

5 Shekel Function 4 10 

6 Hartman Function 6 4 

7 Griewank Function 10 >1000 
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function. Each trial began with an Independent randomly generated sample s of points selected 

uniformly from the feasible space. In each case, a trial was deemed a -success- as soon as the 

best function value In the sample became less than 10.3• How~ver, If the trial reached 25,000 

function evaluations, or If sample parameter convergence occurred (the region spanned by the 

sample converged down to within 10.10 of the parameter range In each direction) without reducing 

the best function value below 10.3, the trial was deemed a IlJallure-. Two statistics were recorded. 

The first statistic Is the number of failures (NF). Dividing NF by 100 gives an approximation of the 

probability of failure, and therefore measures the -effectiveness· (robustness) of the algorithm. The 

second statistic Is the average number of function evaluations (AFE) for the successes (I.e., the 

failures are not Included). This gives an approximate Idea of the -efficiencY- of the algorithm. An 

x·y plot of one statistic against the other gives an Idea of the trade·off between efficiency and 

effectiveness inherent In probabilistic algorithms. Low values of both statistics indicate an effective 

and efficient algorithm. 

6.5 Results of the comparative performance study 

The two statistics NF and AFE were computed for Increasing sample sizes s for the CRS2 

and SCE1 algorithms, for Increasing numbers of complexes p for the SCE2 algorithm, and for 

increasing number of restarts for the MSX algorithm. The results are presented In Tables 6.2a·g and 

plotted In Figures 6.1 a.g. Each plot contains four curves. The 'dash-dot' line Indicates the MSX 

algorithm, the 'dotted' line Indicates the CRS2 algorithm, the 'dashed' line Indicates the SCE1 

algorithm, and the 'solid' line Indicates the SCE2 algorithm. The MSX algorithm curve represents 

its performance for Increasing numbers of restarts. The CRS2 and SCE1 algorithm curves represent 

their performan~e for Increasing sample sizes. The SCE2 algorithm curve represents Its 

performance for Increasing numbers of complexes. Note that In most of the plots It can be seen 

the expected behavior that effectiveness Increases (failures decrease) and efficiency decreases 
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MSX 

Starts NF AFE 

1 25 10 
2 10 116 
3 2 180 
4 1 243 
5 1 307 

Table 6.2a: Results for the Goidstein-Price function 

CRS2 SCE1 

Points NF AFE Points NF AFE 

10 17 32 10 1 159 
15 7 167 15 1 159 
20 5 207 20 1 278 
25 0 250 25 0 332 

SCE2 

Cplxs NF 

2 1 
3 1 
4 0 

AFE 

163 
231 
311 

.... 
~ 
I.n 



Table 6.2b: Results for the Rosenbrockfunction 

MSX CRS2 SCE1 

Starts NF AFE Points NF AFE Points NF 

1 0 102 10 36 207 10 0 
15 8 252 
20 3 278 
25 0 324 

SCE2 

AFE Cplxs NF 

287 2 0 

AFE 

281 

..
~ 
0\ 
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Table 6.2c: Results for the Six-Hump Camelbackfunctfon 
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Points NF 
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Table 6.2d: Results for the Rastrigin function 

MSX CRS2 SCE1 

Starts NF AFE Points NF AFE Points NF 

1 89 40 10 92 184 10 50 
2 80 118 15 57 248 15 36 
3 66 189 20 31 315 20 21 
4 61 260 25 12 387 25 12 
5 56 333 30 5 466 30 5 
6 50 408 40 1 564 40 0 
7 45 483 50 3 699 50 2 
8 38 552 
9 36 623 
10 32 693 
11 31 760 
12 28 830 
13 24 904 
14 22 972 
15 21 1042 

SCE2 

AFE Cplxs NF 

179 2 51 
267 3 29 
342 4 25 
432 5 10 
530 6 3 
697 7 1 
864 8 1 

AFE 

163 
263 
378 
475 
545 
644 
752 

.... 
~ 
00 



Table 6.2e: Results for the Shekel function 

MSX CRS2 SCE1 

Starts NF AFE Points NF AFE Polnt!1 NF 

1 59 154 10 100 10 38 
2 39 359 20 64 489 20 18 
3 19 584 30 22 651 30 5 
4 7 786 40 16 767 40 4 
5 4 994 50 12 920 50 4 

60 10 1082 60 0 
70 6 1207 
80 4 1376 
90 5 1518 
100 4 1677 

SCE2 

AFE Cplxs NF 

309 2 23 
526 3 6 
739 4 8 
962 5 1 
1183 6 1 
1385 7 0 

AFE 

486 
714 
956 
1150 
1403 
1600 

.... 
~ 
\0 



Table6.2f: Results for the Hartman function 

MSX CRS2 SCE1 

Starts NF AFE Points NF AFE Points NF 

1 25 307 10 100 10 54 
2 4 812 20 98 404 20 36 
3 3 1258 30 81 646 30 44 
4 2 1730 40 45 901 40 50 
5 0 2204 50 31 999 50 45 

60 31 940 60 41 
70 29 1041 70 48 
80 23 1157 80 44 
90 21 1212 90 46 
100 21 1332 100 51 
110 22 1520 110 40 
120 22 1627 120 40 
150 26 1950 150 50 
200 28 2634 200 46 
350 31 4608 350 30 
500 31 6944 500 18 

SCE2 

AFE Cplxs NF 

334 1 32 
354 2 45 
433 3 41 
525 4 40 
612 5 41 
693 6 43 
801 7 26 
879 8 20 
994 10 22 
1088 12 16 
1186 15 16 
1300 20 8 
1587 25 4 
2126 
3979 
6173 

AFE 

329 
415 
608 
756 
971 
1125 
1329 
1603 
1982 
2306 
2946 
3984 
4989 

.... 
I.n 
o 



Table 6.2g: Results for the Griewankfunction 

MSX CRS2 SCE1 

Starts NF AFE Points NF AFE Points NF 

1 100 15 11 684 15 100 
20 16 1029 20 91 
30 30 1684 30 45 
40 33 2430 40 11 
50 27 3099 50 31 
60 32 3698 60 1 
70 44 4211 70 1 
80 34 4564 80 0 
90 24 5261 
100 22 5580 
110 15 6006 
120 28 6652 
130 15 6861 
140 21 7376 
150 8 7732 
200 10 9131 

SCE2 

AFE Cplxs NF 

2 14 
1484 3 1 
2242 4 0 
2465 
2601 
2940 
3230 
3569 

AFE 

1977 
2465 
3070 

.... 
\JI .... 
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(average function evaluations Increase) as the sample size s Increases (or number of complexes 

or restarts), but that the trade-off Is not linear. In some cases (e.g., Figures 6.1 b and c) a zero 

failurerate was· obtained with the Initial set of trials and therefore further trials were not necessary. 

These results appear as Isolated points on the figures. Also, for the Grlewank function, the MSX 

algorithm failed completely, with a 100% failure rate on the Initial start, and therefore does not 

appear on the plot. The Important features of the results may be summarized as follows: 

a) None of the algorithms Is clearly superior on all the test problems. 

b) The MSX procedure Is the least robust, with Its performance varying dramatically over the 

different functions. It performs extremely well on the Rosenbrock, Six-Hump Camelback, 

and Hartman functions, falls on the Grlewank function, and performs from average to poorfy 

on the remaining. As might be expected, the conditions under which It performs well are 

those in which the region (volume) of attraction of the global optimum Is relatively large. 

c) The CRS2 procedure performs variably. On the Rosenbrock, Six-Hump Camelback and 

Shekel functions Its performance Is the worst among the algorithms. On the Griewank and 

Hartman functions, Its performance does not improve In a consistent manner as the sample 

size Is increased. Strangely, these functions; represent two completely different surface 

characteristics. The Hartman function has 4 major -regions of attraction- with no small local 

optima in the major regions. The Griewank function has 1 major region of attraction 

containing more than 1000 small local optima. 

d) The SCE1 and SCE2 procedures perform consistently well on all seven test functions. 

e) The SCE2 procedure is on average the best algorithm. It Is the only one of the Complex 

Evolution procedures (CRS2, SCE1 and SCE2) that appears to be reasonably effective on 

the Hartman function. It performs best on the Griewank function and relatively well on all 

the others. 
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6.6 Discussion 

Given a specific problem, there Is likely to be a particular procedure that Is most effective 

and efficient at solving It. In general, however, one often has little apriori knowledge about the 

structure of the response surface, and therefore a procedure that Is robust and efficient is desirable 

[Dixon and Szego, 1978b). Viewed In this light, the sca procedure clearly shows promise, 

displaying consistent performance over the range of problems tested. It should be pointed out that 

none of these test problems rigorously tests the capabilities of the SCE strategy. An Ideal test 

problem would have all five of the characteristics that complicate global optimization that are 

described In Chapter Two. It would be useful and Interesting if a -generic· test problem which 

enables the researcher to control the degree of complexity of the problem can be developed. This 

topic Is, however, beyond the scope of this dissertation. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

TESTING OF THE SCE METHOD ON THE RESEARCH CRR MODEL SIXPAR 

7.1 Introduction 

Before applying an optimization algorithm to the full-scale CRR model calibration problem. 

It Is useful to examine Its performance on a simple model under idealized conditions. If a 

proposed procedure Is Incapable of successfully solving the problem of callbratlng"a simple model. 

It will have little chance of succeeding with the full-scale model. 

The results presented In the earlier chapters suggest that the SCE2 algorithm has the 

potential to solve the optimization portion of the CRR model calibration problem. while other 

methods such as the ARS method. the Multi-start Simplex (MSX) method. and the coupled 

ARS/Simplex method. were found to be inadequate (see Chapter Four). In this chapter. the 

results of a systematic study in which the SCE2 algorithm was tested on the research CRR model 

SIXPAR model are presented. 

7.2 Design of the Study 

As the purpose of this study was to examine the performance of the SCE2 algorithm under 

idealized conditions. only synthetically generated data was used here. The study was conducted 

in three phases. In the first phase (Section 7.3). the performance of the SCE2 algorithm was 

tested under the conditions of calibration data sets uncontaminated by errors (i.e .• no noise was 

introduced Into the model input and output data sets). For the purpose of comparison. the SCE1 

and CRS2 algorithms were also tested under the same conditions. In the second phase (Section 

7.4). the difficulty of the calibration problem was increased by introducing various amounts of 

heteroscedastic noise into the streamflow data. The results of this phase provide some insight into 
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the effects that output noise can have on the location of the global optimum. Finally, In the third 

phase (Section 7.5), the nature of the convergence process of the SCE2 algorithm ~.e. how the 

behavior of the algorithm changes as the search progresses) Is examined. The results of the 

study are summarized and discussed In Section 7.6. 

7.3 Calibration of the SIXPAR Model Using Error·Free Data Sets 

An Ideal calibration problem may be defined as one In which the model to be calibrated 

Is a perfect representation of the process, and where there Is no error In the Input/output data. 

Such a calibration problem can be formulated by using a known set of 'rue- parameters to 

synthetically generate error-free data. In the case of the SIXPAR model, this should result In a 

unique global optimum In the feasible space, located at the 'rue- parameters. The "true" 

parameter set and the feasible range of each parameter used In this study are listed In Table 2.1. 

The objective function used was the Simple Least Squares (SLS) function. 

As In Chapter Six, each of the optimization algorithms SCE1, SCE2, and CRS2 was tested 

on the SIXPAR model by running 100 Independent trials of each. For the SCE1 and CRS2 

methods, the complex size s was varied from 10 to 120. For the SCE2 method, the complex size 

s was fixed at 2n+ 1, and the number of complexes p was varied from 1 to 8. 

The test results are summarized In Table 7.1 and are displayed In Figure 7.1. For 

purposes of comparison, the results of the MSX algorithm from Chapter Five are also Included In 

the figure. The Effectiveness versus Efficiency curve for the SCE2 clearly Indicates Its superiority 

over the other algorithms. Note also that the SCE2 algorithm requires only about one-third of the 

function evaluations required by the MSX algorithm to obtain a failure rate of one-In-hundred. The 

SCE2 strategy of sharing Information Is clearly more effective and efficient than the MSX strategy 

wherein Information Is not shared. Figure 7.2 shows that the SCE2 algorithm with the number of 

complexes p= 8 has been successful In converging the parameters to their 'rue- values, In all but 
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Table 7.1: Results for the SIXPAR model 

MSX CRS2 SCE1 

Starts NF AFE Points NF AFE Points NF 

1 65 ·903 10 98 

2 56 1507 30 93 1179 30 29 

3 51 1764 40 51 1673 40 22 

4 46 1999 50 11 2208 50 12 

5 40 2292 60 5 2000 60 12 

6 29 3282 90 4 2269 90 4 

7 19 4259 120 4 2745 120 1 

8 11 5249 

9 8 6263 

10 7 7189 

SCE2 

AFE Cplxs NF 

628 1 91 

1107 2 21 

1341 3 15 

1611 4 5 

1826 6 2 

2570 8 1 

3293 

AF~ 

629 

1104 

1359 

1697 

2397 

3133 

.... 
\.11 
00 
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1 of the 100 trials. This figure may be compared to Figures 4.5 and 4.7. which show the results 

for the ARS algorithm and ARS/Slmplex algorithms respectively. 

It Is worth noting that the location of parameters corresponding to the failed trial In Figure 

7.2 Is not accidental. Figure 7.3 shows the locations of parameter sets corresponding to failed 

trials when the SCE2 method was run with p=4. It can be observed that the failed trials tend to 

converge to the same region of the parameter space. This suggests the existence of a different 

region of attraction which does not contain the global optimum. 

Before concluding this phase of the study. one more set of trials was run with a slightly 

modified version of the SCE2 algorithm. In this modified algorithm the number of complexes. P, 

was progreSSively reduced as the search progressed. The motivation for this strategy Is that the 

volume of parameter space being searched reduces as the search progresses. Intuitively, one 

might expect that the number of points needed to locate the global optimum In a smaller space 

should be smaller than in a larger space. The result of this set of trials Is marked with the symbol 

'0' In Figure 7.1. The number of function evaluations to achieve a one-in-hundred failure rate has 

reduced from 3300 for the SCE2 algorithm to 2200 for the modified SCE2 algorithm, a one-third 

reduction. This result suggests that further Improvements In the SCE2 strategy could be obtained 

by incorporating an adaptive strategy for redUCing the number of groups as the search proceeds. 

An SCE2 algorithm which utilizes the strategy of progressively reducing the number of complexes 

is studied further in the next chapter. 

7.4 Calibration of the SIXPAR Model Using Error-corrupted Data Sets 

7.4.1 Introduction 

It is well known that hydrologic data contain Significant amounts of measurement error 

[Sorooshlan. 1978; Sorooshian and Dracup, 1980; Kuczera, 1982a and b; Sorooshian, Gupta, and 

Fulton, 1983; Duan, Sorooshlan. and Ibbltt, 1988]. One very Important characteristic of such 
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errors Is heteroscedastlclty [Sorooshlan and Dracup. 1978; Gupta, 1984]. such that the variance 

of the error varies with the, magnitude of the quantity being measured. Sorooshlan et ,al. [1983] 

conducted e)(tenslve tests of the Heteroscedastlc Maximum Ukellhood Estimator (HMLE) on the 

SMA-NWSRFS model. They reported that the HMLE estimation criterion gave better parameter 

estimates than the Simple Least Square (SLS) criterion (see Appendix 3 for more detail on HMLE 

and SLS criteria). demonstrating that It Is Indeed Important to account for heteroscedastlclty when 

calibrating the SMA-NWSRFS model. 

This section reports on the testing of the SCE2 method In the case of streamflow data 

corrupted with normally distributed heteroscedastlc error. Two levels of error: 5% and 10% of the 

streamflow values were chosen (see Appendix E on the procedure for producing error corrupted 

data at given error level). The HMLE criterion was used as the objective function. Two Issues 

were examined. First (Section 7.4.2) the effectiveness of the SCE2 algorithm In the presence of 

heteroscedastic data error was Investigated. Then (Section 7.4.3) the manner In which the 

presence of data error Influences the location of global optimum was examined. 

7.4.2 The Effectiveness of SCE2 Method When Error-colTUpted Data Sets Are Used for 

Calibration of the SIXPAR Model 

For each of the error corrupted data sets. the SCE2 algorithm was tested first with the 

number of complexes p equal to 8, and then with the number of complexes p equal to 24. For 

each value of p, the success rate of the SCE2 algorithm was estimated by conducting 100 

Independent runs. 

The results are summarized In Tables 7.2 and 7.3. The first noteworthy result Is that the 

optimization runs detected two different parameter sets that were very similar In terms of function 

value. P1 and P2 are the two parameter set locations to which the SCE2 algorithm converged for 

the case of 5% heteroscedastlc noise, and P2 and P2' ara the two parameter set locations to which 



Table 7.2 

P1 

P-2 

failures 

Results of 100 runs of the SCE2 algorithm when the streamflow data are corrupted 

with 5% heteroscedastic noise 

UM UK BM BK A x Function value p=:8 p=24 

10.12 0.504620.10 0.19860.31392.740 0.0507 71 97 

10.01 0.504820.10 0.19950.3024 3.179 0.0509 23 3 

»0.0509 6 o 

-a-
N 



Table 7.3 

21· 

112· 

failures 

Results of 100 runs of the SCE2 algorithm when the streamflow data are corrupted 

with 10% heteroscedastlc noise 

UM UK BM BK A x Function value R=8 2=24 

10.32 0.5096 20.05 0.1972 0.3159 2.514 0.2105 76 98 

10.12 0.507420.03 0.19880.29773.037 0.2115 13 1 

»0.2115 11 1 

.... 
Cl' 
W 
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the SeE2 algorithm converged for the case of 10% heteroscedastlc noise. For the case of p=8 

complexes, most of the runs converged to the globally optimal points CP1 for the 5% noise case 

and P1' for the 10% noise case). However, a significant number of runs tennlnated at the sub

optimal points P2 and P2' whose function values (0.0509 and 0.2115) differ only slightly from those 

atp1 and P1' (0.0507 and 0.2105). In addition, a small number of runs tennlnated at points whose 

function values are significantly higher than those at P1 and P1 '; these runs can be considered to 

be failures. However, when the number of complexes was Increased to p=24, the success rate 

Increased with almost all of the runs tennlnatlng at the globally optimal parameter values CP1 and 

P1' respectively for 5% and 10% noise cases). This Is consistent with the fact that when the 

number of complexes P Is chosen to be larger, the SeE2 algorithm Is more effective. The 

deterioration In success rate from the results reported In ·Sectlon 7.3 (error-free data) clearly 

demonstrates that the calibration problem becomes more difficult when the calibration data sets 

contain noise. 

7.4.3 The Effect of Different Noise Data Sets on Location of Global Optimum 

In this section, the manner in which the location of the global optimum varies for different 

realizations of streamflow error Is studied. For a given noise level, 100 Independent error 

sequences were generated, and used to construct 100 heteroscedastlc-error-corrupted streamflow 

data sets. The SeE2 algorithm, using p=24 complexes, was used to search for the global 

optimum for each error-corrupted data set. 

Figures 7.4 and 7.5 display the distribution of termination points for the noise levels of 5% 

and 10%. These give approximate distributions of the global optimum, (considered ·approxlmateN 

because It Is possible that the SeE2 method may have failed on some of the trials). As might be 

expected, the global optima are distributed In such a way as to surround the true parameter set. 

Tables 7.4 and 7.5 list the extent of variation for each parameter. The lower/upper limits were 
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Table 7.4 

Parameter 

UM 

UK 

BM 

BK 

A 

X 

Variation of global optimum In each parameter direction due to 

different noise sequences (5% noise level) 

True value Lower limit Mean Value Upper limit Relative range (%) 

10.00 9.223 10.070 10.918 3.39 

0.50 0.447 0.499 0.551 10.40 

20.00 19.005 19.860 20.715 3.42 

0.20 0.195 0.200 0.205 1.01 

0.31 0.264 0.303 0.341 7.71 

3.00 1.625 3.206 4.788 31.63 

.... 
0-..... 



Table 7.5 

Parameter 

UM 

UK 

BM 

BK 

A 

X 

Variation of global optimum in each parameter direction due to 

different noise sequences (10% noise level) 

True value Lower limit Mean Value Upper limit Relative range (%) 

10.00 8.210 10.450 12.691 8.96 

0.50 0.335 0.490 0.645 30.98 

20.00 16.996 19.332 21.668 9.34 

0.20 0.192 0.201 0.210 1.75 

0.31 0.194 0.293 0.392 19.72 

3.00 (-0.611) 3.876 8.364 89.74 

.... 
C3' 
00 
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obtained by subtracting/adding two standard deviations of each parameter variation from Its 

estimated mean value. The extent of variation on each parameter Is different, reflecting the relative 

sensitivities of each parameter. Parameter BK Is the most sensltlv~ parameter, while parameter X 

Is the least sensitive one. It Is clear that the noise level affects how far the global optimum may 

shift away from the 'rue- optimum. 

Figures 7.6 and 7.7 display the distributions of the global optima In 2-dlmenslonal 

subspaces for the 5% and 10% noise cases respectively. Besides reflecting various degree of 

sensitivities, these figures reveal pattems of 2·0 Interaction between the parameters (especially 

obvious In Figures 7.6a,b,f,h,k and Figures 7.7a,b,d,f,h,k). 

7.5 Examination of the Convergence Process of the SCE Method 

Section 7.4 showed that the presence of data error will cause the location of the global 

optimum to vary randomly in some region of the 'rue- parameter values· the higher the noise 

level, the greater the variation. In light of this observation, when the data are corrupted with 

errors, exact location of the global optimum is not very critical. Instead, It would be more 

meaningful to identify a region in which the true optimum is contained or, at least, to which the 

true optimum is close. With this aim In mind, the discussion In this section examines the 

convergence process of the SCE2 algorithm. Two cases were examined: the error-free case and 

the 10% heteroscedastic error case. 

The SCE2 algorithm works In such a way that from an initial spread of points that spans 

the entire region of the parameter space, the search converges the population Into successively 

smaller regions. An estimate of the size of the region occupied by the population of points Is 

given by the Population Spread Index (PSI) which varies between 0 and 1. PSI Is a dimensionless 

measure computed using the following expression: 
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(7.1) 

where xmax(i) and Xmln(i) , 1= 1,2, ... ,n. are the maximum and minimum values along the Ah parameter 

axis; n Is the dimension of the problem; Xu(1) and .ll(1) are the upper and lower bounds for the Ith 

parameter. In general. the value of PSI decreases as the optimization search converges to a 

terminal point (i.e .• either a global optimum or a local optimum). 

The error-free case Is presented first. The SCE2 algorithm with number of complexes 

p=8, and the SlS objective function were used. Figures 7.8a and b show the manner in which 

the objective function value and the Population Spread Index (PSI) decrease as the algorithm 

proceeds. Figure 7.8c plots the relationship between the objective function value and PSI. The 

objective function deceases In a step-llke pattern, while PSI deceases In a relatively smooth 

pattern. After loop 15. the function value changes very little. while PSI continues to decrease. 

Note that PSI at loop 15 takes a value between 0.1 and 0.2. These observations suggest that after 

loop 15, the optimization search Is basically "fIne-tunlng- the parameter estimates In the region of 

the best point In the population. Because the calibration data will generally contain errors. detailed 

pin-pointing of the global optimum Is not necessary. It therefore seems reasonable that the search 

can be terminated at loop 15 or at PSI equal to 0.2 or less given the conditions In this case. For 

p= 8 in the SCE2 algorithm. and for 6 model parameters. 15 loops will require approximately 1500 

function evaluations. Figures 7.9a-f Ulustrate how the population converges In each individual 

parameter space. The four clusters of points correspond to the point distributions at loops 1,10. 

15 and 20. 

The 10% heteroscedastlc error case Is presented next. The SCE2 algorithm with number 

of complexes p=24. and the HMLE objective function were used. The results, plotted in Figures 

7.10 and 7.11, are similar to those for the error-free case. Once again 15 loops or PSI=O.2 seems 
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to be a reasonable stopping criterion. For 15 loops. approximately 4700 function evaluations are 

required (p=24 and number of parameters Is equal to 6). 

7.6 Summary and Discussion 

This chapter has discussed the testing of the SCE2 algorithm on the SIXPAR model. The 

following basic conclusions can be drawn: 

(1) All of the complex evolution methods tested on the SIXPAR model. Including MSX. CRS2. 

SCE1 and SCE2 algorithms. appear to be capable of successfully calibrating the SIXPAR 

model when there Is no noise present In the calibration data sets. The SCE2 algorithm 

appears to be the most effective and efficient of all the methods tested. The applicability 

of the aforementioned methods on the full-scale models Is. however. yet to be 

demonstrated (see Chapter Eight). 

(2) When the calibration data contain errors. as Is the case with historical hydrologic data. the 

calibration problem generally becomes more difficult. Therefore the number of complexes 

p used In the SCE2 algorithm should be Increased to ensure the identification of the 

global optimum. 

(3) Introduction of noise Into the calibration data sets will cause the global optimum to vary 

randomly around the "true" optimum. For higher levels of noise. the variations are larger. 

The variation seems to be centered around the "true" optimal parameter values. The 

probable location of the global optimum depends on the relative sensitivity of each 

parameter. and on parameter Interdependence. 

(4) Due to the presence of noise In the data. the precise location of the global optimum Is not 

as critical as the identification of a region In which the global optimum Is contained or to 

which the global optimum is close. The reason Is that the exact location of the global 

optimum does not necessarily reflect the location of the "true" optimum. In the case of 
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the SIXPAR model. It appears that the SCE search becomes basically a local search after 

loop 15 (or.·approxlmately at PSI=O.2). Because there Is no need In identifying ·the exact 

location of the global optimum through local fine-tuning. therefore. a plausible stopping 

criterion for the SIXPAR model calibration would be to stop when the number of SCE 

shuffling loops reaches 15 or when PSI reduces to 0.2. In generaliztlon to full-scale 

models. similar stopping rules may be derived. However. at which loop or at what PSI 

value should the SCE2 search be stopped may be problem dependent. 
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CHAPTER EIGHT 

TESTING OF THE SCE METHOD ON THE SMA·NWSRFS MODEL 

8.1 Introduction 

The test results presented In earfler chapters suggest that the SCE method Is a promising 

and powerful tool for the solution of difficult global optimization problems. In particular, Chapter 

Seven demonstrated that the SCE2 algorithm was the most effective and efficient of the different 

algorithms tested for calibration of the research CRR model SIXPAR. This chapter presents the 

results of testIng of the SCE2 method on the full-scale SMA-NWSRFS conceptual raInfall-runoff 

model used by the US National Weather Service for flood forecasting. 

This chapter Is organIzed as follows. First, a brief descriptIon of the SMA-NWSRFS model 

Is presented (Section 8.2) followed by a description of the watershed to which the model was 

calibrated (Section 8.3). This is followed by a discussion of the experimental design of the study 

(Section 8.4). The results are then presented In two sections. Section 8.5 presents the results of 

tests conducted using synthetic data, and then Section 8.6 presents the results of tests In which 

historical (real) data are used. Finally, Section 8.7 is a summary and discussion of the major 

conclusions. 

8.2 Description of the SMA·NWSRFS Model 

The National Weather Service (NWS) Is responsible for Issuing accurate and timely 

hydrologic forecasts for watersheds throughout the United States. The NWS oversees 13 River 

Forecast Centers (RFC) which provide hydrologic forecasts and predictions to over 2,500 locations 

[Brazil and Hudlow, 1981]. The National Weather Service River Forecast System (NWSRFS) was 

developed In order to standardize the procedures used by the RFCs In their performance of 

forecasting tasks. It consists of a set of Inter-related computer programs which perform various 
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hydrologic data processing and modeling functions. The Soli Moisture Accounting (SMA

NWSRFS) model Is a part of the NWSRFS used to convert precipitation Inputs Into streamflow 

outputs. The model. also referred to as the Sacramento model. was originally developed by 
'. 

Bumash et al. [1973]. In this study. the research version of the SMA-NWSRFS model maintained 

by the Department of Hydrology. University of Arizona. was used. 

The SMA-NWSRFS model Is a complex, nonlinear. deterministic. time-Invariant model 

which has lumped parameters and lumped Inputs and outputs within a soli molS!ure accounting 

area. To simulate a distributed system. a watershed may be subdivided Into several soli moisture 

accounting areas. The model divides the soli profile vertically Into two soli moisture accounting 

zones: the upper zone and the lower zone. The upper zone represents upper vegetation and soli 

layers. while the lower zone accounts for the ground-water storage. Figure 8.1 presents a 

schematic of the SMA-NWSRFS model. The model was described In detail In Peck [1976] and 

Brazil and Hudlow [1981]. therefore only a brief discussion of the model Is presented below. 

Both the upper zone and lower zone of the SMA-NWSRFS model consist of several soil 

moisture reservoirs. The content of each reservoir Is limited by Its maximum capacity. Each 

reservoir contains either "tension- water or 'ree- water. Tension water Is that which remains 

bound to the soli particles or stays within vegetation bodies and roots and Is only consumed 

through the process of evapo-transpiration. whlle free water Is that which travels laterally or 

vertically through the soli profile. The upper zone has one free water storage from which water 

may move either laterally as InterfJow or vertically as moisture supply to the lower zone storages. 

The lower zone has two free water storages: the primary storage and the supplemental storage. 

They simulate the fast and slow response of the baseflow respectively. The rate of depletion of 

free water from each reservoir Is controlled by the depletion coefficient of that reservoir. 

The upper zone and the lower zone are Inter-connected through a percolation equation 

which relates the capacities. the contents and the depletion coefficients of different reservoirs in 
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both zones. The percolation equation Is the key element In soli moisture transfer between different 

storages throughout the soli profile. The Input to the model Is precipitation and potential 

evapotranspiration. Precipitation Is provided In the form of m~n areal precipitation (average 

precipitation over the entire soli moisture accounting area). The outputs from the model are 

estimated evapo-transplratlon and streamflow. The streamflow output consists of five components: 

(1) Direct runoff from Impervious and temporary Impervious areas; 

(2) Surface runoff from precipitation Input which exceeds the upper zone Intake; 

(3) Interflow resulting from lateral drainage out of the upper zone free water reservoir; 

(4) Supplemental baseflow from the lower zone free water supplemental storage; and 

(5) Primary basefJow from the lower zone free water primary storage. 

The sum of these five components at each time step represents the channel Inflow. The channel 

inflow Is converted Into streamflow by means of a unit hydrograph. 

The model has 16 parameters to be determined by the user (see Table 8.1). There are 

6 state variables In the model representing the contents of different reservoirs (see Table 8.2). 

From the perspective of model calibration. the main characteristics of the SMA-NWSRFS 

model causing difficulties are the percolation equation and the threshold parameters [Gupta and 

Sorooshlan. 1983; 1985; Hendrickson. Sorooshlan. and Brazil. 1988]. They are believed to be the 

main sources of nonconvexlty and discontinuity of the objective function surface. 

8.3 Description of the Watershed and the Hydrological Data Used for the Study 

To evaluate a calibration strategy. It Is Important that a suitable test basin be chosen. The 

test basin should have a reliable hydrological data set that represents a variety of hydrological 

conditions and phenomena. I.e .• the basin for the testing period should include a mixture of events 

such as floods. extended baseflow periods. and other events. 
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Table 8.1 Parameters of the SMA-NWSRFS model 

Parameters 

UZlWM 

UZFWM 

LZTWM 

LZFPM 

LZFSM 

ADIMP 

UZK 

LZPK 

LZSK 

ZPERC 

REXP 

PCTIM 

RIVA 

PFREE 

SIDE 

RSERV 

Description 

Maximum capacity of the upper zone tension water storage (mm) 

Maximum capacity of the upper zone free water storage (mm) 

Maximum capacity of the lower zone tension water storage (mm) 

Maximum capacity of the lower zone free water primary storage (mm) 

Maximum capacity of the lower zone free water supplemental storage (mm) 

Additional Impervious area (decimal fraction) 

Upper zone free water lateral depletion rate (day-') 

Lower zone primary free water depletion rate (day-') 

Lower zone supplemental free water depletion rate (day-') 

Maximum percolation rate (dimensionless) 

Exponent of the percolation equation (dimensionless) 

Impervious fraction of the watershed area (decimal fraction) 

Riparian vegetation area (decimal fraction) 

Fraction of water percolating from upper zone which goes directly to lower zone 
free water storage (decimal fraction) 

Ratio of deep recharge to channel baseflow (demenslonless) 

Fraction of lower zone free water not transferrable to lower zone tension water 
(decimal fraction) 



Table 8.2 

State 

UZTWC 

UZFWC 

LZTWC 

LZFPC 

LZFSC 

ADIMC 

State variables of the SMA-NWSRFS model 

Description On mm) 

Upper zone tension water storage content 

Upper zone free water storage content 

Lower zone tension water storage content 

Lower zone free water primary storage content 

Lower zone free water supplemental storage content 

Additional Impervious area water content 
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The Leaf River basin was chosen for this study. The Leaf River basin possesses the 

desirable characteristics mentioned above and has been used by many researchers In the past 

[e.g. Brazil and Hudlow, 1981; Sorooshlan, Gupta and Fulton, 1983; BrazO, 1988; Armour, 1990; 

Weinig, 1991]. The watershed Is located north of Collins, MiSSissippI. It has a drainage area of 

1948 square kilometers. The average annual runoff volume Is 450 millimeters. 

Eight years of data spanning the time period from October 1st, 1954 to September 30th, 

1962 were obtained from the Hydrologic Research Laboratory (HRL) of the National Weather 

Service. The data consist of mean dally streamflow (In cubic meter per second, or cms), dally 

potential evapo·transpiration estimates (millimeter per day, or mm/day), and 6-hourly mean areal 

precipitation totals (millimeter per 6 hour, or mm/6-hr). The mean preCipitation for this period is 

1407 millimeters per year. The average annual runoff Is 516 millimeters. Figure 8.2 displays the 

hydrological data for the time period from 10-1-54 to 9-30-62. 

8.4 Design of the Study 

The analysis of the ability of the SCE2 method to successfully calibrate the SMA·NWSRFS 

model was conducted in two stages. In the first stage (Section 8.5), error-free synthetic data were 

used so that the performance of the algorithm under -ideal- conditions could be evaluated. In 

addition to the SCE2 algorithm, the simpler MSX algorithm that had proved somewhat successful 

in calibration of the SIXPAR model was also tested. This was done in order to clearly establish 

whether there Is indeed any significant benefit In replaCing the simpler extension of a locally·based 

search strategy with the new globally-based one. Based on the synthetic study results, a minor 

modification to the SCE2 algorithm was deSigned that significantly improved Its efficiency. In 

addition It is shown that a small simplification of the SMA-NWSRFS model can result in significant 

increases in parameter identifiability, thereby increasing the efficiency and effectiveness of the 

global-search optimization process. 
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In the second stage (Section 8.6), the SCE2 method was tested using the historical data 

presented In Section 8.3. The problem of calibrating to historical data Is significantly more difficult 

than when synthetic data are used, because of the presence of ~ata and model errors. For this 

reason, separate studies were conducted (Sections 8.6.2 and 8.6.3) using each of two different 

objective functions (each function makes different assumptions regarding the nature of the data 

errors) that are under consideration by the NWS as being suitable for CRR model calibration. In 

addition to evaluating the performance of the SCE2 algorithm as a callbratlon'tool, the studies 

further examine the Important Issue of parameter /modelidentlflabllity. Section 8.6.4 compares the 

results obtained using the two objective functions, and Section 8.6.5 summarizes and discusses 

the results. 

8.5 Calibration Trials Using Synthetic Data 

8.5.1 Introduction 

This section reports on testing of the SCE2 and MSX methods for calibration of the SMA

NWSRFS model using synthetically generated streamflow data. The major purpose of this 

synthetic data study is to establish whether or not these algorithms can sucessfully calibrate the 

SMA-NWSRFS model under ·ldeal" (error free) conditions. 

The precipitation and evapo-transplration data of the time period from 10-1-55 to 9-30-56 

were chosen for all of the synthetic data calibration studies. The parameter set obtained by Brazil 

[1988] was used as the "true· parameter. set (see Table 8.3). With this "true· parameter set and 

the hydrological data, a sequence of streamflows was generated. This sequence of streamflows 

was treated as the ·observed· streamflow for the calibration time period (see Figure 8.3). 

Thirteen of the 16 parameters listed in Table 8.1 were selected for Inclusion In the 

optimization study. Peck [1976] suggested that the other three parameters: SIDE, RIVA and 

RSERV, be set to some prespeclfled values. SIDE, the amount of baseflow not contributing to 
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Table 8.3 

Parameter 

UZTWM 

UZFWM 

LZTWM 

LZFPM 

LZFSM 

ADIMP 

UZK 

LZPK 

LZSK 

PCTIM 

ZPERC 

REXP 

PFREE 

The true parameter values and the lower and upper parameter bounds 

used for the synthetic study 

True value Lower bound Upper bound 

56.000 10.000 150.000 

46.000 10.000 75.000 

131.000 75.000 400.000 

162.000 50.000 1000.000 

23.000 10.000 300.000 

0.173 0.000 0.200 

0.245 0.200 0.400 

0.009 0.001 0.020 

0.043 0.020 0.250 

0.043 0.000 0.100 

226.000 5.000 250.000 

3.650 1.100 4.000 

0.063 0.000 0.600 

Parameters not optimized - RSERV=0.3, RIVA=O.O, SIDE=O.O 
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channel Inflow, Is normally set to 0.0 unless geologic or hydrologic studies show that a substantial 

portion of baseflow bypa~s channel flow. RIVA, the fraction of riparian vegetatlo~, can be 

determined fr~m maps, or Inferred from evapo-transplratlon computations. RSERV, the fraction 

of lower zone free water not available for evapo-transplratlon, Is usually fixed to 0.3. In subsequent 

calibration studies, these three parameters were fixed to some prespecffied values (see Table 8.3) 

and were not optimized. To enswe that the optimization procedures obtain realistic parameters, 

the upper and lower bounds on parameters recommended by BrazU [1988J were used (see Table 

8.3). 

The objective function used for the synthetic study Is the root of mean squared difference 

between the observed dally flow and simulated dally flow (ORMS). The DRMS value Is obtained 

by dividing the SLS (see Appendix 3) value by the number of data points used for calibration (I.e., 

DRMS=SQRT(SLS/N), where N Is the number of data points). 

8.5.2 Testing of the MSX Method 

In the case of global optimization problems for which the single-start Simplex method has 

a reasonable chance, albeit small, of locating the global optimum, the MSX method can be used 

to obtain the global optimum with a high probability of success. In Chapter 5, it was shown that 

the MSX can recover the 'rue- parameters of the SIXPAR model within 12 restarts to a probability 

of success of 0.99. It Is therefore reasonable to expect that the MSX method may work on the 

full-scale SMA-NWSRFS model. 

To test this proposition, It was necessary to evaluate the single-start failure probability of 

the Simplex method on the model. 100 Independent runs of the Simplex method were performed 

on the SMA-NWSRFS model using the synthetic data set. Figure 8.4 shows the convergence 

behavior of the 100 runs. Not one of the termination points Is at the 'rue- parameter values, and 

In fact the termination points In most of the parameter sub-spaces are distributed over the entire 
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parameter ranges with no recognizable pattems. Figure 8.5 Illustrates the distance of the 

termination points from the "true- parameter set. Consider an n-dImensional rectangular box 

'centered around the "true- parameter set. Each side length of the box Is equal to .6% of the 

parameter range. Figure 8.5 was constructed by counting how many of the termination points fall 

within the box as .6 varies from 0 to 100. Figure 8.5 reveals that none of the 100 runs converged 

to locations which are close to the "true- parameter set. As a matter of fact. only one run 

converged Inside the 20% n-dimensional rectangular box. 

For the sake of discussion. suppose that we relax our definition of success, and accept 

a trial as being a success If the final estimate of the global optimum falls within 20% of the true 

parameter set. In this case the failure probability of a Simplex experiment is equal to 0.99. To 

understand the Implication of this result. we refer to Figure 4.8. from which It can be seen that to 

achieve a 95% probability of success (here defining success to be convergence to within a 20% 

range of the true parameter set) many more than 100 restarts of the Simplex algorithm would be 

required. This clearly Indicates that It Is Impractical to use the MSX method to calibrate the SMA

NWSRFS model and that a more effective optimization method is needed. 

8.5.3 Testing of the SCE2 Algorithm 

8.5.3.1 Preliminary Testing of the SCE2 Algorithm 

Before going into extensive testing of the SCE2 algorithm on the full-scale SMA-NWSRFS 

model, some simple tests were performed to get an Idea of how well the SCE2 algorithm can be 

expected to perform on the SMA-NWSRFS model. Table 8.4 gives the results of the tests that 

were obtained by optimizing on subsets of parameters listed in'Table 8.3. The 2-parameter 

optimization was conducted using the first two parameters from Table 8.3. the 4-parameter 

optimization was conducted using the first four parameters, and so on. For each parameter 
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Table 8.4 Initial testing results of the SCE2 algorithm Number of function evaluations to convergence 

Numberof groups 2-D Test 4-0 Test 6-0 Test 8-0 Test 10-0 Test 13-0 Test 

1 82 342 1197-

2 1340 3431 9735- 12549-

3 26228- 10593-

4 10846 18892* 

20 33854 

Search failed 
Not tested 

" 

.... 
\0 
\0 
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subset. the SCE2 algorithm was run with Increasing numbers of groups until the true parameter 

set was recovered O.e .• DR~S < 10.3). 

Note that for small subsets of the parameters. less than 4 complexes were required to 

locate the global optimum. However. for the full complement of 13 parameters. 20 complexes 

were needed In order to discover the true parameters.·· Note also that with Increasing 

dimensionality. the number of function evaluations grows nonlinearly. the most significant Increase 

being between 10 and 13 parameters. While some of the Increase Is due to dimensionality. It Is 

likely that the Inclusion of the percolation parameters. ZPERC and REXP may also contribute to 

the sharp Increase. The percolation parameters are Inter-related with all moisture storages and 

are believed to cause a lot of parameter Interdependence and compensation [Gupta and 

Sorooshlan. 1983]. and therefore. to complicate the optimization process. Figure 8.6 Illustrates 

the convergence behavior of the optimization run with 13 parameters. The solid line. In each plot. 

Indicates the trajectory of the best point In the sample population. while the dashed lines Indicate 

the upper and lower bounds confining the search points of the population. It appears that ZPERC. 

REXP and LZSK are strongly Interactive. and are among the last parameters to stabilize at their 

respective true values. Figure 8.7 Illustrates the convergence behavior of the optimization run 

when the parameter ZPERC was fixed at Its true value and not optimized. It can be seen that all 

the optimized parameters quickly stabilized around the true parameter values. This result suggests 

that parameter Interaction associated with the representation of the percolation process is Indeed 

contributing to the convergence probiem. 

It was suggested by Gup~ and Sorooshlan [1983] that a reparameterlzed form of the 

percolation equation may result In Improved identifiability of the model. A few runs were 

conducted using their proposed reparameterlzatlon. These preliminary studies Indicated no 

improvement In the rate of algorithm convergence. and so the matter was not pursued further In 

this work. However. further research Into this Issue may be worth pursuing. 
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8.5.3.2 A Simplification to Improve Identifiability of the SMA-NWSRFS Model 

The problem of parameter Interdependence and Interaction Interfering with the ability of 

an optimization algorithm to converge to the global optimum d.eserves serious attention. As 

demonstrated In Section 8.5.3.1, one way to reduce the effects of parameter Interdependence Is 

to fix some of the Interacting parameters at some nominal values, thereby reducing the degrees 

of freedom In the optimization problem. While this approach Is sometimes employed, It Is far from 

satisfactory because It Involves arbitrary decisions Involving which parameters to fix and at what 

values. 

An alternative approach Is to somehow simplify the model by removing parts of Its 

structure that may be contributing to redundancy In output behavior of the model. One possibility 

might be to simplify the form of the percolation equation. However, a Simpler approach that can 

be easily Implemented on the SMA-NWSRFS model Is to remove one of the lower zone free water 

storages. As described In Section 8.2, the model has two lower zone free water storages, called 

the primary and supplemental storages, which correspond to different rates of baseflow recession. 

By removing one of these storages (we can effectively do this without changing the computer 

code, by fixing its capacity to a very small value, say 0.1 mm, and Its depletion coefficient to 0.0 

day-1) , a simpler form of the SMA-NWSRFS model (with two less optimlzable parameters) is 

obtained. While this may somewhat reduce the ability of the model to accurately represent some 

portions of the baseflow hydrograph, It should result in a gain In the identifiability of the remaining 

11 parameters. 

To test the aforementioned hypothesis, a synthetic data optimization study was conducted 

in which the lower zone supplemental free water storage was removed from operation by fixing 

LZSFM=0.1 mm and LZSK=O.O daV-" For notational purpose, In the remainder of this 

dissertation, the original version of the SMA-NWSRFS model will be referred as Model A, while the 

simpler 11-parameter version of the SMA-NWSRFS with the supplemental free water storage 
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removed will be referred as Model B. Figure 8.8 Ulustrates the convergence behavior of the 

optimization run on Model~. Two aspects of this result are noteworthy. the first Is that all of the 
. . 

parameters, I~cludlng ZPERC and REXP converged to the regions of the true values ~elatlvely 

quickly (In about 10,000 function evaluations). The second Is that the optimization run on Model 

B required 18,444 function evaluations, which Is considerably less than 33,854 required on Model 

A. 

Clearly, Model B is more Identffiable than Model A The issue of whether the forecast 

performance of Model B Is significantly different from that of Model A will be addressed In a later 

section (Section 8.6.4.2). 

8.5.3.3 A Minor Modification to Improve the Efficiency of the SCE2 Algorithm 

In the results presented In Sections 8.5.3.1 and 8.5.3.2, a characteristic of the SCE2 

algorithm that can be observed is that the optimization search seems to proceed In two phases. 

The first phase Involves a global search of the space, and Is characterized by wide but rapidly 

shrinking bounds on the population of search points (e.g., Figures 8.6-8.8). The second phase 

appears to be largely a local search to fine tune the parameter values. Only one third of the 

function evaluations are spent on the global phase, while the majority of the function evaluations 

are spent on the local phase. This points to an Inefficiency In the Implementation of the SCE2 

algorithm. Note that during the local search phase, the entire sample population Is concentrated 

In a very small fraction of the search volume, leading to a population density that Is likely much 

higher than required for successful local search. This Inefficiency can be addressed by reducing 

the sample population size during the local search, and therefore reducing the number of function 

evaluations required for convergence. 

The SCE2 algorithm was therefore modified In the following manner. Let Po be the Initial 

number of complexes used to generate the Initial sample population. After the Ith shuffling 
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operation (I = 1.2 .... ). the number of complexes PI was reduced by 1 until the number of complexes 

reaches a mlnlmumpmln=INT{Po/2}. Thereafter. the number of complexes remains fixed atpmln' 

For example. for Po =20. the Initial population will consist of 20 complexes. the population after the 

first shuffling operation will be reduced to 19 complexes. and so on until the population after the 

10th shuffling operation Is reduced to 10 complexes. Thereafter. the population size remains fIXed 

at 10. 

An optimization run with the modified SCE2 algorithm was conducted on Model B. The 

number of function evaluations required for successful convergence was reduced by one third 

(from 18444 to 11806). 

In all of the studies reported In the remainder of this chapter. the modified SCE2 algorithm 

described here was used. Without causing confusion, the "modified" SCE2 algorithm will be 

simply referred to as the SCE2 algorithm hereafter. 

8.5.3.4 Multiple Optimization Trials From Different Starting Populations 

From the preliminary runs reported above. It appears that the SCE2 algorithm works quite 

well for the problem of optimizing the parameters of the SMA-NWSRFS model. In this section a 

more detailed analysis involving multiple trials of the SCE2 algorithm from different initial starting 

populations is presented. 

Two sets of calibration runs were conducted with the Initial population size set equal to 

20 complexes. The first set of calibration runs were conducted on Model A. The second set of 

calibration runs were conducted on Model B. In each case, ten Independent trials of the algorithm 

were run so as to evaluate the consistency of the algorithm performance. Although It would have 

been desirable to perform a larger number of trials so as to get a better statistical representation 

of the effectiveness of the algorithm, this was not possible due to constraints Imposed by the 

available computational resources. 
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The results of the first set of calibration runs (Model A) are displayed In Figure 8.9. The 

results reveal that 9 trials converged to the 'rue- parameter set, while only one trial failed. The 

average number of function evaluations needed to converge to the 'rue- parameter set was 

27,561. 

The results of the second set of calibration runs (Model B) are displayed In Figure 8.10. 

This figure shows that all 10 trials converged to the-.rue- optimum. The average number of 

function evaluations needed to converge to the 'rue- parameter set was 12,884, which Is less than 

half of that required for on Model A (27,561). 

These results demonstrate that the SCE2 algorithm has a very high success rate (in the 

region of 90%) on the problem of calibrating the SMA-NWSRFS model under -Ideal- conditions. 

In addition, it is clear that the Model B representation Is significantly more identifiable than the 

Model A representation. 

8.6 Calibration Trials Using Historical Data 

8.6.1 Introduction 

The ultimate test of any calibration procedure Is, of course, how well it performs under 

"real" conditions. In this section the results of calibration trials In which actual historical data were 

used are presented. In addition to the HRL-NWS version of the SMA-NWSRFS model (referred 

to as Model A), the slightly simpler and more identifiable version of the model (referred to as 

Model B, see Section 8.5.3.2) was also tested so as to determine whether there was a significant 

difference between the two, especially In terms of their forecasting abilities. Further, the trials were 

designed to address the issue of choice of objective function. 

One water year of data from the Leaf River watershed (10-1-55 to 9-30-56) was used for 

these calibration runs (see Figure 8.11). In order to minimize the effects of errors In the estimates 
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of the Initial soli moisture states (Table 8.2) on the calibration runs, the 6-month period (4-1-55 to 

9-30-55) was used as a buffer (I.e., the objective function computed did not Include this period). 

Due to the existence of data and model errors, It Is not possible to use a function 

convergence criterion (as In the synthetic data studies) as basis for termination of the optimization 

process. Furthermore, as discussed In Chapter 7, under these circumstances, there Is little 

advantage to expending large numbers of function evaluations In flne-tunlng of the parameter 

estimates through local search. Hence, based on previous experience with the algorithm 

(Sections 7.4 and 8.5), the calibration runs reported here were terminated when the SCE2 

algorithm had completed 20 shuffling iterations. 

Another Issue that arises due to the existence of model and data errors Is the choice of 

an appropriate objective function that measures how well the model output matches the output 

behavior of the watershed. The NWS-HRL commonly uses the ORMS criterion as the objective 

function. However, the work of Sorooshlan et. at. (1983) suggests that a more suitable objective 

function might be the HMLE criterion (see Appendix 3) that accounts for heteroscedastlcity In the 

structure of streamflow data errors. Therefore both the ORMS and the HMLE criteria were used 

in the calibration trials reported here. 

8.6.2 ORMS Calibration Studies 

Three sets of calibration trials were conducted using the ORMS criterion and the SCE2 

algorithm. Each set consisted of ten Independent calibration runs. The flrst and second sets 

(referred to as ·Set 01· and ·Set 02-) were conducted on Model A with the Initial number of 

complexes equal to 20 and 40 respectively. The third set (referred to as -Set 03-) was conducted 

on model B wit~ the initial number of complexes equal to 40. 

The Set 01 results (Model A, 20 complexes) are presented In Table 8.5. Figure 8.12 

displays the convergence behavior of the algorithm for the 10 trials. Figure 8.13a graphs the 
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Table 8.5 

Trial Number 

DRMSvalue 
Func. Evals. 

UZTWM 
UZFWM 
LZTWM 
LZFPM 
LZFSM 
ADIMP 
UZK 
LZPK 
LZSK 
PCTlM 
ZPERC 
REXP 
PFREE 

Results of Historical data optimization runs using DRMS criterion 
(13 parameter optimization, Po=20) 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

10.15 10.94 9.50 10.88 9.91 9.82 10.18 10.04 10.07 9.64 
10547 10692 10218 10642 10143 10537 10246 10082 10306 10538 

105.5 80.11 19.55 135.8 49.55 18.89 77.68 42.04 22.18 23.24 
29.94 37.67 29.99 35.59 29.40 26.91 30.55 23.11 22.52 26.53 
108.4 144.4 132.1 86.43 134.6 188.7 115.8 133.6 149.8 159.1 
110.8 55.51 95.23 72.65 68.66 61.73 69.14 95.70 80.03 51.17 
10.05 47.31 18.39 90.76 40.15 33.60 47.84 14.49 24.07 47A9 
0.056 0.162 0.056 0.155 0.025 0.001 0.053 0.004 0.009 0.005 
0.219 0.205 0.212 0.203 0.218 0.243 0.208 0.315 0.313 0.262 
0.020 0.018 0.015 0.018 0.017 0.019 0.013 0.017 0.012 0.020 
0.022 0.034 0.028 0.021 0.031 0.068 0.041 0.236 0.249 0.039 
0.033 0.024 0.005 0.022 0.027 0.021 0.026 0.021 0.011 0.014 
63.45 44.69 218.1 14.63 128.3 152.8 72.65 71.02 55.73 156.9 
3.955 3.988 3.973 3.980 3.961 3.997 3.977 3.996 3.877 3.866 
0.005 0.006 0.015 0.024 0.009 0.000 0.006 0.053 0.001 0.006 

Paramet~rs not optlmlzed- RSERV=0.3, RIVA=O.O, SIDE=O.O 

N 
N 
o 
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termination points In a manner that makes them easy to compare. The results reveal that the 10 

trials have converged to different locations. Clearly. the SCE2 algorithm with initial r:Jumber of 

complexes equal to 20 was unable to find a unique solution for the global optimum. 

The Set 02 results (Model A, 40 complexes) are presented in Table 8.6 and are displayed 

In Figure 8.14. Comparing Tables 8.5 and 8.6. It can be seen that the Set 02 runs have achieved 

lower ORMS values than the Set 01 runs. Figures 8.138 and 8.13b allow comparison of the 

termination points of the two sets of runs. It can be seen that in the latter case (FIgure 8.13b). the 

values of flmll parameter estimates are grouped a little closer together than In the former (Figure 

8.13a). but that there Is stili a fair amount of variation for many of the parameters. 

The Set 03 results (Model B. 40 complexes) are presented in Table 8.7 and are displayed 

in Figure 8.15. The termination points of Set 03 are also s!lown in Figure 8.13c with LZFSM = 

0.1 mm and LZSK = 0.0. Clearfy. the termination points of Set 03 are grouped much more tightly 

than those of Set 01 and Set 02. with 9 of the 10 trials having converged to virtually the same 

location. 

These results reinforce the claim that Model B is much easier to calibrate than Model A. 

The ORMS values obtained In all three sets of runs are presented In Figure 8.16 so that they can 

be easily compared. Note that the set of calibration runs on Model B (Set 03) have obtained 

uniformly lower ORMS values than either of the two sets of calibration runs on Model A (Sets 01 

and 02). This suggests that the Improvement In modeildentiflSblllty gained by removing the lower 

zone supplemental free water storage from the SMA-NWSRFS model can result in a calibrated 

model which has a better match between the simulated flows and the observed flows for the 

watershed under study. 
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Table 8.6 

Trial Number 

DRMSvalue 
Func. Evals. 

UZTWM 
UZFWM 
LZTWM 
LZFPM 
LZFSM 
ADIMP 
LZPK 
LZSK 
PcnM 
ZPERC 
REXP 
PFREE 

Results of Historical data optimization runs using DRMS criterion 
(13 parameter optimization, Po=40) 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

9.883 10.29 9.810 9.469 9.863 9.613 9.966 9.658 9.526 9.503 
25507 25804 24516 24713 24547 24360 25351 24052 24839 24524 

56.62 91.35 28.64 16.54 56.30 13.56 83.69 16.93 21.73 19.40 
25.88 30.30 33.29 28.25 27.24 26.55 27.25 24.82 26.17 27.95 
135.3 109.9 162.8 148.6 134.9 186.6 122.1 157.2 140.0 144.0 
83.93 51.61 58.56 97.33 70.52.76.49 72.44 73.58 10.40 78.05 
21.28 75.17 22.66 10.02 38.36 19.24 31.76 16.57 10.09 34.45 
0.270 0.224 0.203 0.224 0.255 0.240 0.258 0.257 0.266 0.234 
0.020 0.016 0.019 0.013 0.019 0.015 0.020 0.012 0.019 0.015 
0.039 0.027 0.035 0.149 0.024 0.120 0.029 0.250 0.062 0.037 
0.025 0.027 0.014 0.004 0.031 0.009 0.032 0.010 0.002 0.003 
164.9 58.05 248.9 174.7 181.0 -191.1 137.3 86.30 166.5 177.7 
3.948 3.923 3.662 3.923 3.996 3.912 4.000 3.419 3.953 3.953 
0.030 0.024 0.004 0.023 0.015 0.003 0.023 0.018 0.037 0.038 

Parameters not optlmlzed- RSERV=0.3, RIVA=O.O, SIDE=O.O 

N 
N 

" 



Table 8.7 

Trial Number 

DRMSvalue 
Func. Evals. 

UZlWM 
UZFWM 
LZ1WM 
LZFPM 
ADIMP 
UZK 
LZPK 
PCTlM 
ZPERC 
REXP 
PFREE 

Results of Historical data optimization runs using DRMS criterion 
(11 parameter optimization, Po=40) 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

9.338 9.365 9.338 9.350 9.447 9.337 9.338 9.398 9.424 9.980 
21492 21998 21768 21709 21648 22047 21904 21559 21859 22342 

16.43 15.83 16.05 16.36 18.96 16.07 15.90 18.10 17.68 80.33 
25.77 27.26 25.88 25.77 26.28 25.88 26.01 27.63 27.19 27.06 
146.0 153.3 147.9 145.8 143.4 148.2 149.6 139.2 153.7 121.5 
109.8 110.8 111.0 108.1 116.7111.1 111.0 107.4 114.1 109.9 
0.002 0.007 0.001 0.003 0.005 0.000 0.003 0.020 0.015 0.002 
0.266 0.243 0.264 0.267 0.216 0.262 0.261 0.243 0.251 0.266 
0.019 0.019 0.019 0.019 0.019 0.019 0.019 0.019 0.018 0.019 
0.002 0.010 0.003 0.003 0.009 0.004 0.004 0.002 0.013 0.028 
249.8 248.3 249.8 248.6 218.3 249.9 249.9 240.6 226.4 143.1 
3.954 3.965 3.961 3.842 3.974 3.981 3.980 3.909 3.969 3.995 
0.050 0.025 0.048 0.043 0.059 0.045 0.042 0.055 0.007 0.008 

Parameters not optlmlzed- LZFSM=0.1, LZSK=O.O, RSERV=0.3, RIVA=O.O, SIDE=O.O 

N 
N 
00 
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8.6.3 HMLE Calibration Studies 

As In the DRMS calibration studies, three sets of calibration runs were conducted using 

the HMLE criterion as the objective function. Each set of runs consists of 10 Independent trials 

of the SCE2 algorithm. The first and second sets (referred to as ·Set H1· and ·Set H2M) were 

conducted on Model A with the Initial number of complexes equal to 20 and 40 respectively. The 

third set (referred to as ·Set Ha·) was conducted on model B with the Initial number of complexes 

equal to 40. 

The results of the three sets of HMLE calibration runs are presented In Tables 8.8 to 8.10. 

Figures 8.17 to 8.19 display the convergence behavior of the different sets of calibration runs. The 

termination points of the three sets are shown In Figure 8.20. The results here are similar to those 

of the DRMS studies. That is, the calibration runs with 20 complexes on Model A (Set H1) exhibit 

a noticeable amount of variation In the locations of the termination points (Figure 8.20a). When 

40 complexes were used (Set H2), the grouping of the termination points became slightly tighter 

(Figure 8.20b), however the Improvement was marginal, especially considering that the number 

of function evaluations is doubled. In contrast, the runs conducted in Set Ha all terminated at 

almost the exact location (Figure 8.20c). Once again, the results suggest that Model B Is easier 

to calibrate than Model A. 

Figure 8.21 displays the HMLE values of the three sets of the HMLE calibration runs. In 

contrast to the DRMS calibration studies, the function values obtained In calibration on Model B 

are larger than those obtained on Model A. So using the HMLE criterion as a basis, we would 

conclude that Model A represents the historical data better. If this Is so, then further testing of the 

SCE2 algorithm on the original SMA-NWSRFS model is necessary to determine the appropriate 

number of complexes and shuffling iterations required to obtain consistent optimization results. 
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Table 8.8 

Trial Number 

HMLEvalue 
Func. Evals. 

UZTWM 
UZFWM 
lZTWM 
LZFPM 
LZFSM 
ADIMP 
UZK 
LZPK 
LZSK 
PCTlM 
ZPERC 
REXP 
PFREE 

Results of Historical data optimization runs using HMLE criterion 
(13 parameter optimization, Po=20) 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

2.723 3.012 2.950 3.024 3.057 2.705 3.014 2.967 3.091 2.945 
11022 11029 11125 11041 10865 11650 10579 11014 10865 11027 

59.52 99.46 99.96 77.57 139.1 62.18 101.2 101.8 98.11 104.6 
22.94 61.60 45.88 60.48 36.98 32.12 45.98 54.84 67.41 47.94 
192.8 313.9 310.4 380.5 164.3 217.4 278.0 297.8 364.5 319.8 
75.93 96.69 78.38 100.4 73.05 77.05 89.34 70.40 88.97 73.27 
43.23 37.38 24.81 43.44 20.19 42.13 39.19 22.53 40.81 22.06 
0.041 0.138 0.151 0.115 0.190 0.058 0.018 0.107 0.111 0.149 
0.201 0.201 0.201 0.200 0.201 0.203 0.203 0.200 0.201 0.201 
0.003 0.004 0.004 0.003 0.004 0.004 0.003 0.004 0.004 0.004 
0.041 0.038 0.037 0.038 0.040 0.043 0.032 0.042 0.038 0.038 
0.010 0.011 0.011 0.010 0.012 0.010 0.010 0.011 0.012 0.011 
177.1 196.2 228.5 247.7 184.5 237.3 174.1 246.5 196.9 249.5 
3.434 3.979 3.920 3.968 3.696 3.414 3.433 3.068 3.987 3.937 
0.176 0.289 0.307 0.240 0.421 0.179 0.256 0.280 0.262 0.316 

Parameters not optlmlzed- RSERV=0.3, RIVA=O.O, SIDE=O.O 

N 
\.A) 
00 



Table 8.9 

Trial Number 

HMLEvalue 
Func. Evals. 

UZTWM 
UZFWM 
LZTWM 
L2FPM 
L2FSM 
ADIMP 
UZK 
LZPK 
L2SK 
PCTlM 
ZPERC 
REXP 
PFREE 

Results of Historical data optimization runs using HMLE criterion 
(13 parameter optimization, Po=40) 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

2.740 3.028 2.900 3.000 2.930 2.903 2.929 2.985 2.917 2.939 
27126 26540 26799 26650 26485 27706 26173 26230 25981 26095 

62.55 100.5 103.0 77.22 101.1 101.0 98.07 104.8 100.8 101.5 
31.31 56.01 42.79 51.60 48.82 47.67 51.20 51.08 43.85 47.07 
219.5 365.4 190.2 358.3 232.3 208.0 220.1 340.6 246.5 289.3 
68.46 82.17 87.28 98.60 110.5 99.67 99.87 76.28 90.35 84.21 
38.96 31.23 27.83 39.68 40.47 36.29 37.53 25.82 34.10 30.59 
0.038 0.109 0.101 0.124 0.132 0.161 0.175 0.089 0.149 0.128 
0.206 0.200 0.200 0.200 0.200 0.200 0.200 0.203 0.200 0.200 
0.004 0.004 0.003 0.003 0.004 0.003 0.004 0.003 0.003 0.003 
0.042 0.039 0.035 0.037 0.036 0.033 0.034 0.038 0.033 0.033 
0.011 0.011 0.010 0.010 0.011 0.011 0.012 0.011 0.011 0.011 
226.0 197.4 219.6 249.1 183.1 . 214.2 232.6 216.4 210.7 236.7 
2.977 3.989 2.707 3.973 3.980 3.495 3.557 3.990 3.669 3.916 
0.171 0.279 0.298 0.251 0.290 0.313 0.305 0.287 0.310 0.305 

Parameters not optlmlzed- RSERV=0.3, RIVA=O.O, SIDE=O.O 

I\J 
W 
\0 



Table 8.10 

Trial Number 

HMLEvalue 
Func. Evals. 

UZTWM 
UZFWM 
LZTWM 
LZFPM 
ADIMP 
UZK 
LZPK 
PCTlM 
ZPERC 
REXP 
PFREE 

Results of Historical data optimization runs using HMLE criterion 
(11 parameter optimization, Po=40) 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

3.537 3.539 3.543 3.536 3.538 3.540 3.536 3.537 3.539 3.536 
22880 22916 22672 22965 22798 23144 22883 23041 22889 22691 

106.1 106.3 106.0 106.6 105.6 106.2 106.6 106.0 106.4 106.6 
43.79 42.94 43.74 43.57 43.20 44.44 44.17 43.59 43.30 44.46 
172.3 170.7 174.0 170.7 170.2 173.0 172.7 172.7 169.8 172.2 
134.5 125.2 129.0 139.9 132.0 141.1 139.0 136.6 128.3 140.3 
0.195 0.197 0.196 0.200 0.200 0.194 0.199 0.195 0.195 0.199 
0.200 0.200 0.200 0.200 0.200 0.200 0.200 0.200 0.200 0.200 
0.007 0.007 0.007 0.007 0.007 0.007 0.007 0.007 0.007 0.007 
0.009 0.009 0.009 0.009 0.009 0.009 0.009 0.009 0.009 0.009 
249.9 249.7 249.5 249.3 249.9 249.2 249.7 249.4 249.6 249.7 
3.728 3.462 3.588 3.934 3.654·3.966 3.919 3.827 3.551 3.961 
0.288 0.289 0.288 0.291 0.290 0.288 0.290 0.288 0.288 0.289 

Parameters not optlmized- LZFSM=0.1, LZSK=O.O, RSERV=O.3, RIVA=O.O, SIDE=O.O 

N 
~ 
o 



8.6.4 Comparison of the DRMS and HMLE Calibration Studies 

8.6.4.1 Comparison of Identifiability of Model Parameters 

241 

Reports in the literature have suggested that the HMLE function may be superior to the 

DRMS function as a criterion for calibration of the SMA-NWSRFS model [Sorooshian, Gupta and 

Fulton, 1983; Ibbltt and Hutchinson, 1984]. Because the HMLE and DRMS criteria are non

commensurate (I.e. they do not have the same scale), their values can not be used as a basis for 

comparing the calibration results. Instead, we must either compare the parameter values obtained 

using each criterion, and/or the hydrographs generated using those parameter values. 

Figure 8.22 redraws the results from the DRMS calibration runs Set 02 and the HMLE 

calibration runs Set H2 on the same page for easy comparison. The optimal parameters for the 

HMLE runs appear to be more tightly grouped than for the DRMS runs. This supports the claim 

of Sorooshian et.al [1983] that the HMLE criterion response suiface Is better conditioned, and 

presents less difficulties for parameter optimization than the DRMS criterion response surface. 

Note also that some of the final parameter estimates are close to their respective bounds. 

This suggests that the upper and bounds and the lower bounds for the parameters (see Table 8.2) 

may not be reasonable and should be relaxed. 

8.6.4.2 Comparison of Forecast Performance 

From Figure 8.22, it appears that the region of the global optimum in the case of the 

HMLE Is somewhat different from the region of the global optimum in the case of the DRMS. 

Without more knowledge about the watershed, and given that the parameter sets are all within 

reasonable ranges, the only basis for comparing the HMLE and DRMS parameter values is by 

comparing their performance on a verification data set that does not include the calibration data. 

For the purpose of verification, a 6-year-long continuous period (10-1-56 to 9-30-62) which 

did not include the calibration period (10-1-55 to 9-30-56) was selected. Four sets of parameter 
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estimates were chosen from the results of the calibration studies (see Sections 8.5.2 and 8.5.3), 

and were used to generate streamflow hydrographs for the verification period. The first set of 

parameters (P1) Is the best parameter set obtained from the ORMS calibration runs on Model A 

(i.e., Trial 4 of Set 02, which has the lowest objective function value ORMS=9.469). The second 

set (P2) Is the best parameter set obtained from the ORMS calibration runs on Model B (Trial 6 

of Set 03). The third set (P3) Is the best parameter set obtained from the HMLE calibration runs 

on Model A (Trial 6 of Set H1). The fourth set (P4) Is the best parameter set obtained from the 

HMLE calibration runs on Model B (Trial 4 of Set H3). The simulated outputs obtained using 

parameter sets P1, P2, P3 and P4 will be referred to as DRMS-A, ORMS-B, HMLE-A, and HMLE-B 

forecasts, respectively. 

Figures 8.23a to 8.26a present the simulated hydrographs (solid lines) and observed 

hydrograph (dotted lines). Figures 8.23b to 8.26b display the difference between the simulated 

flows and the observed flows (i.e., the residuals). Since visual comparison Is a highly subjective 

tool, two statistics were employed for comparison. The first statistic was the DRMS, since the 

DRMS Is a measure of fitting between the observed flows and the simulated flows. The second 

statistic was the percent bias (PBIAS) of the residuals. The percent bias Is defined as follows: 

n 
PBIAS - E [Q...,,(~ - QobI(~ I Q~~] 

t-1 

where QSlm(t) and Qobs(t) are the simulated and observed mean flows. The PBIAS statistic can 

help to reveal Inconsistencies In the forecast performance. 

Table 8.11 lists the DRMS and PBIAS statistics of the simulated outputs for both the 

calibration period and the verification period. As expected, the ORMS values of the DRMS-A and 

DRMS-B parameter sets for the calibration period are smaller than those of the HMLE-A and 

HMLE-B parameter sets. However, the difference In ORMS values among the 4 parameter sets 
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Figure 8.23 The results of DRMS·A forecasts 
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.) Observed uad Simulated Stzeamflows 
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Figure 8.24 The results of DRMS·B forecasts 
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Figure 8.26 The results of HMLE·B forecasts 
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Table 8.11 The statisitics of Forecast Studies 

DRMS-A DRMS-B HMLE-A 

Calibaration Period (from 10-1-55 to 9-30-56) 

9.469 9.337 22.77 
2.705 

-12.63 -14.29 -9.29 

6-year Forecast Period (from 10-1-56 to 9-30-62) 

24.25 
0.60 

24.08 
1.69 

24.80 
-7.71 

HMLE-8 

21.37 
3.536 
-9.89 

24.50 
-7.13 
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for the forecast period is not significant. Figure 8.27 displays the yearfy DRMS statistics for the 

4 forecasts. This figure also shows that no single for('(ast gives a consistent lower DRMS value 

than other forecasts. 

examining the PBIAS statistic. it can be seen that the HMLE forecasts have relatively 

smaller PBIAS values than the DRMS forecasts for the calibration period. while for the forecast 

period. the PBIAS values of the DRMS forecasts are smaller. Figure 8.28 displays the yearfy 

PBIAS values for all 4 forecasts. This figure shows that the yearfy PBIAS values for the DRMS 

forecasts are more varied than those of the HMLE forecasts. This may be an Indication of 

Inconsistency In forecast performance when the DRMS Is used as the calibration criterion. 

The statistics examined so far used only one flow group and therefore summarize 

Information about the entire hydrograph. As suggested by Sorooshian et al. [1983]. however. a 

more detailed view of forecast performance consistency can be obtained by computing the PBIAS 

statistic separately for different flow groups (flow ranges) as follows: for each flow group i. 

PBIAS(t)=100x[(Oslm(i)-Qobs(t))/Oobs(i)). whereOs1m(i) and OObs(i) are the simulated and observed 

mean flow for group i. In this way. the forecast performance of a calibrated model in different flow 
-

ranges can be examined. A well-calibrated model should be able to reproduce various aspects 

of the hydrograph consistently. and therefore. result In PBIAS(I) values close to zero for all flow 

groups. In this work. the flows groups were selected at flow ranges (0-3. 3-6.6-14. 14-40.40-85. 

85-250. >250 cms). 

Figure 8.29 presents the PBIAS(i) values of different flow groups for both the calibration 

period and the verification period. For the calibration period. the DRMS forecasts seem to 

underestimate the observed flows. while the HMLE forecasts seem to overestimate the observed 

flows (see Figure 8.29a). Both the DRMS forecasts and the HMLE forecasts are relatively 

consistent in reproducing the observed flows. However. Figure 8.29b shows that the HMLE 
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forecasts yield PBIAS{I) values closer to zero than the DRMS forecasts, Implying that HMLE 

parameter estimates have produced more consistent forecasts. 

While this analysis suggests that the HMLE parameter estimates are somewhat better than 

the DRMS estimates, It should be noted that all of the parameter sets severely underestimated the 

higher observed flows during the forecast period. The reason for this Is probably that the data set 

chosen for calibration studies was from a below average year In terms of precipitation (see Figure 

8.2), and consequently, the data set did not adequately represent high flow event~. This suggests 

that a larger calibration data set which Includes high flood events may be necessary to ensure 

more consistent forecast performance. 

It should also be noted that the difference In forecast performance between Model A and 

Model B Is very slight In both the DRMS and the HMLE cases. This Implies that, given the 

watershed conditions and the hydrological data used, the removal of the lower zone free water 

supplemental storage does not affect the model performance significantly. 

8.7 Summary of ResuHs from Testing of the SCE Method on the SMA-NWSRFS Model 

8.7.1 Summary of the SynthetiC Data Calibration Study Results 

The results of studies In which the SMA-NWSRFS model was calibrated using synthetic 

data were reported In Section 8.5. In these studies the model was assumed perfect and the data 

contained no error. The results may be summarized as follows: 

1) The MSX (multi-start simplex) algorithm which Is based on local searches started from 

several Independently selected starting points Is not adequate to the task of solving the 

calibration problem for CRR models that exhibit the complexity of the SMA-NWSRFS 

model. 

2) The SCE2 algorithm is able to consistently find the 'rue- parameter set of the SMA

NWSRFS model given error-free synthetic data. 
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3) The number of function evaluations needed to converge to the ~e· parameter. set 

Increases nonlinearly with Increasing number of optimized parameters. The most 

significant Increase was observed between 10 and 13 parameters. While some of this 

Increase was due to the Increased dimensionality. It seems likely that the major factor 

contributing to the Increase was parameter Interdependence and compensation resulting 

In poor model identifiability. 

4) A 11-parameter version of the SMA-NWSRFS model (Model B) obtained ~y deleting one 

of the lower zone free water storage reservoirs Is far more identifiable than the original 

version of the model (Model A). 

5) The SCE2 algorithm appears to follow a clearly distinguishable two-phase search process 

(a global search phase and a . local search phase). By Introducing a procedure for 

stepwise reduction of the number of search points as the search proceeds. the efficiency 

of the algorithm can be Improved without reducing its effectiveness. 

8.7.2 Summary of the Historical Data Calibration Study ResuHs 

The results of studies In which the SMA-NWSRFS model was calibrated using historical 

data were reported In Section 8.S. The modified SCE2 algorithm was tested on two versions of 

the SMA-NWSRFS model: Model A and Model B. Two calibration criteria were used to study the 

effect of different choice of objective functions. The parameter estimates obtained were evaluated 

by comparing their abilities to accurately forecast flows during a six-year verification period. The 

results may be summarized as follows: 

1) The SCE2 algorithm was able to provide much more consistent parameter estimates 

(grouped closer together) for the simplified version (Model B) of the SMA-NWSRFS model 

than for the original version (Model A). Clearly. removal of the lower zone free water 

supplemental storage of the SMA-NWSRFS model makes It much easier to calibrate. 
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2) The use of the HMLE criterion results In a tighter grouping of parameter estimates In 

multiple Independent optimization trials than that obtained by use of the DRMS criterion. 

This supports the claim by Sorooshlan et aI. [1983] that the HMLE response surface Is 

better conditioned than the DRMS response surface, and therefore, presents less 

difficulties In the optimization search. 

3) The location of the global optimum appears to be different when the different calibration 

criterion was used. Without additional Information about the nature of the watershed it 

Is Impossible to tell If one set of parameters Is more realistic than another. 

4) Comparison of the forecast performance of the different parameter sets suggested that 

the DRMS parameter set forecasts are less consistent than the HMLE parameter set 

forecasts. 

5) Both the DRMS and HMLE parameter sets resulted In forecasts that severely 

underestimated the high flows, although the HMLE parameter set performance was the 

better of the two. This Is believed to be because that the calibration data set was from 

a below average year In terms of precipitation. 

6) The difference In forecast performance between Model A and Model B Is minor. Given 

that Model B Is significantly easier and less costly to calibrate than Model A, this Is a 

noteworthy result. 
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This dissertation has examined the difficulties Involved with In the optimization phase of the 

calibration of CRR models and has presented a new and powerful global optimization method that 

can deal with these difficulties In an effective and efficient manner. 

First a detailed investigation was conducted, that revealed that the multl-optlmum nature of 

the response surface of the CRR type models Is far more complex than had previously been 

thought. Such response surface behavior presents tremendous difficulties for CRR model 

calibration, and virtually guarantees that locally-based optimization search methods will fall. Two 

methods were presented that enable a study of these characteristics in multl-dlmenslonal spaces: 

the Uniform Random Sampling (URS) of the parameter space, and the Exhaustive Grlddlng (EG) 

of the parameter space. Five major characteristics complicating the optimization problem were 

observed, the most important of these being the existence of local optima at multiple scales, and 

the nonsmooth and discontinuous nature of the derivatives. 

Based on these observations It was determined that for an optimization procedure to be 

able to successfully surmount these difficulties is should have the following properties: 

(1) it should be globally based; 

(2) It should not require the explicit expressions of the objective function or Its derivatives; 

(3) It should be robust In presence of multi-parameter Interaction and nonconvexlty of the 

response surface; and 

(4) It should be efficient in handling problems of high dimenSionality. 
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A detailed review of the literature revealed that a global optimization approach based on a 

combination of probablllstl,? and deterministic search schemes Is the most logical one for CRR 

model calibration. Therefore. two existing optimization methods. the Adaptive Random Search 

(ARS) and the MUlti-Start Simplex (MSX) method were tested on the research CRR model SIXPAR. 

The ARS strategy was shown to be Incapable of handling the difficulties Involved with CRR model • 
calibration. while the MSX approach was able to successfully locate the global optimum. However. 

the efficiency of the MSX strategy was not found to be satisfactory. 

Based on the conclusions reported above. a new global optimization strategy entitled the 

Shuffled Complex Evolution (SCE) Method was developed. The SCE method combines the powerful 

features of the CRS strategy developed by Price [1978; 1983; 1987] (I.e .• global random sampling. 

complex evolution) and the Genetic Algorithm developed by Holland [1975] (competitive evolution) 

with an entirely new concept entitled complex shuffling. Through extensive testing on several 

standard test problems selected from the literature. the SCE method was shown to be capable of 

efficiently and effectively solving global optimization problems of various levels of complexity. In 

addition. It has the flexibility to serve as an efficient local optimizer analogous to the Simplex 

algorithm of Neider and Mead. 

To evaluate the ability of the SCE procedure to solve the CRR model calibration problem. 

studies were first conducted using the research CRR model SIXPAR. and noise-free data. A version 

of the SCE method. called the SCE2 algorithm. was found to be both effective and efficient in 

finding the global optimum. achieving a success rate of 99%. i.e .• only 1 out of 100 Independent 

trials of the algorithm failed to locate the global optimum. The results also Indicate that the SCE2 

algorithm Is more effective and efficient than the MSX or CRS2 global search methods. 

Several experiments were also run using the SIXPAR model and data containing 

heteroscedastic streamflow error. Data errors cause the location of the global optimum to vary 

randomly around the 'rue- optimum. making the calibration problem more difficult. It was argued. 
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however, that In such cases, precise location of the global optimum Is not critical, and Instead the 

purpose of an optl~lzatlon. run should be to identify a region In which the global optimum Is 

contained or tQ which the global optimum Is close. Based on this notion, It was suggested that the 

SCE search procedure be terminated as soon as the population of search points converges Into 

some reasonably small space. 

Tests were then conducted on the University of ArIzona's Implementation of the full-scale 

CAA model SMA-NWSAFS that Is used by the HAL-NWS for operational flood forecasting. Using 

synthetic error-free calibration data, It was found that the MSX method was completely 

unsatisfactory, being unable to locate the 'rue- parameter set even once In 100 Independent trials 

of the method. In contrast, the SCE2 algorithm was able to successfully converge to the 'rueM 

parameter set In 9 out of 10 trials when the same data was used. 

Having verified that the SCE2 algorithm has the capability of solving the CAA model 

calibration problem with an acceptable degree of confidence, the -ultimate test- was conducted -

calibration of the SMA-NWSRFS model using historical data from the Leaf River watershed. Two 

different objective functions, the DRMS criterion and the HMLE criterion were compared. It was 

found that while the SCE2 algorithm was able to obtain very good parameter estimates. different 

trials of the algorithm terminated at different locations. Analysis of the results Indicated that the 

HMLE produced a tighter grouping of parameter estimates than the DRMS suggesting that 

accounting for heteroscedastic errors does make the calibration problem somewhat easier to solve. 

The Inability of the SCE2 algorithm to consistently converge to the same location In the 

parameter space suggests that certain Issues related to model identifiability need more detailed 

examination. Three possibilities are Immediately apparent The first is that the SCE method Is not 

powerful enough to solve the problem. The second is that the amount Oength) of data used for 

calibration (one water year) was insufficient for adequate identifiability of the parameters. The third 

is that the model structure is such that the presence of model and data errors exaggerates the 
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problems of parameter Interdependence and Interaction to the point that different parameter 

locations become Indistinguishable. Given that the SCE2 method performed remarkably well In 

calibrating the model to synthetic data. the first possibility see~s rather unlikely. The second 

possibility definitely deserves detailed Investigation. but due to limitations on computational 

resources this hypothesis could not be examined as part of this research. Instead. an approach 

based on reducing parameter Interaction and Interdependence (the third possibility) through a slight 

simplification of the model was pursued. It was found that when the SMA-NW$RFS model was 

simplified by removal of the lower zone free water supplemental storage (reducing the 

dimensionality of the problem from 13 to 11 parameters) the model became considerable more 

Identifiable. and all 10 trials of the SCE2 algorithm converged to the same parameter set. It was 

also found that there was no noticeable deterioration of the forecast performance of the simplified 

model In comparison to the original model. for the watershed under study. It appears. therefore. 

that at least for the Leaf River watershed. the potential loss In model performance. through 

modification of its structural representation. Is more than compensated for by the gain in ease of 

calibration. 

9.2 Recommendations for Future Research 

The following areas have been identified as potentially productive avenues for further 

research: 

(1) Even though the SCE method has been shown to be a promising tool for solving difficult 

global optimization problems such as the calibration of the SMA-NWSRFS model In the 

preliminary studies conducted In this dissertation. It should be more thoroughly tested over 

a wide variety of problems. For the purpose of algorithmic testing. It Is desirable that a 

·generlc· test problem which embodies the five features complicating the CRR model 

calibration be developed (see Chapter 2). Other hydrologic models and problems from 
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other science and engineering fields can be used to evaluate the SCE method. The SCE 

method should be compared against other existing global optimization procedures. In 

addition to the MSX and CRS algorithms, It Is desirable that one or more of the Clustering 

algorithms be Included In comparison studies. The algorithms should be compared on the 

basis of effectiveness, efficiency, and consistency. 

(2) The concepts behind much of the SCE method are stili relatively new and have not been 

fully explored. In this dissertation, only two Implementations: SCE1 and S~E2, were tested. 

There are many other Implementations that can be tested by selecting different 

combinations of the 5 parameters (I.e., m, p ,q, cr and p, see Sections 5.3.1 and 5.3.2). 

Through comprehensive testing, the effects on performance of the algorithm by varying the 

5 parameters should be evaluated. 

(3) There are several aspects of the SCE method that should be further Investigated with a view 

to Improving Its effectiveness and efficiency. Potential subjects for Investigation Include 

testing of different complex shuffling strategies, examination of other competitive complex 

eVolution strategies, testing of systematic and heuristic methods for selection of the Initial 

population, examination of strategies for population reduction, evaluation of different 

stopping criteria, etc.. Another subject Is to extend the SCE method for constrained 

optimization. 

(4) The ability of the SCE method to locate the global optimum (or Its neighborhood) with a 

high degree of confidence now makes It possible to examine many Issues Involved with the 

calibration of CRR type models that could not be effectively addressed In the past. For 

example, different methodologies for studying how factors such as Input and output data 

error, model error, quantity and quality of data, objective function used, affect the parameter 

estimates (and hence model the performance) can now be examined. The effects of 

modifications to existing models to Improve model identifiability can be assessed. One 
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Interesting research subject. for example. would be to examine the reparameterlzatlon of 

the percolation equation proposed by Gupta and Sorooshlan [1983] more thoroughly. 

(5) The studies conducted as part of this research have revealed that parameter 

Interdependen~e and compensation Is stOi a major factor complicating the optimization 

process. Methods to reduce parameter Interdependence and compensation without 

sacrificing model performance need to be found. Two possible approaches might be 

pursued. The first approach Is to restructure or reparameterlze the model so as to reduce 

parameter Interdependence. To establish the validity of the restructured model, extensive 

tests under diverse conditions would need to be performed. The second approach Is to 

use overlay some adaptive strategies on the application of the SeE method as It searches 

the parameter space. For example. an adaptive strategy suggested by Willgoose [1988] 

is to divide the parameters Into groups on the basis of objective criteria such as the 

parameter sensitivity and Interaction Indexes. Each group of parameters would then be 

optimized sequentially, at each step fixing the other parameters to the best values so far 

obtained. The more sensitive and less Interactive parameters would be optimized first. As 

a finally step, all parameters would be simultaneously optimized using the previous best 

estimates as starting points. This procedure would be iterated several times until the 

convergence criteria are met. The performance of such an adaptive procedure should be 

compared to that of the original SeE procedure. 

(6) In the calibration studies conducted on the full scale SMA·NWSRFS model using one-year 

historical data sets. It was found that the SeE trials converged to different locations. It was 

suggested that perhaps the calibration data set did not contain enough Information to 

properly determine all model parameters. A useful Investigation would be to conduct further 

calibration studies with the SeE method using larger data sets. 
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APPENDIX A 

THE TWOPAR MODEL 

The two parameter reservoir (TWO PAR} model is depicted in Figure 2.8a in the main text 

of this report. It has two parameters: a threshold XMAX, the maximum capacity of the reservoir (in 

inches or millimeters), and the outflow rate constant XK (in 1/day). 

Let St = reservoir content at the beginning of time interval t; 

Pt = precipitation inpm during time interval t; 

Bt = baseflow during time interval t; 

Rt = overflow during time interval t; 

at = total discharge during time interval t; 

Precipitation, {Pt}, is the input to the model. The outputs are the overflow, {Rt}, and the 

baseflow, {Bt}. The two outputs are added to obtain the total discharge from the reservoir, {at}. 

The model state is the reservoir storage, {Sa. It is assumed that all time intervals are constant. 

The model operates in the following manner. First the precipitation input Pt is added to the reservoir 

content, St, at the beginning of time interval t. i.e., St = St + Pt , where S is the intermediate 

reservoir content. The output at is given by following equations: 

If S ~XMAX, 

Rt = 0 

Bt = XK • (St + Pt) 

at = XK • (St + P t) 

Else If S > XMAX, 

Rt = St + Pt - XMAX 

Bt = XK ·XMAX 

at = Rt + Bt = St + Pt - (1 - XK) • XMAX 
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For this Investigation, It was assumed that a set of 'rue- parameters Q.e., XK = 0.3 

(1/day), XMAX = 20 (Inches», and Initial storage value ~ = 0.0. The precipitation Input data 

contained 200 points (see Table A.1 and Figure A.1). The "true- reservoir discharge obtained, 

using the precipitation sequence and the 'rue- parameters, Is shown In Table A.2 and Figure A.2. 

A Fortran language program code for model TWOP~ Is presented on Page ??? 

The TWOPAR model Is a basic unit of more complex eRR type models such as the SMA

NWSRFS model and the Stanford IV model. 



Computer Code for the TWOPAR model 

c===---=-----=-------------------=--ma------------=----------------
c Thi.s subroutine calculates the linear reservoir outflow for -
c the equal time intervals. 

c -c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

Parameters defined: 
XMAX - maximum capacity of the reservoir (inches); 
XK - recession coefficient (l/day). 

variables defined: 
SIMQ(I) - total outflow for time period I; 
SCI) .. reservoir water level at the beginning of time 

period I; 
R(I) - spillflow overtop reservoir; 
B(I) - reservoir baseflow; 
SO - initial reservoir water level. 

-= .. --.. -
c==============----------am====================-a==--========---=== 

subroutine twopar 
common /par2/ xk, xmax, xdummy(18) 
common /rinput/ ndat, p(1000), obsq(1000), truq(1000) 
common /output/ q(1000), r(1000), b(1000), s(1000) 
common /stateO/ ns, sO(10) 

c Initialize reservoir state 
s(l) = sO(l) 
do 100 it - 1, ndat 

a = s(it) + p(it) 
c Baseflow only 

if (a .le. xmax) then 
b(it) - xk * a 
r(it) - 0.0 

end if 
c Overflow and baseflow 

if (a .gt. xmax) then 
b(it) - xk * xmax 
r(it) .. a - xmax 

end if 
c CALCULATE THE NEW RESERVOIR LEVEL AND THE TOTAL OUTFLOW 

s(it + 1) = (a - b(it» - r(it) 
q(it) ~ b(it) + r(it) 

100 continue 
it -= ndat + 1 

c Recession period, base flow only 
101 if (s(it) .le. 0.1) goto 105 

q(it) .. xk * s(it) 
s(it + 1) .. (1.0 - xk) * s(it) 
it .. it + 1 
if (it .eq. 300) goto 105 
goto 101 

105 contlnue 
c Compute the duration of the event 

nout .. it 
return 
end 
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Figure A.1 Precipitation data used for the TWOPAR and SIXPAR model studies 
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Figure A.2 Error-free streamflow data used for TWOPAR model studies 
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TableA1: Precipitation Input Data 

t P t P t P t P t P 

1 7.0 41 11.0 81 10.0 121 6.0 161 17.5 
2 12.0 42 6.0 82 13.5 122 4.0 162 13.5 
3 6.0 43 0.0 83 16.5 123 0.0 163 6.0 
4 4.0 44 0.0 84 18.5 124 0.0 164 2.0 
5 0.0 45 0.0 85 17.5 125 2.0 165 0.0 
6 0.0 46 2.0 86 16.5 126 3.0 166 0.0 
7 0.0 47 8.0 87 15.5 127 5.0 167 0.0 
8 0.0 48 3.0 88 14.0 128 6.0 168 0.0 
9 9.0 49 3.0 89 13.0 129 12.0 169 1.5 

10 17.0 50 0.5 90 10.5 130 14.0 170 3.0 
11 35.0 51 2.5 91 8.5 131 20.0 171 7.0 
12 27.0 52 2.5 92 6.5 132 27.0 172 4.0 
13 12.0 53 3.5 93 5.0 133 33.0 173 0.0 
14 4.0 54 4.0 94 4.0 134 37.0 174 0.0 
15 0.0 55 5.5 95 2.5 135 35.0 175 0.0 
16 0.0 56 7.5 96 1.5 136 33.0 176 0.0 
17 0.0 57 7.0 97 1.0 137 31.0 177 0.0 
18 0.0 58 7.5 98 0.0 138 29.0 178 0.0 
19 3.0 59 8.5 99 0.0 139 26.0 179 0.0 
20 6.0 60 7.0 100 0.0 140 21.0 180 0.0 
21 14.0 61 8.0 101 5.0 141 17.0 181 2.0 
22 8.0 62 10.0 102 5.0 142 13.0 182 4.5 
23 0.0 63 14.0 103 7.0 143 10.0 183 1.5 
24 0.0 64 13.0 104 8.0 144 8.0 184 0.0 
25 0.0 65 11.0 105 10.0 145 5.0 185 0.0 
26 0.0 66 9.0 106 15.0 146 3.0 186 1.5 
27 0.0 67 8.0 107 14.0 147 2.0 187 7.0 
28 0.0 68 6.0 108 15.0 148 0.0 188 10.0 
29 0.0 69 5.0 109 17.0 149 0.0 189 18.5 
30 0.0 70 5.0 110 14.0 150 0.0 190 9.0 
31 4.0 71 4.0 111 16.0 151 3.5 191 5.5 
32 9.0 72 2.0 112 20.0 152 6.0 192 3.0 
33 3.0 73 0.0 113 28.0 153 3.0 193 0.0 
34 0.0 74 0.0 114 26.0 154 2.0 194 0.0 
35 0.0 75 1.0 115 22.0 155 0.0 195 0.0 
~6 3.0 76 1.5 116 18.0 156 0.0 196 1.0 
37 14.0 77 2.5 117 16.0 157 0.0 197 4.0 
38 20.0 78 3.0 118 12.0 158 0.0 198 1.5 
39 37.0 79 6.0 119 10.0 159 4.5 199 1.5 
40 18.0 80 7.0 120 10.0 160 8.5 200 0.0 
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Table A.2: TWOPAR Model -rrue- Streamflow Data 

t q t q t q t q t q 

1 2.10 41 11.00 81 6.37 121 6.00 161 12.42 
2 5.07 42 6.00 82 13.50 122 5.40 162 13.50 
3 5.35 43 4.20 83 16.50 123 3.78 163 6.00 
4 4.94 44 2.94 84 18.50 124 2.65 164 4.80 
5 3.46 45 2.06 85 17.50 125 2.45 165 3.36 
6 2.42 46 2.04 86 16.50 126 2.62 166 2.35 
7 1.70 47 3.82 87 15.50 127 3.33 167 1.65 
8 1.19 48 3.58 88 14.50 128 4.13 168 1.15 
9 3.53 49 3.41 89 13.00 129 7.64 169 1.26 

10 11.24 50 2.38 90 10.50 130 14.00 170 1.78 
11 35.00 51 2.41 91 8.50 131 20.00 171 3.35 
12 27.00 52 2.44 92 6.50 132 27.00 172 3.54 
13 12.00 53 2.76 93 5.70 133 33.00 173 2.48 
14 5.40 64 3.13 94 5.19 134 37.00 174 1.74 
15 3.78 55 3.69 95 4.38 135 35.00 175 1.21 
16 2.65 56 4.83 96 3.52 136 33.00 176 0.85 
17 1.85 57 5.48 97 2.76 137 31.00 1n 0.60 
18 1.30 58 6.30 98 1.93 138 29.00 178 0.42 
19 1.81 59 8.50 99 1.35 139 26.00 179 0.29 
20 3.07 60 7.00 100 0.95 140 21.00 180 0.20 
21 7.15 61 8.00 101 2.16 141 17.00 181 0.74 
22 8.00 62 10.00 102 3.01 142 13.00 182 1.87 
23 4.20 63 14.00 103 4.21 143 10.00 183 1.76 
24 2.94 64 13.00 104 5.34 144 8.00 184 1.23 
25 2.06 65 11.00 105 8.47 145 5.70 185 0.86 
26 1.44 66 9.00 106 15.00 146 4.89 186 1.05 
27 1.01 67 8.00 107 14.00 147 4.02 187 2.83 
28 0.71 68 6.00 108 15.00 148 2.82 188 4.99 
29 0.49 69 5.70 109 17.00 149 1.97 189 16.13 
30 0.35 70 5.49 110 14.00 150 1.38 190 9.00 
31 1.44 71 4.74 111 16.00 151 2.02 191 5.85 
32 3.71 72 3.92 112 20.00 152 3.21 192 5.00 
33 3.50 73 2.74 113 28.00 153 3.14 193 3.50 
34 2.45 74 1.92 114 26.00 164 2.80 194 2.45 
35 1.71 75 1.64 115 22.00 155 1.96 195 1.71 
36 2.10 76 1.60 116 18.00 156 1.37 196 1.50 
37 5.67 n 1.87 117 16.00 157 0.96 197 2.25 
38 19.23 78 2.21 118 12.00 158 0.67 198 2.02 
39 37.00 79 3.34 119 10.00 159 1.82 199 1.87 
40 18.00 80 4.44 120 10.00 160 3.82 200 1.31 
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The SIXPAR model is a modified and simplified version of the Soil Moisture Accounting 

module of the National Weather Service River Forecasting System model. Usted below are the main 

simplifications of the SMA-NWSRFS model have been employed to create the model SIXPAR: 

(1) the tension water and lower zone supplementary water storages have been deleted; 

(2) Evapotranspiration is assumed negligible; 

(3) Channel routing is not considered; and 

(4) a constant computational time interval is employed. 

A schematic diagram is shown in Figure 2.9 in the main text of this report. It consists of 

an upper zone representing the subsurface water storage and a lower zone representing the longer 

term groundwater storage, connected by vertical percolation (PERCt , where t is the time interval). 

The basic structure of the nonlinear percolation equation (considered to be the heart of the SMA· 

NWSRFS model), the threshold nature ofthe reservoir operation (the dominant model nonlinearities), 

and the linear recession nature of the reservoir depletion rates have been preserved. The input to 

the model is preCipitation {Ptl and the outputs from the model are surface runoff, {Rt}, subsurface 

interflow, {St}, and groundwater baseflow, {Bt}. The three outputs add up to give channel inflow, 

{at}. The two model states are upper zone storage, lUSt} and lower zone storage, {BSt}. 

It is assumed that only {P t} and {at} are observable. The six parameters of the model are: 

UM = upper zone maximum contents, On inches or millimeters) 

UK = upper zone lateral depletion constant, (1/unit time) 

BM = lower zone maximum contents, (in inches or millimeters) 

UK = lower zone lateral depletion constant, (1/unit time) 

A, X = parameters of percolation equation, (no units) 
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Figure B.1 shows the flow chart of the model operation. Table 2.1 in the main text of this 

dissertation lists the 'rue" parameter set assumed for this investigation. The initial storage for both 

upper and lower zone was set to be empty at the start of the simulation. The precipitation input 

data used is the same as in Table A.1 listed in appendix A. The outflow generated using the 

precipitation data and the 'rue" parameter set is presented in Table B.1 and Figure B.1. A Fortran 

language program code for model SIXPAR is presented on the next page. 



Computer Code for the SIXPAR model 

c---- -
c 6-parameter moael ~asea on ~urnash moael structure + 
c with reparamaterizea percolation parameters + 
c -------------------------- + 
c VARIABLES DEFINED: + 
c P - PRECITATION + 
c Q - MODEL OUTPUT + 
c R - OVERLANI) FLOW + 
c S - SUBSURFACE FLOW + 
c B - BASEFLOW + 
c PERC - PERCOLATION RATE + 
c PPERC - PERCOATION DEMAND + 
c US - UPPER ZONE CONTENT + 
c BS - BOTTOM ZONE CONTENT + 
c PARAMETERS DEFINED: + 
c OM - UPPER ZONE CAPACITY + 
c UK - UPPER ZONE STORAGE COEFFICIENT + 
c BM - BOTTOM ZONE CAPACITY + 
c BK - BOTTOM ZONE STORAGE COEFFICIENT + 
c x, Z - COEFFICIENTS IN PERCOLATION EQUATION + 
c A, RKU, RKB -,PERCOLATION PARAMETERS + 
c--------------------------- ------- === == -. 

subroutine sixpar 
common Ipar21 um, uk, em, ~k, z, x, y(14) 
common Irinputl naat, p(lOOO), obsq(lOOO), truq(lOOO) 
common loutputl q(lOOO), r(lOOO), b(lOOO), s(lOOO) 
common IstateOI ns, 50(10) 
dimension perc(1000), us(1000), bs(1000) 
parameter Csmv - 1.Oe-7) 

c--------------------------------------------------------
a - z 
i - 1 
usCi) - 150(1) 
blSCi) - 50(2) 

c--------------------------90 continue 
rei) - 0.0 
sCi) - 0.0 
bCi) - 0.0 

c--------------------------
usCi) - usCi) + p(i) 

c--------------------------

c 

c 

if(bm .It. smv) bm - smv 
rlzar - Cbm - bsCi» I bm 
if (rlzar .le. a) goto 900 
perc(i) - usCi) 
us(i) - 0.0 

goto 910 

900 continue 
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c 

if(urn .It. smv) urn - smv 
yy - us(i) * bm * bk I urn 
if(a .le. smv) a - smv 
zz - (bm - bs(i» / (bm * a) 
if(z'z .It. smv) then 
zz - 0.0 
else 
zz - zz ** x 
end if 
perc (i) - yy + zz * (us (i) - yy) 

us(i) - us(i) - perc(i) 
c--------------------------------------910 continue 

bs(i) - bs(i) + perc(i) 
if (bs(i) .gt. bm) goto 120 
b(i) - bs(i) * bk 
bs(i) - bs(i) - b(i) 

c--------------------------------------
goto 130 

120 continue 
d = bs(i) - bm 
b(i) - bm * bk 
bs(i) - (bm - b(i» + d 
if (bs(i) .gt. bm) goto 140 
goto 150 

140 continue 
d = bs(i) - bm 
bs(i) = bm 
us(i) = us(i) + d 

150 continue 
130 continue 

c-------------------------------
if(us(i) .gt. urn) goto 160 
rei) = 0.0 
goto 170 

160 continue 
rei) = us(i) - urn 
us(i) = urn 

170 continue 
c-------------------------------

sCi) = us(i) * uk 
us(i) - us(i) - sCi) 

c-------------------------------
q(i) = (r(i) + sCi»~ + b(i) 
if (i .ge. ndat) goto 180 
us(i + 1) c us(i) 
bs(i + 1) = bs(i) 
i - i + 1 
goto 90 

c-------------------
180 continue 

return 
end 
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Figure B.1 Operational outline of the SIXPAR model 
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Figure B.2 Error-free streamflow data used for SIXPAR model studies 
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Table B.l: SIXPAR Model "True- Streamflow Data 

t q t q t q t q t q 

1 1.40 41 11.00 81 5.73 121 7.50 161 7.10 
2 3.52 42 7.50 82 8.56 122 6.25 162 11.60 
3 4.16 43 5.05 83 16.06 123 4.65 163 7.50 
4 4.49 44 3.86 84 18.50 124 3.41 164 5.65 
5 3.14 45 2.93 85 17.50 125 3.04 165 4.25 . 
6 2.46 46 2.73 86 16.50 126 3.03 166 3.16 
7 1.97 47 3.79 87 15.50 127 3.42 167 2.48 
8 1.57 48 3.91 88 14.50 128 3.94 168 1.99 
9 3.06 49 3.45 89 13.00 129 6.45 169 1.89 

10 6.62 50 2.76 90 10.50 130 10.31 170 2.11 
11 32.62 51 2.71 91 8.75 131 20.00 171 3.09 
12 27.00 52 2.66 92 7.63 132 27.00 172 3.27 
13 12.00 53 2.83 93 6.59 133 33.00 173 2.62 
14 6.70 54 3.07 94 5.97 134 37.00 174 2.09 
15 4.81 55 3.45 95 5.29 135 35.00 175 1.68 
16 3.62 56 4.01 96 4.12 136 33.00 176 1.34 
17 2.77 57 5.93 97 3.16 137 31.00 177 1.07 
18 2.22 58 6.29 98 2.50 138 29.00 178 0.86 
19 2.38 59 6.97 99 2.00 139 26.00 179 0.69 
20 3.10 60 6.91 100 1.60 140 21.00 180 0.55 
21 5.20 61 7.20 101 2.28 141 17.00 181 0.84 
22 6.76 62 8.00 102 2.82 142 13.00 182 1.57 
23 4.83 63 13.00 103 3.66 143 10.00 183 1.56 
24 3.65 64 13.00 104 4.84 144 8.50 184 1.25 
25 2.79 65 11.00 105 6.86 145 6.85 185 1.00 
26 2.23 66 9.00 106 10:93 146 5.75 186 1.10 
27 1.79 67 8.50 107 14.00 147 5.04 187 2.28 
28 1.43 68 7.25 108 15.00 148 3.51 188 3.82 
29 1.14 69 6.48 109 17.00 149 2.67 189 8.89 
30 0.92 70 6.24 110 14.00 150 2.14 190 8.95 
31 1.53 71 5.54 111 16.00 151 2.41 191 7.22 
32 3.03 72 4.52 112 20.00 152 3.13 192 5.87 
33 3.02 73 3.15 113 28.00 153 3.10 193 4.40 
34 2.42 74 2.47 114 26.00 154 2.88 194 3.25 
35 1.93 75 2.17 115 22.00 155 2.30 195 2.54 
36 2.15 76 2.04 116 18.00 156 1.84 196 2.23 
37 4.00 77 2.13 117 16.00 157 1.48 197 2.59 
38 13.59 78 2.30 118 12.00 158 1.18 198 2.37 
39 37.00 79 3.04 119 10.00 159 1.84 199 2.20 
40 18.00 80 3.83 120 10.00 160 3.18 200 1.76 
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APPENDIX C 

CALIBRATION CRITERIA USED IN THIS RESEARCH 

C.1 The Simple Least Square Function (SLS) 

The SLS Function is the minimum variance unbiased estimator when output errors have 

zero mean, are uncorrelated, and have a stationary variance. The SLS Estimator has the following 

form: 

where qt,obs = observed output at time t 

qt,com(8) = model output at time t given parameters 

n = length of data set 

(C-1) 

The SLS is also the Maximum Likelihood Estimator for the case of Gaussian, zero mean, 

uncorrelated, stationary variance noise. 

C.2 The Maximum Likelihood Estimator for the Case of Gaussian Uncorrelated, 

Heteroscedastlc Errors (HMLE) 

The HMLE estimator [Sorooshian 1978, 1981a; Sorooshian and Dracup 1980) is the 

minimum variance asymtotically unbiased estimator when the errors are Gaussian, zero mean, 

uncorrelated, and have nonstationary variance along time. The variance of the errors is assumed 

to be related to the level of the output (magnitude of the flows). Such errors are believed to be 

common in streamflow data. The estimator has the form: 



n 
1: w,ef 

min HMLE _ ..;.1-...:;1 __ 
8,l. n 

III w, )"n 
1-1 
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(C-2) 

where E t = 'lobs • 'I.un Is the model residual at time t. 'lobs and 'I.IIIm are observed and 

simulated flows respectively; ~ Is the weight assigned to time t, computed as; 

w. ..2{1-') 
1- Tj' (C-3) 

where ( = 'ltrue Is the expected true flow at time t, and ~ Is the unknown transformation parameter 

which stabilizes the variance. The expect~ flow 'ltrue Is approximated using either "-obs or "-slm 

[Sorooshlan, Gupta and Fulton 1983]. Fulton [1982] showed that the estimator can become 

unstable when 'lslm is used to approximate (, and recommends using 'lobs' While this is the 

recommended procedure at present, It should be noted that use of 'lobs will cause some degree 

of bias in the estimate of ~ [see Gupta 1984]. 

Sorooshlan (1978) showed that to obtain the estimate of ~, the following implicit 

expression must be solved: 

n n n 
[1: In(/~ • 1: w, e~] - n . [1: w, In(~ e~] - 0 (C-4) 

1-1 '-1 '-1 

This Implicit expression for ~ is obtained by taking the derivative of the logarithm of equation C-1 

with respect to ~. Appendix 0 presents an altemative procedure for solving ~. 

The HMLE is solved In two stages. Given a set of model parameters, the residuals of the 

model are obtained. Next, Equation C-4 is solved to obtain an estimate of the parameter ~ using 
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an iterative numerical procedure (e.g., the method of False Position). This value of l is substituted 

Into Equation 0.2 and C-3 to compute the value of the HMLE function. 
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The maximum likelihood estimator for the heteroscedastic error case (HMLE) is given in 

Equation 0-2 (see Appendix C). To obtain the estimate of A, an iterative numerical procedure must 

be used to solve for A in Equation C4. Sorooshian [1978] proposed use of the Method of False 

Position to estimate A such that Equation C-4 is satisfied. Figure 0-1 is a plot illustrating the 

relationship between A and L in Equation C-4. It is shown that there is a fairty wide region where 

A is insensitive to value of L. This insensitivity has often been found to cause difficulties in 

estimating A. 

Another equivalent implicit expression of A, obtain~ by rearranging equation A-3, is as 

follows: 

where: 

R 
R=~-1=O 

Rn 

n 
Rd= L 2 

Et St 
1=1 

N 
Rn= L 2 

Wt Et 

t=1 

(0-1) 

(0-2) 

(0-3) 
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(0.4) 

(O.5) 

With this arrangment of terms, the function value HMLE can be computed as 

(0.6) 

Figure 0.2 shows the plot of .\ versus R under the same conditions In Figure 0.1. It is 

obvious that the Insensitivity has been reduced In Figure 0.2. 

Based on above observation, a revised procedure for computing HMLE and for estimating 

.\, given f t,obs and f t,slm' Is proposed as follows: 

(1) Select f t = f t,obs or ft,alm or (cr f t,obs + ~ f t,slm) , where cr+~= 1, cr, p-o,t= 1,2, ... ,n; 

(2) Compute 

and 

In t, 
at - -. for t - 1.2, ...• n 

Bd 

(3) Use an iterative procedure (e.g., Golden Section, or Fibonacci Method) to estimate .\ such 

that R = O. For demonstration purpose, a trlal-and-error procedure for estimation of .\ is 

given below: 

a) Give an Initial guess for .\ (for Instance .\ = 1); 

b) Compute 
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W, _ ptl-1). for 1 - 1.2 ••.•• n 

c) Compute 

n 
Rd - E I 

Wtet 
1-1 

d) Compute 

n 
Rn-L 

2 
W, e, at 

'-1 
e) Compute 

R _ Rn - 1 
Rd 

f) Check the value of R. If R > s, decrease~. Here s Is the prespeclfied precision. 

If R < s, increase~. Retum to step b; otherwise, stop. The final guess for ~. is 

the estimate of ~. 

g) Compute 

R; 
HMLE- ---~n 82(1·-1) .~ 

where Rd· is the value of Rd corresponding to ~ •. 

The above procedure was tested on the SIXPAR model (see Appendix B for description 

of the model). A sequence of 'rue- flows was generated by using assumed 'rue- parameter set 

(Po In Table 0.1). Then homoscedastlc and heteroscedastic type errors were synthesized at 

various levels and were added to the 'rue- flows to produce -observed- flows. Table 0.2 shows 

the statistics of ~ estimates for cases where the simulated flows were obtained with parameter set 

Po (e.g., the true parameter set). Table 0.3 shows the results for cases where simulated flows 
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were obtained using parameter set P 2' The statistics were obtained for 100 sequences of noises 

at given noise level ,and for 'given noise type. Figures 0.3 and 0.4 are the graphical illustrations 

of the test results. Note that for cases where observed flows were contaminated with 

homoscedastlc noises and the 'rue- flows were used as simulated flows. the value of .\ are close 

to 1. On the other hand. for heteroscedastlc error cases. the value of .\are near O. These 

phenomena are consistent with the' stochastic characteristics of noises: when .\ = 1. wt = 1 Implies 

the HMLE (Equation C.2) Is equivalent to the Simple Least Sq~re (SLS) Estimator; when .\ =0. 

wt = f;2 Illustrates a typical case where a log transformation Is necessary to stabllze the error 

(error variance Is proportional to flow magnitude. see Sorooshlan [1978]). 

The test results presented above have shown that the new procedure for estimation of >. 

works very well without any of the numerical difficulties that were faced In the previous approach. 
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S~~----~------T-----~------~----~~----~ 

Figure 0.1 An Dlustratlon of the relationship between.\ and L 
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Figure 0.2 An iJIustratlon of the relationship between ~ and R 
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Table 0.1 Parameter Values Used to Generate Simulated Flows 

UM UK BM BK A x 

Po 10.0 0.5 20.0 0.20 0.31 3.0 

P2 15.0 0.6 25.0 0.25 0.31 3.0 
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Table 0.2 Statistics of >. Estimates for Simulated Flows Obtained with Po 

Type\Level (%) 0 10 20 25 50 

Mean(>.) 0.9661 0.9215 0.8951 0.7578 
Homo. 

STO(>.) 0.0399 O.04n 0.0449 0.0543 

Mean(>.) -0.0129 -0.0207 -0.0303 {).0449 
Heter. 

STO(>.) 0.0311 0.0325 0.0323 0.0311 
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Table 0.3 Statistics of .\ Estimates for Simulated Flows Obtained with P 2 

Type\Level (%) 0 10 20 2!? 50 

Mean(.\) 0.0450 0.3234 0.4620 0.4943 0.5521 
Homo. 

STO('\) 0.0 0.0186 0.0266 0.02n 0.0410 

Mean(.\) 0.0535 0.0488 0.0407 0.0121 
Heter. 

STO(~) 0.0099 0.0159 0.0183 0.0201 



APPENDIX E 

A PROCEDURE FOR GENERAnNG A RANDOM 

ERROR SEQUENCE 

E.1 Generating a Homoscedastic Error Sequence 
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Let {UtI t= 1.2 •...• n} be a data sequence and U be the mean of the data sequence. Let {Et• 

t=1.2 ..... n} be a sequence of independently and identically distributed N(0,1) Gaussian random 

numbers. Given the error level 6 (0s6s100). a sequence of homescedastic data error. {et• 

t=1.2 ..... n}. can be computed through the following expression: 

1 -
II, = -6'u'E, 

100 
(E.1) 

The "observed" data sequence. {vt• t=1.2 ..... n}. which contains homoscedastic error can be 

obtained by adding the error sequence {Et.t=1.2 ..... n} to the data sequence {UtI t=1.2 ..... n}. i.e .• 

v, = u, + E, (E.2) 

If VI is less than O. set vt to a prespecified small value. say 0.0001. 

E.2 Generating a Heteroscedastic Error Sequence 

Let {UI' t=1.2 ..... n} be a data sequence. Let {Et• t=1.2 ..... n} be a sequence of 

independently and identically distributed N(0,1) Gaussian random numbers. Given the error level 

6 (Os6s100). a sequence of heteroscedastic error. ret. t:1.2 ..... n}. can be computed through the 

following expression: 

1 
8, = -& 'U,'E, 

100 
(E.3) 
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The ·observed· data sequence, {Vt' t=1,2, .•. ,n}, which contains heteroscedastlc error can be 

obtained by adding the error sequence {'t,t= 1,2, ... ,n} to the data sequence {ut' t= ~ ,2, ... ,n}, I.e., 

v, - ut + at (E.4) 

If vt Is less than 0, set vt to a prespeclfled small value, say 0.0001. 



APPENDIX F 

CONTOUR AND MESH PLOTS SHOWING THE LOCATIONS OF 

LOCAL OPTIMA IN 2·D PARAMETER SUBSPACES 
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3-0 Suzface (OM • UK) 

Figure F.1 Contour and mesh plots in UM·UK parameter sub-space 
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Figure F.2 Contour and mesh plots in UM·BM parameter sub-space 
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3-D Sarface (tJM • Bit) 

Figure F.3 Contour and mesh plots In UM·BK parameter sub-space 
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Figure F.4 Contour and mesh plots In UM-A parameter sub-space 
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Figure F.S Contour and mesh plots in UM·X parameter sub-space 
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Figure F.B Contour and mesh plots In UK·A parameter sub-space 
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Contour Plot (UK • Xl 

3-0 Swfacc (UK. Xl 

Figure F.9 Contour and mesh plots in UK·X parameter sub-space 
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CanlOUr' Ploc (1M • BIC) 

BM 

].D Surface (BM • BIC) 

Figure F.10 Contour and mesh plots in BM·BK parameter sulrspace 
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Contour Ploc (BM • A) 
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BM 

3-D Sudace (BM • A) 

Figure F.11 Contour and mesh plots in BM·A parameter sub-space 
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3-1) Sur!=: (BM -Xl 

10 20 

BM 

3-1) Sudacc (BM - Xl 

Figure F.12 Contour and mesh plots in BM-X parameter sub-space 
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Conraar PJoc (aK • A) 
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Figure F.13 Contour and mesh plots in BK-A parameter sub-space 
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Figure F.14 Contour and mesh plots In BK·X parameter sub.space 
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Figure F.1S Contour and mesh plots in A-X parameter sub-space 
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APPENDIX G 

3-D PLOTS SHOWING THE LOCATIONS OF LOCAL 

OPTIMA IN 3-D PARAMETER SUBSPACES 
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Figure G.1 Locations of local optima In UM-UK-BM parameter sub-space 
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Figure G.2 Locations of local optima in UM·UK·SK parameter sub-space 
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Figure G.3 Locations of local optima in UM-UK-A parameter sub-space 
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Figure G.4 Locations of local optima In UM·UK·X parameter sub-space 
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Figure G.S Locations of local optima in UM-BM·BK parameter sub-space 
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008 

Figure G.G Locations of local optima in UM·BM·A parameter sub-space 
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Figure G.7 Locations of local optima In UM·BM·X parameter sub-space 
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Figure G.a Locations of local optima in UM-BK-A parameter sub-space 
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Figure G.g Locations of local optima in UM·BK·X parameter sub-space 
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Figure G.10 locations Of local optima in UM·A·X parameter sub-space 
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Figure G.11 Locations of local optima In UK·BM·BK parameter sub-space 
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Figure G.12 Locations of local optima In UK·BM·A parameter sub-space 
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Figure G.13 Locations of local optima in UK·BM·X parameter sub-space 
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Figure G.14 Locations of local optima in UK-BK·A parameter sub-space 
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10.0 

Figure G.1S locations of local optima In UK·BK·X parameter sub-space 
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Figure G.16 Locations of local optima in UM·A·X parameter sub-space 
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Figure G.17 Locations of local optima in BM·BK·A parameter sub-space 
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10.0 

Figure G.18 Locations of local optima in BM·BK·X parameter sub-space 
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Figure G.19 Locations of local optima in BM·A-X parameter sub-space 
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Figure G.20 LocatIons of local optima In BK-A·X parameter sub-space 



APPENDIX H 

TEST FUNCTIONS USED IN CHAPTER SIX 

1. Goldstein-Price Function (dimension n = 2): 

Itx1.A2> .. [-2 + (x, + "2 + 1)2(19 - 14x, + 3x: - 14"2 ~ 6X,X: +3"2~] x 

(30 + (2x1 - 3~~(18 - 32x1 + 12xf + 48"2 - 3Sx,"2 + 27xf)J. 
-2 :!O x,. "2 ~ 2 
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The global minimum is equal to 0 and the minimum point is (0,-1). There are four local minima in 

the region of interest. 

2. Rosenbrock Function (n = 2): 

2 22 
ItX1'~ = 1 00 (~ - Xt) + (1 - x,) 

-5 :!O x1 :!O 5, -2 ~ ~ < 8 

The minimum value is 0 and the minimum point is at (1,1). There is only one minimum in the region 

of interest. 

3. Six-Hump Camel-Back function (n = 2): 

4 2 21 4 1 e 4 2 4 4 I{Xt.~ = 1.036285 + x1 - • X1 + 3X1 + x,"2 - X2 + Xz 

-5 :!O x1• ~ S 5 
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The function Is symmetric about the origin and has three pairs of local minima. The global 

minimum Is 0 at (0.~8983.-o.7126) and (-0.08983.0.7126). 

4. Rastrlgin FunCtion (n = 2): 

1{X1'~ - 2 + ~ + x: -cos11bG -cos1~ 
-1 $ x1• J2 $ 1 

The global minimum Is 0 at (0.0). There are more than 50 local minima In the region of Interest. 

arranged In a. lattice configuration. 

5. Shekel Function (n = 4): 

m 
t{x) - 10.5364 - E _--=-...;..1 __ 

1-1 (X-B) T(X-B~ + C, 

x - (~.~.~.x.J ': B, -(BIt.Bf2tB~BJ ': 
o ~ XI ~ 10, 1 - 1, ... ,4 

c, > O. 1- 1 •.•.• m 

where al and c1 for i= 1, ... ,m, m= 10 are specffied in Table H.1. The global minimum is 0 at a point 

close to (4,4,4,4). There are 10 local minima in the region of interest. 

6. Hartman Function en = 6): 

4 n 
t{x) - 3.32 - E c, exp[ -E t1., (~ - p~2 ) 

1-1 1-1 
x - (-'; ..... Xe) ': p, - CP".·· •• p,,) 1', t1., - (t1./1' ••• 't1..l 1', c, > O. 1-1, ..•• 4 
o $ ~ $ 1. J - 1 ..... n 
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where n = 6, and CljJ' el, and PIJ for 1= 1, ... ,4 and J= 1, ... ,6 are specified In Tables H.2 and H.3. The 

global minimum Is 0 at (0.201,0.150,0.477,0.275,0.311,0.657). There are 4 local minima In the 

region of Interest. 

7. Griewank Function (n = 10): 

n ~ n 
It~ - L _I - IT eos(xd{l) + 1 

1-1 d 1-1 
-800 ~ XI ~ 800. 1- 1 ..... 10. d - 600 

The global minimum Is 0 and Is at the origin. There are several thousand local minima In the 

region of Interest. 
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Table H.1 8 1 and c1 values for Shekel Function 

8 1 C1 

1 4 4 4 4 0.1 

2 1 1 1 1 0.2 

3 8 8 8 8 0.2 

4 6 6 6 6 0.4 

5 3 7 3 7 0.4 

6 2 9 2 9 0.6 

7 5 5 3 3 0.3 

8 8 1 8 1 0.7 

9 6 2 6 2 0.5 

10 7 3.6 7 3.6 0.5 



Table H.2 «t and c1 values for Hartman Function 

1 

2 

3 

10.00 3.00 17.00 3.50 

0.05 10.00 17.00 0.10 

1.70 8.00 

8.00 14.00 

3.00 3.50 1.70 10.00 17.00 8.00 

1.0 

1.2 

3.0 

4 17.00 8.00 0.05 10.00 0.10 14.00 3.2 
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Table H.3 PI values for Hartman Function 

1 0.1312 0.1696 0.5569 0.0124 0.8283 0.5886 

2 0.2329 0~4135 0.8307 0.3736 0.1004 0.9991 

3 0.2348 0.1451 0.3522 0.2883 0.3047 0.6650 

4 0.4047 0.8828 0.8732 0.5743 0.1091 0.0381 



APPENDIX I 

COMPUTER CODES FOR THE SCE METHOD 

program gs4 
c 
c ALGORITHM FOR GLOBAL MINIMIZATION 
c by QINGYUN DUAN, 
c DEPT. OF HYDROLOGY & WATER RESOURCES 
c UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA, 
c TUCSON, AZ 85721 
c WRITTEN IN OCTOBER 1990. 
c REVISED IN AUGUST 1991. 
c 

implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z) 
c 
c ARRAY TO CONTAIN RANDOM SEEDS 

integer seed(IOO) 
c 
c ARRAYS USED IN SCE ALGORITHM 

c 
c 

dimension x(2000,20),xf(2000),bestx(20),worstx(20) 
dimension bu(20),bl(20),eps(2) 

c READ INPUT DATA 

c 
c 

call input(ifunc,nopt,iseed,nruns, 
& maxfe,maxlp,kconvg,eps,bu,bl,iprint, 
& npt,ngs,npg,nps,nspl) 

c IF MULTIPLE RUNS ARE REQUIRED, GENERATE THE NECESSARY SEEDS 
call seeds(iseed,nruns,seed) 

c 
c 
c BEGIN LOOP ON MULTIPLE OPTIMIZATION RUNS 

do 1000 i c I, nruns 

c 
c 

iseed = seed(i) 

c CALL GLOBAL SEARCH ALGORITHM 
c SCE = SHUFFLED COMPLEX EVOLUTION METHOO FOR GLOBAL OPTIMIZATION 

call sce4(ifunc,nopt,iseed,nruns, 
& maxfe,maxlp,kconvg,eps,bu,bl,iprint, 
& npt,ngs,npg,nps,nspl, 
& x,xf,bestx,worstx) 

c 
c 
c ENO LOOP ON MULTIPLE OPTIMIZATION RUNS 
1000 continue 

c 
c 
c CLOSE OUTPUT DATA FILES 

close(21) 
close(22) 
close(23) 

c 
c END OF PROGRAM 

stop 
end 
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c 
c 
c 
C===================~=======a======= •• a~====D •• === •• ======aa==-=== 

subroutine input(ifunc,nopt,iseed,nruns, 
& ~xfe,~xlp,kconvg,eps,bu,bl,iprint, 
& npt,ngs,npg,nps,nspl) 

c 
c LIST OF VARIABLES 
c 
c PARAMETERS FOR GLOBAL DIMENSIONING 
c mpar • max no. of parameters allowed for optimization 
c mpt • ~x no. of points allowed in the entire population 
c mps • ~x no. of points allowed in a simplex 
c mrun • ~x no. of runs allowed 
c 
c INPUT PARAMETERS FOR OPTIMIZATION CONTROL 
c ifunc = index indicating optimization function 
c • 1, Goldstein-Price function 
c = 2, Rosenbrock function 
c = 3, Six-Hump Camel-Back function 
c = 4, Rastrigin function 
c = 5, Griewank function 
c = 6, Shekel function 
c = 7, Hartman function 
c = 8, Multi-optimum Banana-shape function 
c • 9, SIXPAR model 
c npar = total number of parameters in a function 
c nopt = number of parameters to be"optimized 
c iseed = seed for generating random numbers 
c "runs = number of independent optimization runs to be performed 
c maxfe = max number of function evaluations allowed 
c maxlp = max number of shuffling loops allowed 
c kconvg = convergence check flag 
c = 1, check parameter convergence only 
c = 2, check function convergence only 
c = 3, check parameter and function convergence 
c = 4, check parameter or function convergence 
c = else, optimization stopped by max limits on 
c function "evaluations or shuffling loops 
c eps(1) = parameter convergence stopping criterion 
c eps(2) = function convergence stopping criterion 
c loc(i) = indicates order of parameters to be optimized 
c bu(i) = upper bounds for ith variable being optimized 
c bl(i) = lower bounds for ith variable being optimized 
c iprint = printout control parameter 
c = 1, print basic output at every loop 
c = 2, print basiC and detailed output at every loop 
c = 3, print basic output at initial and final loops only 
c & 4, print basic and detailed output 
c at initi41. and final loops only 
c 
c SCE PARAMETERS 
c npt = sample population size 
c ngs z number of complexes 
c npg • number of pOints in each complex 
c nps • number of points in a simplex 
c nspl = number of simplex steps taken for each complex 
c before shuffling 
c 
c SIXPAR HODEL VARIABLES AND PARAMETERS 
c ptCi) = true value for ith parameter 
c puCi) a upper bound for ith parameter 
c plCi) = lower bound for ith parameter 
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c ndata • number of data pOints 
c ns • number of state variables 
c p(.) • precipitation data 
c obsq(.) • observed streamflow data 
c truq(.) • true streamflow data 
c sO(.) - initial states 
c 

implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z) 
c 

parameter (mpar=20,mpt-2000,mps.SO,mrun=lOO) 
c 

dime~sion bu(20),bl(20),eps(2) 
c 
c COMMON BLOCKS STORING DATA INPUT FOR THE SIXPAR MODEL 

common /blockl/ ndata, ns, iobj 

c 

c 
c 

common /block2/ p(lOOO),obsq(lOOO),truq(IOOO),sO(2) 
common /block3/ q(IOOO),r(IOOO),b(IOOO),s(IOOO) 
common /block4/ npar,loc(20) 
comrr~n /blockS/ pt(20),pu(20),pl(20) 

character*20 infile, outfile 

c OPEN CONTROL FILE 

c 
c 

write(*,*) , READ THE NAME OF CONTROL DATA FILE:' 
read(*,*) infile 
open(unit=7, file=infile, status='old') 

c READ OPTIMIZATION CONTROL PARAMETERS 
read(7,*) 

c 
c 

read(7,10) ifunc,npar,nopt,iseed,nruns 
read(7,*) 
read(7,20) maxfe,maxlp,kconvg,(eps(k),k=I,2) 
read(7,*) 
read(7,lO) iprint,ngs,npg,nps,nspl 

c READ THE ORDER OF PARAMETERS TO BE OPTIMIZED 
read(7,*) 
read(7,lO) (loc(i),i - I, nopt) 

c 
c 
c CLOSE CONTROL FILE 

close(7) 
c 
c 
c IF npg, nps, OR nspl IS EQUAL TO 0, SET THEM TO DEFAULT VALUES 

if (npg .eq. 0) npg = nopt*2 + I 

c 
c 

if (nps .eq. 0) nps • nopt + 1 
if (nspl .eq. 0) nspl • nps 

c COMPUTE THE TOTAL NUMBER OF POINT IN THE ENTIRE POPULATION 
npt - ngs * npg 

c 
c 
c CHECK IF DIMENSIONALITY IS SATISFIED 

if (npar .gt. mpar) then 
write(*,*) , Error - npar > mpar' 
stop 

end if 
if (nopt .gt. npar) then 

write(*,*) , Error - nopt > npar' 
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c 
c 

stop 
end if 
if (npt .gt. mpt) then 

write(*,*) , Error - npt > mpt' 
stop 

end if 
if (nps .gt. mps) then 

write(*,*) , Error - nps > mps' 
stop . 

end if 
if (nruns .gt. mrun) then 

write(*,*) , Error - nruns > mrun' 
stop 

end if 
do 300 i = I, nopt 

if (loc(i) .gt. npar) then 
write(*,*) , Error in loc(i)' 
stop 

end if 
300 continue 

c OPEN INITIAL PARAMETERS FILE 

c 
c 

open(unit=8, file='par.dat', status='old') 

c READ INITIAL PARAMETERS DATA 

c 

400 continue 
read(8,30,end=450) kfunc 
read(8,40,end=450) (pt(j),j = 1, npar) 
read(8,40,end=450) (pl(j),j = 1, npar) 
read(8,40,end=450) (pu(j),j = 1, npar) 
if (kfunc .eq. ifunc) go to 500 

go to 400 
450 write(*,*)' Error in initial parameter data file' 

stop 
500 continue 

c CLOSE THE INITIAL PARAMETERS FILE 
close(S) 

c 
c 
c INITIALIZE UPPER, LOWER BOUNDS AND RANGE 

do 600 j = 1, nopt 
bu(j) = pu(loc(j» 
bl(j) = pl(loc(j» 

600 continue 
c 
c 
c READ THE PRECIPITATION DATA IF ifunc IS EQUAL TO 9 

c 
c 

if (ifunc .eq. 9) then 
open(unit=9. file='sixpar.dat' ,statusc'old') 
read(9, *) 
read(9,50) ndata.ns,iobj 
read(9, *) 
read(9,60) (sO(k),k=l,ns) 
read(9. *) 
do 700 f = 1. ndata 

read(9,70) idum, p(i), truq(i), obsq(i) 
700 continue 

c FOR ERROR-FREE SYNTHETIC DATA STUDY, GENERATE THE "TRUE" AND 
c "OBSERVED" DATA BY CALLING THE SIXPAR MODEL AT PARAMETER pt 
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1call • 0 
ft • functn(nopt.pt.1func.1call) 
do 800 1 • 1. ndata 

truq(i) • q(i) 
obsq(i) • q(i) 

800 continue 
c 
c CLOSE THE SIXPAR MODEL INPUT FILE 

close(9) 
c 
c 
c END DATA INPUT FOR SIXPAR MODEL 

end if 
c 
c 
c OPEN OUTPUT FILE TO CONTAIN BASIC INFORMATION 
c (FILE CONTAINING THE BEST POINT IN THE POPULATION AND OTHER 
c ESSENTIAL INFORMATION) 

c 
c 

write(*.*) 
S· ENTER THE NAME OF OUTPUT FILE (to contain basic output) • 
read(*.*) outfile 
open(unit=22. file=outfile, status='unknown'} 

c OPEN OUTPUT FILE TO CONTAIN DETAILED INFORMATION 
c (FILE CONTAINING EVERY SAMPLE POINTS IN THE POPULATION) 

write(*,*} 

c 
c 

S' ENTER THE NAME OF OUTPUT FILE (to contain detailed output) , 
read(*,*) outfile 
open(unit-23. file=outfile, status.'unknown'} 

c OPEN OUTPUT FILE CONTAINING TEXTUAL SUMMARY INFORMATION 
c (FILE CONTAINING CONTROL AND SCE PARAMETERS AND OUTPUTS BEFORE 
c AND AFTER THE OPTIMIZATION) 

c 
c 

write(*,*) . 
S' ENTER THE NAME OF OUTPUT FILE (to contain summary output) , 
read(*,*) outfile 
open(unit=21, file=outfile, status='unknown') 

c PRINT CONTROL VARIABLES DATA TO SUMMARY FILE 
write(21,80) 

c 
c 

write(21,90) 
write(21,100) ifunc,npar,nopt,iseed,nruns 
write(21,l10) maxfe,maxlp,kconvg,(eps(k),k=l,2) 
write(21,120) iprint,ngs,npg,nps,nspl 

c PRINT INITIAL PARAMETERS DATA TO SUMMARY FILE 
write(21,130) 

c 
c 

write(21,140) nopt 
write(21,150) 
do 2000 i = I, npar 

write(21,160) pt(i),pl(i),pu(i},loc(i) 
2000 continue 

c PRINT THE SIXPAR MODEL INPUT DATA FILE 
if (ifunc .eq. 9) then 

write(21.170) 
write(21.180} ndata. ns, iobj 
write(21,190) (sO(k), k=I.2) 
write(21,200) 
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c 

do 3000 i • I, ndata 
write(21,210) i, p(i), truq(i), obsq(i) 

3000 continue 
end if 

c END OF SUBROUTINE INPUT 
return . 

c 
c FORMAT STATEMENTS 

10 format(5i12) 

c 
c 
c 

20 format(3i12,2g12.4) 
30 format(i7) 
40 format(10g7.4) 
50 format(3i5) 
60 format(2f8.4) 
70 format(i5,3g10.4) 
80 formate' -- SUMMARY FILE FOR GLOBAL MINIMIZATION ALGORITHM -- ',I) 
90 format(/' Optimization Control Variables Data: ') 

100 format(/7x, 'ifunc' ,8x, 'npar' ,8x, 'nopt' ,7x, 'i seed , ,7x, 'nruns', 
& 1,5i12) 

110 format (!7x, 'maxfe' ,7x,'maxlp',6x,'kconvg' ,7x, 'eps(l)' ,7x, 'eps(2), , 
& 1,3i12,2g12.4) 

120 format(!6x, 'iprint',9x, 'ngs',9x,'npg',9x, 'nps',8x, 'nspl', 
& 1,5i12) 

130 format(!' Initial Parameters Data: ') 
140 format(!' Number of parameters to be optimized: ',i12) 
150 format(!8x, 'True',5x, 'Lower Bound',5x, 'Upper Bound',4x, 

& 'Optimization Flag') 
160 format(3(g12.4,4x),i12) 
170 format(!' The SIXPAR Model Input Data File: ') 
180 format(!' The number of data points: ',i12, 

& !' The number of states: ',i12, 
& I' The objective function index (l~SLS, 2~HMLE): ',i12) 

190 format(!' Initial States sO(i), i-l,2: " 2g12.4) 
200 format(!' Time Precip True Flow Obs. Flow',/) 
210 format(i5,3x,3g10.4) 

end 

c=================c========.=====a== •••• = ••• = •••• == ••• =._._======= 

c 
c 

subroutine sce4(ifunc,nopt,iseed,nruns, 
& maxfe,maxlp,kconvg,eps,bu,bl,iprint, 
& npt,ngs,npg,nps,nspl, 
& x,xf,bestx,worstx) 

c SHUFFLED COMPLEX EVOLUTION METHOD FOR GLOBAL OPTIMIZATION 
c by QINGYUN DUAN, 
c DEPT. HYDROLOGY & WATER RESOURCES 
c UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA, 
c TUCSON, AZ 85721 
c WRITTEN IN OCTOBER 1990. 
c REVISED IN AUGUST 1991 
c 
c LIST OF LOCAL VARIABLES 
c x(.,.) • coordinates of points in the population 
c xf(.) • function values of x(.,.) 
c xx(.) • coordinates of a single point in x 
c cx(.,.) • coordinates of pOints in a complex 
c cf(.) • function values of ex(.,.) 
c s(.,.) • coordinates of points in the current simplex 
c sf(.) • function values of s(.,.) 
c bestx(.) • best point at current shuffling loop 
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c bestf • function value of bestx(.) 
c worstx(.) • worst pOint at current shuffling loop 
c worstf • function value of worstx(.) 
c xmax(.) • largest parameter value in the population 
c xmin(.) • smallest parameter value in the population 
c xmean(.) • mean of parameters in the population 
c xnstd(.) • standard deviation of parameters in the population 
c gnrng • normalized geometric mean of parameter ranges 
c lcs(.) • indices locating position of s(.,.) in x(.,.) 
c bound(.) • bound on ith variable being optimized 
c iconvg(l) • flag for parameter convergence criterion 
c iconvg(2) • flag for function convergence criterion 
c iconvg(3) • flag for function evaluation limit stopping criterion 
c 1convg(4) • flag for shuffling loop limit stopping criterion 
c.-I, before optimization starts: 
c • 0 .> criterion not satisfied: 
c ~ 1 .> criterion satisfied 
c istop • 1. optimization stopped due to stopping criteria 
c • else. optimization still in progress 
c 

implicit real*8 (a-h.o-z) 
c 
c ARRAYS FROM THE INPUT DATA 

dimension bu(20).bl(20),eps(2) 
c 
c LOCAL ARRAYS 

c 

dimension x(2000.20).xx(20).bestx(20).worstx(20),xf(2000) 
dimension s(50.20),sf(50),lcs(50).cx(2000,20).cf(2000) 
dimension xmax(20).xmin(20).xmean(20),xnstd(20) 
dimension bound(20),iconvg(4) 

c INITIALIZE RANDOM S~EO 
c MAKE SURE THE INITIAL SEED IS NEGATIVE 

iseedl c -iseed 
c 
c COMPUTE THE BOUND FOR PARAMETERS BEING OPTIMIZED 

do 10 j = 1. nopt 

c 

bound(j) ~ bu(j) - bl(j) 
10 continue 

c GENERATE AN INITIAL SET OF npt RANDOM POINTS DISTRIBUTED 
c UNIFORMLY IN THE PARAMETER SPACE 

c 

do 30 i • 1. npt 
do 20 j = 1. nopt 

rand = ranl(iseedl) 
x(i,j) = bl(j) + bound(j) * rand 

20 continue 
30 continue 

c COMPUTE THE FUNCTION VALUE AT EACH POINT 
icall • 0 

c 

do 40 i c I, npt 
do 35 j = I, nopt 

xx(j) • x(i,j) 
35 continue 

icall = icall + 1 
xf(i) • functn(nopt.xx,ifunc.icall) 

40 continue 

c ARRANGE THE POINTS IN ORDER OF INCREASING FUNCTION VALUE 
call sort(npt.nopt.x,xf) 

c 
c RECORD THE BEST AND WORST POINTS 

do 50 j ~ 1. nopt 
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c 

bestx(j) • x(I,j) 
worstx(j) • x(npt,j) 

50 continue 
bestf • xf(1) . 
worstf • xf(npt) 

c SET CONVERGENCE FLAG EQUAL TO -I, 1stop EQUAL TO 0 
iconvg(l) • -1 
iconvg(2) • -1 
iconvg(3) • -1 
1convg(4) • -1 
istop • 0 

c 
c COMPUTE THE INITIAL PARAMETER RANGE 

call pconvg(npt,nopt,x,pt,xmax,xmin,xmean,xnstd, 
& bound,eps(I),iconvg(I),gnrng) 

c 
c PRINT RESULTS FOR THE INITIAL POPULATION 

call print(npt,nopt,iconvg,istop,iprint, 
& x,xf,bestx,bestf,worstx,worstf,xmax,xmin, 
& xmean,xnstd,O,icall,gnrng) 

c 
c BEGIN THE MAIN LOOP ---------------

nloop • 0 
1000 continue 

nloop E nloop + 1 
c 
c BEGIN LOOP ON COMPLEXES 

do 3000 igs ~ I, ngs 
c 
c ASSIGN POINTS INTO COMPLEXES 

do 54 kl = I, npg 

c 

k2 = (kl-l) * ngs + igs 
do 53 j = I, nopt 

cx(kl,j) = x(k2,j) 
53 continue 

cf(kl) = xf(k2) 
54 continue 

c BEGIN INNER LOOP - RANDOM SELECTION OF SIMPLEXES --------------
do 2000 loop = I, nspl 

c 
c CHOOSE A SIMPLEX (nps pOints) ACCORDING TO A LINEAR 
c PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION 

c 

c 

if (nps .eq. npg) then 
do 55 k = 1. nps 

lcs(k) = k 
55 continue 

go to 85 
end if 

rand = ranl(iseedl) 
lcs(l) • 1 + dint(npg + 0.5 - sqrt( (npg+.5)**2 -

& npg * (npg+l) * rand » 
do 80 k • 2. nps 

60 rand. ranl(iseedl) 
lpos = 1 + dint(npg + 0.5 - sqrt«npg+.5)**2 -

& npg*(npg+l)*rand» 
do 70 kl • 1. k-l 

if (lpos .eq. lcs(kl» go to 60 
70 continue 

lcs(k) = lpos 
80 continue 
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c ARRANGE THE SIMPLEX IN ORDER OF INCEASING FUNCTION VALUE 
call sort1(nps,lcs) 

c 
c CREATE THE SIMPLEX ARRAYS 

85 do 100 k ., I, nps 

c 

do 90 j • I, nopt 
s(k,j) • cx(lcs(k),j) 

90 continue 
sf(k) • cf(lcs(k» 

100 continue 

c USE THE SIMPLEX TO GENERATE A NEW POINT 
call cce(nps,nopt,s,sf,b1,bu,xmax,xmin, 

& xmean,xnstd,1func,1ca11,1seed1) 
c 
c IF THE SIMPLEX IS ACCEPTED, REPLACE THE NEW SIMPLEX INTO THE GROUP 

do 120 k • I, nps 

c 

do 110 j • I, nopt 
cx(lcs(k),j) ., s(k,j) 

110 continue 
cf(lcs(k» ., sf(k) 

120 continue 

c SORT THE POINTS 
call sort(npg,nopt,cx,cf) 

c 
c END OF INNER LOOP ------------
2000 continue 

c 
c REPLACE THE NEW GROUP INTO ORIGINAL ARRAY x(.,.) 

do 125 kl • I, npg 

c 

k2 • (k1-1) * ngs + 19s 
do 124 j = I, nopt 

x(k2,j) .. cx(k1,j) 
124 continue 

xf(k2) = cf(k1) 
125 continue 

c END LOOP ON GROUPS' 
3000 c.ontinue 

c 
c RE-SORT THE POINTS 

call sort(npt,nopt,x,xf) 
c 
c RECORO THE BEST ANO WORST POINTS 

do 130 j • I, nopt 
bestx(j) .. x(I,j) 
worstx(j) ., x(npt,j) 

130 continue 
bestf .. xf(1) 
worstf • xf(npt) 

c 
c TEST THE GROUP FOR PARAMETER CONVERGENCE 

1 convg( I) • 0 
iconvg(2) = 0 
iconvg(3) ., 0 
iconvg(4) ., 0 
call pconvg(npt,nopt.x,pt,xmax,xmin,xmean,xnstd, 

& bound,eps(1).1convg(1),gnrng) 
c 
c TEST THE GROUP FOR FUNCTION CONVERGENCE 

if (bestf .1t. eps(2» then 
iconvg(2) = 1 

end if 
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c 
c TEST IF MAXIMUM NUMBER OF FUNCTION EVALUATIONS EXCEEDED 

if (icall .ge. maxfe) then 
iconvg(3) • 1 
go to 9000 

end if 
c 
c TEST IF MAXIMUM NUMBER OF SHUFFLING LOOPS EXCEEDED 

if (nloop .ge. maxlp) then 
iconvg(4) • 1 
go to 9000 

end if 
c 
c IF SELECTED CONVERGENCE CRITERIA ARE SATISFIED, TERMINATE SEARCH 
c 
c IF kconvg IS EQUAL TO 1, CHECK PARAMETER CONVERG£NCE ONLY 

if (kconvg .eq. 1) then 

c 

if (iconvg(l) .eq. 1) go to 9000 
end if 

c IF kconvg IS EQUAL TO 2, CHECK FUNCTION CONVERGENCE ONLY 
if (kconvg .eq. 2) then 

c 

if (iconvg(2) .eq. 1) go to 9000 
end if 

c IF kconvg IS EQUAL TO 3. CHECK PARAMETER AND FUNCTION CONVERGENCE 
if (kconvg .eq. 3) then 

c 

if (iconvg(l) .eq. 1 .and. iconvg(2) .eq. 1) go to 9000 
end if 

c IF kconvg IS EQUAL TO 4. CHECK PARAMETER OR FUNCTION CONVERGENCE 
if (kconvg .eq. 4) then 

if (iconvg(l) .eq. 1 .or. iconvg(2) .eq. 1) go to 9000 
e'1d if 

c 
c NONE OF THE STOPPIKG CRITERIA IS SATISFIED. CONTINUE SEARCH 
c 
c PRINT RESULTS FOR THE LOOP 

call print(npt.nopt.iconvg.istop.iprint. 
& x.xf.bestx.bestf.worstx.worstf.xmax.xmin. 
& xmean.xnstd.nloop.icall.gnrng) 

c 
c END OF MAIN LOOP ----------

go to 1000 
c 
c SEARCH TERMINATED 
9000 continue 

c 
c 
c PRINT THE RESULTS 

istop = 1 
call print(npt.nopt.iconvg.istop.iprint. 

& x.xf.bestx.bestf.worstx.worstf.xmax.xmin. 
& xmean,xnstd.nloop.icall.gnrng) 

10000 continue 
c 
c END OF SUBROUTINE SCE 

return 

c 
c 
c 

end 

C======~===.=.==.c= •• ==============.=.====.= ••• ==== •• =c •••••••• ====== 
subroutine cce(nps.nopt.s.sf.bl.bu.xmax.xmin. 
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& xmean,xnstd,ifunc,icall,iseedl) 
c 
c ALGORITHM GENERATE A NEW POINT(S) FROM A SIMPLEX 
c 
c SIMPLEX VARIABLES 

c 

implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z) 
dimension s(50,20),sf(50),~x(20),xmin(20) 
dimension bu(20),bl(20),xmean(20),xnstd(20) 

c LIST OF LOCAL VARIABLES 
c wo(.). the worst point of the simplex 
c fw • function value of the worst point 
c ce(.). the centroid of the simplex excluding wo 
c snew(.). new point generated from the simplex 
c step(.). vector from wo to ce 
c 

dimension wo(20) ,ce(20) ,snew(20) ,step(20) 
e 
c EQUIVALENCE OF VARIABLES FOR READABILTY OF CODE 

n • nps 
m ., nopt 

c 
e IDENTIFY THE WORST POINT wo OF THE SIMPLEX s 
c COMPUTE THE CENTROID ce OF THE REMAINING POINTS 
c COMPUTE step, THE VECTOR BETWEEN wo AND ce 
e IDENTIFY THE WORST FUNCTION VALUE fw 

e 

do 20 j ., 1, m 
wo(j) ., s(n,j) 
ee(j) .. 0.0 
do 10 i ., 1, n-l 

ce(j) • ee(j) + s(i,j) 
10 continue 

ce(j) • ce(j)/dble(n-l) 
step(j) = ce(j) - wo(j) 

20 continue 
fw = sf(n) 

e COMPUTE THE NEW POINT snew 
e 
e FIRST TRY A REFLECTION STEP 

do 30 j = 1, m 

e 

snew(j) = wo(j) + 2. * step(j) 
30 continue 

c CHECK IF snew IS WITHIN BOUND OR NOT 
ibound = 0 

c 
c 

do 40 j • 1, m 
if (snew(j) .gt. bu(j) .or. snew(j) .It. bl (j» then 

ibound .. 1 
go to 50 

end if 
40 continue 
50 continue 

e snew IS OUTSIDE THE BOUND, 
e CHOOSE A POINT AT RANDOM WITHIN FEASIBLE REGION ACCORDING TO 
e A NORMAL DISTRIBUTION WITH BEST POINT OF THE SIMPLEX 
e AS MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION OF THE GROUP AS STD 

if (ibound .eq. 1) then 
do 70 j • 1, m 

60 r • gasdev(iseedl) 
snew(j) • s(l,j) + xnstd(j)*r 
if (snew(j) .gt. bu(j) .or. snew(j) .It. bl(j» go to 60 
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c 
c 

70 continue 
end if 

c COMPUTE THE FUNCTION VALUE AT snew 
icall • tcall + 1 
fnew • functn(nopt,snew,ifunc,icall) 

c 
c COMPARE fnew WITH THE WORST FUNCTION VALUE fw 
c 
c fnew IS LESS THAN fw, ACCEPT THE NEW POINT anew AND RETURN 

if (fnew .le. fw) go to 9000 
c 
c 
c fnew IS GREATER THAN fw, SO TRY A CONTRACTION STEP 

do 120 j • I, m 

c 

snew(j) = wo(j) + 0.5 * step(j) 
120 continue 

c COMPUTE THE FUNCTION VALUE OF THE CONTRACTED POINT 
icall • icall + 1 
fnew • functn(nopt,snew,ifunc,icall) 

c 
c COMPARE fnew TO THE WORST VALUE fw 
c IF fnew IS LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO fw, THEN ACCEPT THE POINT AND RETURN 

if (fnew .le. fw) then 

c 
c 

go to 9000 
end if 

c IF BOTH REFLECTION AND CONTRACTION FAIL, CHOOSE ANOTHER POINT 
c ACCORDING TO A NORMAL DISTRIBUTION WITH BEST POINT OF THE SIMPLEX 
c AS MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION OF THE GROUP AS STD 

c 

do 150 j = I, m 
140 r = gasdev(iseedl) 

snew(j) = s(I,j) + xnstd(j)*r 
if (snew(j) .gt. bu(j) .or. snew(j) .It. bl(j» go to 140 

150 continue 

c COMPUTE THE FUNCTION VALUE AT THE RANDOM POINT 
icall = icall + 1 
fnew = functn(nopt,snew,1func,icall) 

c 
c 
c REPLACE THE WORST POINT BY THE NEW POINT 

9000 continue 

c 

do 160 j • I, m 
s(n,j) = snew(j) 

160 continue 
sf(n) • fnew 

c END OF SUBROUTINE GSNEWP 
return 

c 
c 
c 

end 

C===~ •• =.=~ •••••••• = ••••••••• = ••••••• =.=C ••••••••• =.==== •• z ••• ===.== 
subroutine pconvg(npt,nopt,x,pt,xmax,xmin,xmaan,xnstd, 

& bound,epsl, iconvl ,gnrng) 
c 
c SUBROUTINE CHECKING FOR PARAMETER CONVERGENCE 

implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z) 
dimension x(2000,20),xmax(20),xmin(20) 
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c 

dimension xmean(20).xnstd(20).bound(20) 
parameter (delta • 1.0d-20) 

c COMPUTE MAXIMUM. MINIMUM AND STANDARD DEVIATION OF PARAMETER VALUES 
gsum • O.dO 

c 

do 20 k • 1. nopt 
xmax(k) • -1.0d+20 
xmln(k) • 1.0d+20 
xsuml • O.dO 
xsum2 • O.dO 
do 10 I • 1. npt 

xmax(k) • dmaxl(x(l.k). xmax(k» 
xmln(k) • dmlnl(x(l.k). xmln(k» 
xsuml • xsuml + x(f.k) 
xsum2 • xsum2 + x(l.k)*x(l.k) 

10 continue 
xmean(k) • xsuml / dble(npt) 
xnstd(k) • (xsum2 / dble(npt) - xmean(k)*xmean(k» 
If (xnstd(k) .le. delta) xnstd(k) • delta 
xnstd(k) c dsqrt(xnstd(k» 
xnstd(k) • xnstd(k) / bound(k) 
gsum • gsum + dlog( delta + (xmax(k)-xmln(k»/bound(k) 

20 continue 
gnrng • dexp(gsum/dble(nopt» 

c IF iconvl = -1. ONLY xmax, xmln. xmean AND xnstd ARE REQUIRED 
c SO RETURN TO CALLING SUBROUTINE 

If (Iconvl .eq. -1) return 
c 
c CHECK IF NORMALIZED STANDARD DEVIATION OF PARAMETER IS CC eps 

Iconvg = 0 

c 

do 30 k • 1. nopt 
if (xnstd(k) .gt. epsl) then 

iconvl • 0 
go to 40 

end if 
30 continue 
40 continue 

c END OF SUBROUTINE PCONVG 
return 

c 
c 
c 

end 

c=================================c=.c ••• ~ •• === •••• ===cc========= 

c 

c 

c 
c 

subroutine print(npt.nopt.iconvg,istop,iprint, 
& x,xf,bestx,bestf,worstx,worstf,xmax,xmin,xmean, 
& xnstd,nloop,icall,gnrng) 

implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z) 
dimension x(2000,20),bestx(20),worstx(20),xf(2000) 
dimension xmax(20),xmin(20),xmean(20),xnstd(20),lconvg(4) 

lconvg • iconvg(l) + 2*iconvg(2) + 4*lconvg(3) + B*iconvg(4) 

c IF iprint IS LESS THAN 2, PRINT BASIC INFORMATION FOR EVERY LOOP 
if (Iprlnt .le. 2) write(22,100) nloop,lcall,lconvg, 

& bestf,worstf,(bestx(j),j=l,nopt), 
& (xnstd(j) ,j=l,nopt) ,gnrng 

c 
c 
c IF iprint IS EQUAL TO 2, PRINT DETAILED INFORMATION FOR EVERY LOOP 
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c 

if (iprint .eq. 2) then 
do 10 i - 1, npt 

write(23,1l0) xf(1.),(x(i ,j),j-1,nopt) 
10 continue . 

end if 

c PRINT-OUT FOR INITIAL AND FINAL LOOP 

c 
c 

if (nloop .eq. 0 .or. istop .eq. 1) then 

c PRINT OUT SUMMARY OF INITAIL AND FINAL LOOP 
call prsum(nopt,nloop,1call, 

c 
c 

& bestx,bestf,worstx,worstf, 
& xmax,xmin,xmean,xnstd,1convg,1pr1nt) 

c IF iprint IS EQUAL TO 3, 
c PRINT THE BASIC INFORMATION OF INITAIL AND FINAL LOOP ONLY 

if (iprint .ge. 3) then 

c 
c 

wr1te(22,100) nloop,icall,lconvg, 
& bestf,worstf,(bestx(j),jz 1,nopt), 
& (xnstd(j),jc 1,nopt),gnrng 

end if 

c PRINT DETAILED INFORMATION FOR INITAIL AHD FINAL LOOP 

c 

if (iprint .eq. 4) then . 
do 20 i = 1, npt 

write(23,ll0) xf(i),(x(i,j),j=l,nopt) 
20 . continue 

end if 
end if 

c END OF SUBROUTINE PRINT 
return 

c 
c 
c 

100 format(3i6,2g12.4,42g12.4) 
110 format(g12.4,20g12.4) 

end 

C=========C=~=D===.======.== ••••• ================ •••••• ~====.=.======= 
subroutine prsum(nopt,nloop,icall,bestx,bestf,worstx,worstf, 

& xmax,xmin,xmean,xnstd,iconvg,iprint) 
c 
c THIS SUBROUTINE PRINT THE SUMMARY INFORMATION 

implicit real*B (a-h,o-z) 

c 

dimension bestx(20),worstx(20) 
dimension xmax(20),xmin(20),xmean(20),xnstd(20),1convg(4) 

wr1te(21,*) '-------------------' 
if (iprint .ne. 3) then 

if (iconvg(1) .eq. 1) write(21,10) 
if (iconvg(2) .eq. 1) write(21,20) 
if (iconvg(3) .eq. 1) write(21,30) 
if (iconvg(4) .eq. 1) write(21,35) 

end if 
write(21,40) nloop 
write(21,50) icall 
write(21,60) bestf,(bestx(i),i c 1,nopt) 
write(21,BO) worstf,(worstx(i),icl,nopt) 
write(21,lOO) (xmax(i),i c1,nopt) 
write(21,l10) (xmin(i),i-1,nopt) 
write(21,120) (xmean(i),i-l,nDpt) 
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write(21,130) (xnstd(i),i-l,nopt) 
c 
c END OF SUBROUTINE prsum 

c 
c 
c 

c 
c 

return 
10 formate!' Parameter Convergence Reached'!) 
20 formate!' Function Convergence Reached'!) 
30 formate!' Maximum Function Evaluation Limit Reached'!) 
35 formate!' Maximum Shuffling Loop Limit Reached'!) 
40 formate' n100p - " i12) 
50 format ( , iea11 - " il2) 
60 formate' bestf -',g12.4,' bestx(i), i-1,nopt ' ,15g12.4) 
80 formate' worstf-' ,g12.4,' worstx(i),t-l,nopt ' ,15g12.4) 

100 formate' xmax(i),i-1,nopt ',15g12.4) 
110 formate' xmin(t),t-l,nopt ·,lSg12.4) 
120 formate' xmean(i),i-l,nopt ',15912.4) 
130 formate' xnstd(i),i-l,nopt ',15g12.4) 

end 

subroutine sort(n,m.rb,ra) 

c SORTING SUBROUTINE ADAPTED FROM "NUMERICAL RECIPES" 
c BY W.H. PRESS ET AL., pp. 233-234 
c 
c LIST OF VARIABLES 
c ra(.) • array to be sorted 
c rbe.,.) - arrays ordered corresponding to rearrangement of ra(.) 
c wk(.,.), iwk(.) .. local varib1es 
c 

c 

c 

implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z) 
dimension ra(2000),rb(2000,20),wk(2000,20),iwk(2000) 

call indexx(n, ra, iwk) 
do 11 i = I, n 
wk(i,l) .. ra(i) 

11 continue 
do 12. i II: I, n 
ra(i) .. wk(iwk(i),l) 

12 continue 
do 14 j • I, m 
do 13 i-I, n 
wk(i,j) .. rb(I,j) 

13 continue 
14 continue 

do 16 j .. I, m 
do 15 i .. 1, n 
rb(I,j) .. wk(lwk(i),j) 

15 continue 
16 conti nue 

c END DF SUBROUTINE SORT 
return 

c 
c 

end 

c··c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

c 
c 

subroutine sortl(n,ra) 

c SORTING SUBROUTINE ADAPTED FROM "NUMERICAL RECIPES" 
c BY W.H. PRESS ET AL., pp. 231 
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c 
c LIST OF VARIABLES 
c ra(.) • integer array to be sorted 
c 

c 

c 

c 

implicit real*8 (a~h,o~z) 
dimension ra(n) 

integer ra, rra 

1 ., (n I 2) + 1 
ir ., n 

10 continue 
if (1 .gt. 1) then 
1 • 1 ~ 1 
rra • ra(l) 
else 
rra 0: ra(ir) 
ra(ir) • ra(l) 
ir·ir~1 
if (ir .eq. 1) then 
ra(l) = rra 
return 
end if 
end if 
i II 1 
j .. 1 + 1 

20 if (j .le. ir) then 
if (j .It. ir) then 
if (ra(j) .It. ra(j + 1» j .. j + 1 
end if 
if (rra .It. ra(j» then 
ra(l) .. ra(j) 

:'1 = j 
j II: j + j 
else 
j 0: ir + 1 
end if 
goto 20 
end if 
ra(i) = rra 
goto 10 

c END OF SUBROUTINE SORT1 
end 

c 
c 
c 

c 
subroutine indexx(n, arrin, indx) 

implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z) 
dimension arrin(n), indx(n) 

c 
do -11 j 0: 1. n 
indx(j) 0: j 

11 continue 
1 II (n I 2) + 1 
ir • n . 

10 continue 
i f (1 • gt. 1) then 
1 II 1 ~ 1 
i ndxt .. i ndx(1 ) 
q • arrin(indxt) 
else 
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c 
c 
c 

indxt • indx(ir) 
q • arrin(indxt) 
indx(ir) • 1ndx(1) 
ir-1r-1 
if (ir .eq. 1) then 
indx(1) • indxt 
return 
end if 
end if 
i • 1 
j • 1 + 1 

20 if (j .le. ir) then 
if (j .It. ir) then 
if (arrin(indx(j» .It. arrin(indx(j + 1») j • j + 1 
end if 
if (q .It. arrin(indx(j») then 
indx(i) • indx(j) 
i • j 
j = j + j 
else 
j = ir + 1 
end if 
goto 20 
end if 
indx(;) • indxt 
goto 10 
end 

C=============8a •• ==Ea==zs ••• ===z ••• ======= ••• ca========== 

e 

real*8 function ran1(idum) 
implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z) 
dimension r(97) 
parameter (m1 = 259200. ial = 7141, iel = 54773, rrn1 = 

&3.8580247e-6) 
parameter (m2 = 134456. ia2 = 8121, ie2 = 28411, rrn2 = 

&7.4373773e-6) 
parameter (m3 = 243000, ia3 = 4561, ie3 = 51349) 
data iff / 0 / 
if «idum .It. 0) .or. (iff .eq. 0» then 
iff = 1 
ixl = mod(iel - idum,ml) 
ix1 • mod«ia1 * ix1) + ie1,m1) 
ix2 = mod(ix1,m2) 
ixl = mod«ia1 * ix1) + icl,ml) 
ix3 = mod(ixl,m3) 
do 11 j = I, 97 
ixl = mod«ia1 * ixl) + iel.ml) 
ix2 • mod«ia2 * ix2) + ic2,m2) 
r(j) • (dble(ix1) + (dble(ix2) * rrn2» * rm1 

11 continue 
idum = 1 
end if 
ix1 • mod«ial * ixl) + icl,m1) 
ix2 • mod«ia2 * ix2) + ie2,m2) 
ix3 • mod«ia3 * ix3) + ic3.m3) 
j = 1 + «97 * ix3) / m3) 
1 f « j • gt. 97) . or. ( j .1 t. 1» pause 
ran1 = r(j) 
r(j) = (dble(ixl) + (dble(ixZ) * rrnZ» * rml 
return 
end 
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c 
c 
c==·==····=·=·=m=.====-..... ~ ••• = •• = ••• == ........... == .... = .. === 

c 
c 
c 

real*8 function gasdev(idum) 
implicit real*8 (a-h.o-z) 
data het 1 0 1 
if (iset .eq. 0) then 

1 vi • (2. * ranl(idum» - 1. 
v2 • (2. * ranl(idum» - 1. 
r • (vi ** 2) + (v2 ** 2) 
if (r .ge. 1.) goto 1 
fac • sqrt(- «2. * log(r» 1 r» 
gset • vi * fac 
gasdev • v2 * fac 
het .. 1 
else 
gasdev • gset 
het .. 0 
end if 
return 
end 

c====z ••• =.= •• === •••••••••••••••••• s ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• = 
subroutine seeds(iseed.nseed.seed) 

c 
c SUBROUTINE TO GENERATE ARRAY OF RANDOM INTEGER SEEDS 
c 
c LIST OF VARIABLES 
c iseed .. used specified initial seed 
c nseed • number of integer seeds desired 
c seed(.). integer array of generated random seeds 
c 

c 

implicit real*8 (a-h.o-z) 
integer seed(100) 

c GENERATE THE ARRAY OF SEEDS 
do 10 i = 1. nseed 

c 

rand = ranl(iseed) 
seed(i) = 1 + dint(lOOOO*rand) 

10 continue 

c END OF SUBROUTINE SEEDS 
return 

c 
c 
c 

end 

c=··················································· ...... . 

c 

rea 1 *8 funct ion funetn (nopt • x. 'ifune. i ea 11 ) 
implicit real*8 (a-h.o-z) 
parameter (bigm • 1.0dl0) 
eommon Ibloek41 npar. 10e(20) 
common Iblock51 pt(20i. pu(20). pl(20) 
dimension x(20) 
dimension .a1(10.4). c1(10). a2(4.6). e2(4). p2(4.6). 

& a3(4.3). c3(4). p3(4.3) 

c Data for Skekel function coefficients (n.4. m=10) 
data al 14 •• 1..8 •• 6 •• 3 •• 2 •• 5 •• 8 .• 6 •• 7 •• 

& 4 .• 1..8 .• 6 .• 7 .• 9 .• 5 .• 1..2 .• 3.6. 
& 4 .• 1. .8 .• 6 .• 3 .• 2 .• 3 •• 8 •• 6 .• 7 .• 
& 4 .• 1. .8 .• 6 .• 7 .• 9 .• 3 .• 1. .2 . • 3.61 
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data cl /.1,.2,.2,.4,.4,.6,.3,.7,.5,.5/ 
c 
c Data for Hartman function coefficients (6-0) 

data a2 /10.,0.05,3.,17.,3.,10.,3.5,8.,17.,17.,1.7,.05, 
& 3.5,0.1,10.,10.,1.7,8.,17.,.1,8.,14.,8.,14./ 
data c2 /1.,1.2,3.,3.2/ 
data p2 /.1312,.2329,.2348,.4047,.1696,.4135,.1451,.8828, 

& .5569,.8307,.3522,.8732,.0124 •• 3736,.2883,.5743, 
& .8283,.1004,.3047,.1091,.5886,.9991,.6650,.0381/ 

c 
c Data for Hartman function coefficient (3-0) 

c 

data a3 /3.,.1,3.,.1,10.,10.,10.,10.,30.,35.,30.,35./ 
data c3 /1.,1.2,3.,3.2/ 
data p3 /.3689,.4699,.1091,.03815, 

& .1170,.4387,.8732,.5743, 
& .2673,.7470,.5S47,.8828/ 

c IF PARAMETER IS OUTSIDE BOUND, ASSIGN bigm to FUNCTION VALUE 
do 1 j • I, nopt 

c 

if (x(j) .It. pl(loc(j» .or. x(j) .gt. pU(loc(j») then 
functn • bigm 
return 

end if 
1 continue 

c CHECK nopt AND PASS x(I) and x(2) TO xl AND x2 FOR ifunc = I, 4 
if (ifunc .ge. 1 .and ifunc .le. 4) then 

if (nopt .ne. 2) then 
write(*,*) , Error in nopt' 
stop 

end if 
xl • x(l) 
x2 • x(2) 

end if 
c 
c This is the Goldstein-Price Function G:3,(0.-I) 
c (True G:3.0,(0.O,-1.0) 

c 

if (ifunc .eq. 1) then 
ul • (xl + x2 + 1.0)**2 
u2 • 19. - 14.*xl + 3.*xl**2 - 14.*x2 + 6.*xl*x2 +3.*x2**2 
u3 = (2.*xl - 3.*x2)**2 
u4 = 18. - 32.*xl + 12.*xl**2 + 48.*x2 -36.*xl*x2 + 27.*x2**2 
uS = u1 * u2 
u6 = u3 * u4 
functn = (1. + uS) * (30. + u6) 
functn = functn - 3.0 

end if 

c This is the Rosenbrock Function with Parameter (a) G:O,(I,I) 
if(ifunc .eq. 2) then 

c 

a • 100.0 
functn • a * (x2 - xl**2)**2 + (1 - xl)**2 

end if 

c This is the Six-hump Camelback function. 
c (True optima • (-0.08983,0.7126), (0.08983.-0.7126) 

if (ifunc .eq. 3) then 
functn • (4. - 2.1*xl**2 + xl**4/3.)*xl**2 + 

& + xl*x2 + (-4. + 4.*x2**2)*x2**2 
functn • functn + 1.031628453489877 

end if 
c 
c This is the Rastrigin function G:-2,(0.0) 

if (ifunc .eq. 4) then 
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c 

functn • x1**2 + x2**2 - cos(18.0*x1) - cos(18.0*x2) 
functn • 2.0 + functn 

end if 

c This is the Griewank function G:O,(O,O), 2-0 or 10-0 

c 

if (ifunc' .eq. 5) then . 
if (nopt .eq. 2) then 

d • 200.0 
else 

d • 4000.0 
end if 
u1 • 0.0 
u2 • 1.0 
do 10 j • I, nopt 

u1 • u1 + x(j)**2 / d 
u2 • u2 * cos(x(j)/sqrt(dble(j») 

10 continue 
functn = u1 -u2 + 1 

end if 

c This is the Shekel function G:-10.5364098252,(4,4), 4-0 
if (ifunc .eq. 6) then 

c 

functn • 11.0309996713 - 0.494589854607 
do 30 i • I, 10 

u • 0.0 
do 20 j = I, nopt 

u • u + (x(j) - a1(i,j»**2 
20 continue 

u = 1.0 / (u + c1(i» 
. functn • functn - u 

30 continue 
end if 

c This is the Hartman function 
c G:-3.322368011415515,(0.201,O.150,O.477,O.275,O.311,O.657) 

if (ifunc .eq. 7) then 

c 

functn • 3.322368011415515 
do 50 i • I, 4 

u • 0.0 
do 40 j = I, nopt 

if (nopt .eq. 3) then 
a2(i,j) • a3(i,j) 
p2(i,j) = p3(i,j) 

end if 
u = u + a2(i,j) * (x(j) - p2(i,j»**2 

40 continue 
if (nopt .eq. 3) c2(O = c3(i). 
functn = functn - c2(i) * exp(-u) 

50 continue 
end if 

c This is the Multi-optmum Banana Function with Parameter (a) G:O,(l,l) 

c 

if(ifunc .eq. 8) then 
a • 100.0 
c • 5.0 
d • 20.0 
functn • a*(x2-x1**2)**2 + (1-x1)**2 

& + c*(-cos(d*(xl-1»*cos(d*(x2-1» + 1.0) 
end if 

c This is the SIXPAR Model 
if (ifunc .eq. 9) then 

functn • funct9(nopt,x,icall) 
end if 
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c 
c If ifunc IS GREATER THAN OR EQUAL TO 10, ERROR IN CHOOSING FUNCTION 

if (ifunc .ge. 10) then 

c 

write(*,*) 'Error in selection of function' 
stop 

end if 

c END OF FUNCTION FUNCTN 
return 

c 
c 
c 

end 

c====.&== ••• =.= ••• =~ •••••••••••••• = ................................. =-c= 

c 

rea1*8 function funct9(nopt,x,icall) 
implicit rea1*8 (a-h,o-z) 
common /blockl/ ndata, ns, iobj 
common /b10ck2/ p(1000), obsq(1000), truq(1000), sO(2) 
common /b10ck3/ q(lOOO), r(1000), b(1000), 5(1000) 
common /b10ck4/ npar, 10c(20) 
common /blockS/ pt(20), pu(20), p1(20) 
dimension x(20), pareS) 

c ASSIGN x TO APPROPRIATE PARAMETERS IN SIXPAR MODEL 
do 10 j • 1, npar 

c 

par(j) = pt(j) 
10 continue 

do 20 k • 1, nopt 
par(loc(k» = x(k) 

20 continue 

c COMPUTE THE STREAMFLOW FOR PARAMETER SET par 
call sixpar(par) 

c 
c COMPUTE INITIAL VARIABLE FOR HMLE 

if (ica11 .eq. 0) then 
r1amda = 888.0 
return 

end if 
c 
c COMPUTE THE SIMPLE LEAST SQUARE OBJECTIVE FUNCTION VALUE 

if (iobj .eq. 1) then 

c 

funct9 = O.dO 
do 40 i • I, ndata 

funct9 = funct9 + (obsq(i) - q(i»**2 
40 continue 

end if 

c COMPUTE THE HMLE VALUE 
if (iobj .eq. 2) funct9 • hmle(icall) 

c 
c END OF FUNCTION funct9 

return 

c 
c 
c 

end 

C=======··==========···E ••• ====.== ••• = •••••••••••••• ==.-=_ .... ==:======= 
rea1*8 function hm1e(ical1) 
implicit rea1*8 (a-h,o-z) 
common /fnblk/ rlamda, ad 
common /blockl/ ndata, ns, iobj 
common /block21 p(lOOO), Ob5q(lOOO), truq(lOOO), 50(2) 
common /b10ck31 q(lOOO), r(lOOO), b(1000), 5(1000) 
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dimension ra(2) 
parameter (eps-5.d-02, del-5.d-02) 

c 
c COMPUTE THE MEAN OF LOGARITHM OF OBSERVED FLOWS 

If (ica11 .eq. 0) then 

c 

ad • O.dO 
do 10 i-I, ndata 

ad • ad + d10g(obsq(i» 
10 continue 

ad • ad I dble(ndata) 
r1amcla • l.dO 

end if 

c ESTIMATE THE LAHDA VALUE 
lcount - 0 

c 

c 

c 

tct • 1 
ra(I} - O.dO 
ra(2} ., O.dO 

25 continue 
lcount ., lcount + 1 
if(1count .gt. 40} then 

write(*,*} 'LAHDA ITERATION GO OVER 40', rlamda, ra(l}, ra(2} 
go to 50 

end if 
rd = O.dO 
rn .. O.dO 
do 30 i • I, ndata 

a - dlog(obsq(I» I ad 
w ., obsq(i}**(2*(rlamda-l.dO}) 
rd • rd + w*(obsq(I} - q(i)}**2 
rn ., rn + w*(obsq(l) - q(i»**2 * a 

30 continue 
ra(ict) • rn I rd - l.dO 
if (dabs(ra(ict}) .le. eps} go to 50 
Islgn = -1 
if (ra(ict) .It. O.dO} isign = 1 
rlarnda = rlarnda + isign * del 
if (ict .eq. 2) go to 35 
ict = 2 
go to 25 

35 continue 
if (ra(1)*ra(2) .It. O.dO} go to 40 
ra(1) • ra(2} 
go to 25 

40 continue 
\'lamda ., rlamda - !sign * del I 2.dO 

c COMPUTE 11;';;'~ 

c 

c 
c 
c 

50 continue 
hnle • O.dO 
ex ., 2. * (rlamda - 1.) 
do 60 i = I, ndata 

hnle = hn1e + obsq(i)**ex * (obsq(i) -q(i})**2 
60 continue 

hnle ., hn1e I db1e(ndata) 
hn1e • hn1e I dexp(ex * ad} 

return 
end 
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c==.======.~==.========.=======.=== •••• =.a.=.================ ••• ==c:==== 
subroutine sixpar(par) 

c 
c 
c BY VIJAI K. GUPTA. 19B4 
c 
c 6-parameter model based on burnash model structure 
c with reparameterized percolation parameters 
c --------------------------c VARIABLES DEFINED: 
c P • PRECITATION 
c Q • MODEL OUTPUT 
cR· OVERLAND FLOW 
c S .. SUBSURFACE FLOW 
c B ., BASEFLOW 
c PERC .. PERCOLATION RATE 
c PPERC .. PERCOATION DEMAND 
c US • UPPER ZONE CONTENT 
c BS '" BOTTOM ZONE CONTENT 
c PARAMETERS DEFINED: 
c UM .. UPPER ZONE CAPACITY 
c UK '" UPPER ZONE STORAGE COEFFICIENT 
c BM .. BOTTOM ZONE CAPACITY 
c BK .. BOTTOM ZONE STORAGE COEFFICIENT 
c X. Z .. COEFFICIENTS IN PERCOLATION EQUATION 
c A. RKU. RKB '" PERCOLATION PARAMETERS 
c 

c 

implicit real*8 (a-h.o-z) 
dimension par(6) 
common /blockl/ ndata. nSf iobj 
common /block2/ p(1000). obsq(lOOO). truq(1000). sO(2) 
common /block3/ q(lOOO). r(1000). b(1000). s(1000) 
dimension us(1000). bs(1000). perc(lOOO) 

c ASSIGN par TO MODEL PARAMETERS 
urn '" par(1) 
uk = par(2) 
bm = par(3) 
bk "'par(4) 
z '" pareS) 
x '" par(6) 

c 
iperc = 0 
a .. z 

c 
c INITIALIZE THE STATES 

i '" 1 

c 

c 

c 

c 

usC;) .. sO(l) 
bs( i} = sO(2) 

90 continue 
rei) '" 0.0 
sCi) • 0.0 
b(;) .. 0.0 

us(i) .. us(i) + p(i) 

rlzdr .. (bm - bs(i» / bm 
if (rlzdr .le. a) goto 900 
perce;) a use;) 
usC;) • 0.0 
goto 910 

900 continue 
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yy • us(i) * bm "* bk I um 
zz • (bm - bs(i» I (bm "* a) 
if(zz .le. O.dO) then. 

zz • 0.0 
else 

zz • zz "*"* x 
end if 
perc(i) • yy + zz * (us(i) - yy) 

C •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• E •••••••••••••• s ................... s 

c If iperc • 1, set the max perc(i) equal to available water us(i) 
c If iperc • 0, perc(i) > us(i), causing negative flow 
c •• = .......................................................... sz. 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 
c 

if (iperc .eq. 1) then 
if (perc(i) .gt. us(i» perc(i) • us(i) 

end if 

us(i) • us(i) - perc(i) 

910 continue 

bs(i) • bs(i) + perc(i) 
if (bs(i) .gt. bm) goto 120 
b(i) • bs(i) * bk 
bs(i) = bs(i) - b(i) 

goto 130 
120 continue 

d = bs(;) - bm 
b(;) • bm "* bk 
bs(i) • (bm - b(i» + d 
if (bs(i) .gt. bm) goto 140 
goto 150 

140 continue 
d = bs(i) - bm 
bs(;) = bm 
us(i) = us(i) + d 

150 continue 
130 continue 

if(us(i) .gt. um) goto 160 
rei) = 0.0 
goto 170 

160 continue 
rei) = us(i) - um 
use;) = urn 

170 continue 

sCi) • us(i) * uk 
us(i) = us(i) - sCi) 

q(i) • (r(i) + sri»~ + b(i) 
if (i .ge. ndata) goto 180 
us(i + 1) • us(i) 
bs(i + 1) = bs(i) 
i = i + 1 
goto 90 

180 continue 

END OF SUBROUTINE sixpar 
return 
end 
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